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inl3.~ll~ae bibliogrpn ats- repared --s a. creheni-xe
saw2ce oI information -in training ..d& aid devices. Special en
sideratiod has=N"-n giv~en. to, use- -of training, aids an&% devices in
iiie ifmed services. Included are -articles, n*por-t, -abd- book--
iragi psychological,, military, A educaional literature. The
titles #;ere selected dnd the abstracts prepared fro'M publications,
of the. armed services, -publicatioiis -f the Amrican Psycholog;ica
Aissociatioi,,. other. fmerican professional journ-as, and- public?.tions
of the ,Canadian and L~itish governments.). No extensizie ef fort was
made~ to reviv-thefaeg literature-o this subject.

Absracts hvben, prepared to present only the -general- con-
clusions. of xpi~intal resea,§rch or a --general b*ief lof the, content

ofnow-exbeimental articles.)-The- intent i6 tofurxisgh thex-eader
with enoughi ihformation sotiiat he ca& decide: whether- the item, is
odf-sufficient -value.-or ' interest, for his purposes, t&- warrant further-
reading.

Thi bibliogra4phy co-ntis ofiIy unclassified abstracts..

For thi_ , Vibliography a training -device has beeii-defined a -in.
,zpparatus tha-t sim.ilates, the, requirements -of- the crtfterion task and
fa 6ilitates t'he acquisition of - hq necessary gkills', -ihich- are pre,-sum ed
to transfer to tbe--operational situation. A, traifiin1.g aid has -been
defined -as an -object, or devi c .6 used' to-. facilitate the -pr4esentatldn(
and teaching-of iniforiiational'knowvledge .

Zection: I, Trai~ng Devices contains the, titles 'and abstr acts -of
reports and articles petiig otedslgm, c~nstrikuct.ioA, utilization,
and -evae'luation of training devices. Included are items concerned with
such devices -as the Foyxboro Trainer, the Link Trainer and the Pedestal
-_ ght lManipalation Test. 'This, section, is etbdivided, infor) the following
cegqrie: (l)-61eectr6nic., (2) aerial,()gney 'dh)islaeo.

Sectioni II, T~raining, Alds-, cbntzains t:he titles--and abstract6 of
reports and articles~ pertaining to the us -e and evaluation of training
aids in, facilitating instruction and in increasing the amount of
inf okrhtional knowledge gaihed -during instruction. Discussion and
investigation of motion pictures a:Ld telev ision as, aids to instruction
comprise, most of the literature in tliis area; eadh, 17.3s. been; assigned
a- separate, 6ate~ory. Other training aids,., such as' flannelgra.phs,
chalkboards, and charts, hav been given little atti n in the
literature and are grouped together. A fourth category lists books
that are conce~ned' with the entire-area, of, dudio-visual. education and
the materials and techniques employed. This section is subdivided
into the following categories: .(I ), motion pictures,. (2) television,
(3) other training aids, .and (4)>saingld source references on audio-
visual materials and techniiques.



Satd III, jtqidreaenr. -.n %Luto *hd~&_

- ~ ~ ~ 3 r;e Ooncerntd, Witb i od fo* deterxihing- the
we -;.-r training, aids aId devices, ascertainin-1 desig~n ireqtA.ir4enti,
,n t .ve ~uti on oftraininig lids 3.n de-.'ces, 4kleady in use.

O4i.o~ n It, Basic Aes6 ir.& and, It; ,.plidat~dns, contains' tems
-coc-r: 4ith basic research'relevAtt to 1;raining Aids -ud device_

* -theory' and item &6neerned with military training_ in aehral, -AS
re~tonto ppychologicad. theory, atnd_ the us~ o f training aids and

w~vceswihin~ iliar setig. This ection is sidbdivided into
f r.-o parts: (i) basic, resedrcb wi:_th-,application to traihing iids

Itnd de'Vices, and, ()basic rese-Arch, with, apiicaftioa to miitary

LThe -tv-.iAz~le lterature bhs been surveyed -up, to I. December 1956.



T!raiing DeVices

A. -Electronic

1. Anderson, I.H. et al. Recoimndaticns for- the Use of the-YFoxboro
Trainer (O-Oc-96 oplle Pycho~og P Nel, ional- Defense
Research cu-ittee, q~D, Wasinj&Xl~ 19k% OMP :Report 3103.,

A -description. of the proper operating conditions 'for* Fdxb~ro,
Trainer Is use if it is to- be, of aid in thie itrconand,
training of SCR-268i radar ofrrtators. Pikevious studies bad
sh§own that the trainer was acceptably reliable and valid
and that the tracking tas'k was a good representation of
that, presented by the SCR-2W8.

2. Anderson,.I..ea. Use of the Philco Trainer -in the, Training
of Ak-Scan OrscilloscopeCprators-.- -Applied Psychology- Panel,
National Defense Research Commttee, qp~D, m~shington, 191132
06iD iReport -2o96.,

A deteination of the training eftectiveness of the Philco.
,Trainer, which was designed to 'feeds -s~as into the actual
ihdicator units-of the 8CR-270,-71 radar equipment. 'Thd Philco
Trainer proved ~efective to,. tiain operators for A,-scan oscillo-
scopef;,. 'if'a meats of scoring operator- proficiency- i4.s provded.
The human element in azimuth determination could bereduced- to
a point wthere. it was exceeded by eiroizs in the equipment. No,
statistically sign!ificant relationship 46s. founid-among th?
rangig azih, and -.detection.6 ofminimail echoes.

3.Anderson, 'I.H. et al. A Radar Trainer and Flash-Reading,,Method-Tor
Operators of ~the ,PPI. ACpplied Psychology Panel, Ntional Defense
Research-,Coiittee, OSRD, wasingtoni Deceipber 19'44 bmD Repor 4489.

th~i optical-mechanical trainer described-imula tes, the iscope
,Pet~tion of tihe- Plan Position Indicator, and 'etrl
flashes, target echoes or sign~ti blips whose locations pay be
read in terms of either polar or grid coordiates. The flash-

reangmetod sed stresses speed and accuracy' of performnce
andwas'orarzed to train the radar oetor 'nd plot reader

too perform.'at levels- of pr6fipiency 6xpected- iri\ actual combat
op.ration. The trainer and flash-rea:der method mpermitted

stdhdard conditions of tra ining and objective me thods of scoring,-
proficiency' during training.

4. Arnold,, Tr.G., Jr. and Hamburger, F.., Jr. Eadar Target Silator for
aThree-Diimensional, Display. 'Institute fo Copratlve' RepearchE;Theel

Johns. Hopkins University, November 1949. -(IMR 166-1-98)' (COMIDE*JALN

The radar simulator dqscribed in this report generate's six -

synthetic targets for di splay on the Plan-Position and Range-

Height Indicators of a three-dimensional radar system. It is
used in conjunction withTarget Generating System TGS-1, Auto-
Units, and the Indicator Console of the Navy Model 8K Radar.



44i. -Ariold, T. 0. arAdma~rger,, F., Jr; Conitrol dintral: A Radar

'SiudtilAtor for 'Psycooia Research. Special Devices Center,
CMINR POrt, Wahington, -INY, 3rch 1950, Technical Report,

A dscrptin o a mthd fr gnerating -a sium1ated radar
§ f- target. bavingm its pozsition and *ny of its eharactekistics

Ucontrolled thirough use of -Control Central, a radar siinlattor
j '.designed and constructed for psychological researchi. ft isp sed with the Plan Position Indicator type of radar indicator

which ,givesd range, and beairing- inforii.tioni to the observer.
Fch,;of the integral -units of Coitrol Central is described

1 in sbm- detail.

- 5. 7rgr, D.M. Target Generating System, TGS-l. Special. Devices
-Ceter, OuRt, Port Washington, L.IN.. une 19I9, 'Techical

'Aepbrt PDC, l66-,1!46.

A description. of a target generatingsystem.-desigued as 1
research instrument, to furnish the- pfincipal experimental
v vable by means of which equipi nt and operational methods
might, :be compared& -arid evaluated. This system makes jpoissible,

th recise control of targets geneaed. The complete systemi
consists of 18 signial units, 21 target, pogitio ning, units , 2

- - trigger- units, 2 antenna sinmlators, and ~a switching panel.

r6. Berkshire, P7. R. Field, Evaluatiowof a-,Trouble ShootingAid:. iAiry 1Force 6rnnlan& BOinP~~rroinin Research Ce~nter., ARUC, Iackliid AFB
-Te.,195.,Tehni cal !Report _AFP1,RC TR .2I4.

12A description oit the- development and prelLminary eva.Luation
of - set of troubldi shooting -matdrials by means -of, which a
mechanic can trace sbymptoms, of' malfunction to their under-
lying cause or cau.ses., 'The experimental materials .ihcluded
col or -;coded s chemti cs of 'the entire cha; n with itssb
iystems and, written directions called "trouble* lbtr§
InL prelimiinary evaluatiQ4 of this device, the invstigator
Stat4d "the results appear sufficielntly proiihg to suggest,
that, similari taterials nmight profitbly .ber devel-oped for
).aiger' portions; of newer equipments.11

7.Besnard, G.,G. and Briggs, L.J. Cbmparison- of P~formanceUpon
the E-4I Fire Control System Slmulator ,,and Upon Qperatipnal Equip-

-(ment~ Air Force -Persaonnel and Trainizig"Research Center,., ARD-,
Laickland'AFB, Tex., April 1956, D&relopmental Report AFPTRC T11 5624.7

Desi ,gned to -coipare students' performance on selected
Mainitenance procedures in the E-4 Fire Control System
Procedural Simulatoi' with performance of these t%-asksL on an operatinig fire control system. Highly similar
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performnces were cdnsidered necessary to 3usti'f the
use of the sibulator in the measurement of students'
'proficiency in these tasks. The experimental anld
control grons did hOt, differ significantly in the
total nuaber of errors ide, a n the average total
time taken to ccwipete the three-tested procedures
was-significAntly less for the similatoi group. It
vas felt the siulator represented the operational
equipment toa sufficiently:great extent to justify
further xxse of it in measuring student maintenance
proficiency for the procedures sam)led-.

8. Blackston, M.W. and Rabine, E.N. Eledtronics Trouble
Shooting Trainer. Training Analysis' and Development Division,
33dOth Technical Training Gqoi, Keesler AFB, Miss., February
1956, Keesler Report 56-i.

A description, of the Electronics- Trouble Shooting
Trainer, a paper-and-pencil training device designed
to. acquaint the student with the principles of the
training itho&-during his initial training in trouble

shooting. The student is tested -on his trouble shoot-
ing logic and knowledge of equipment. In, utilizing
the exercise as a taining device, -the instructor
conancts a class, critique of student results, guiding
t he student -n developing l ogical trouble shootingt echques.

9. iggs, L.J., and '*risOn, E J. An ASsessment of, the
Performance Capabilities of Fire, Control -System Mechanics.
i-intenance Laboratory, -Air Force'Personneland Training
Research Center, AEDC, LowrC AB, olo., 956, Techcal

Memorandum ML TM '56'-9.

Designed to measure the proficiency of Air Defense A

mechanics in mintaining the E-4-5 and -6 Fire 'Contiol.
Systems. The men were tested on an operating mock-up,
the Trouble Shooting Simulator, a Procedural Similator,
and the, Subject-.iatter Trainer. The above d~viceu and
the testing methods are, described..

10,. Dkown, J.-L., and Diamond, A.L. 'A 'Device Simulating. the I:
Visual Displays f PPI Scores." J. ot,. Soc. Amer., 1953, V
h3, 1143-1146.

Describes a' device that duplicates the decay
characteristics of a P-7 phosphor and is carried by
a rotating annulus. Two important reasons for using
it rather than the Plan Position Indicator scope
itself are: 1) Many problems of measurement and
specification are avoided since photometric measure-
ments can be made directly over the entire range to
be investigated with this apparatus, and 2) the range

-- 77 -
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of relevadt, variables is greaterio and tey ca n be
varied with moeidpndence tban would be possible

liin-the operational equaipment' vhere electriical. elements
El ~and the, 6haracteristics- of posphorescent coatings,

'inpoje limitations.

T ~ ~ ~ 1 yb Brya (G.L. 6t al. TheAtmst: An, Aiitom~icallY-Recording
Tetofr Electronic Trouble' Shooting., (Univesity-of'Southe tvrrn

of1aa'Rsac and tiu of I-laval
'4Personnel, bepartment of the N1q.y, Augt#,,t 19551., Technical

Report U

'I ~~ detailed descr iption odf an.aotily erdn
version -of thte. MASTS 'Test - (Mil~pe Alternative
Symbolic Trobuble- Shoig Test ,.-jobsml test.
Meebanical arid administrative features of the 'test
arPe giVen;. test problems irdpoposed -scoring pro-.
cedures. rare, dijcupsa, arid applications are suggested.

12. Cantor, S. ahd'brown, J.,P. An EValuation, of' the .Trainer-
Tester, and Punchboard-'Tutor as,-Electronics -Training Aids,.
%bva1 Training Devi ce ,Center, Special Devices C' :nter,O"IOMI

PotWshintn L.IflYOctober 1953,. Technical -Ropqrt
ITAVTADEVCE111257-2-1.

An -evaluation 1,of'tWo- paper-and-pecil training aids.,
1) The TrainerTester presents the student with a
'writted list of' symptoms '6)fiibited, by -a milfunctiohindg
piece, of' equipment end xequires him-to try a number of

J7 lypothetl~al tests and ~measiu'ements to ~determine' the
defective component 6r the requiked.adjustment.
12) The Punchboatd,'Tutor allos'the student -to track
down malfunctions ,by means of multiple 'choice answIers.

E in the Basic Electroni~s Course,'-students using the
tvo training aids were superior to students. using,
equipment qnly. In Advaxiced Radar Training, stud.ents12wbo ~uped the Trainer-Tester' during -basic training
were. suxperitor to other. grOups in Radar laboratory
-grades.

ti13. Corniell, F.G. et al. ^Proficiency of Q4-24 Radar Mechanics.:
III. ,The Tab_ Test - A Group Test of Trouble"Sbhootiig
Proficiency. -Armament ,Systems,'PersonnelResearch 'LaboratoryI
Air Y~orce Personnel and Training Resear ch Center,, ARD, 'Lowry
AP)~ Coo. ;.1954, Res-earch ,billtin ARCTR 54- 52.

Adescription. of the developtdht. of the format -andAscoring methods for the Tab'_Test, a oua-p-adninistered:
paper-and-pencil, testing device vised 'to tedst ebectronics
technicians. The authors believe the Tab T66st t6-re-1;quire the' subje~t to ibake,,the sainas major decisions
required in the proces's of diagnosing zalfunctiops
(trouble shooting)' i.n cqqplex -electronic equipmdnt. The
test provides a record of the check , and diagnoses craosen

I - ~~by the subject dnd the o~ inw~htey a slctd
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1k. tDamrin, D.E. and Saaipe, jL. -Proficiency of rQ-24,&Radar_*cafls

IV,* An Analysi of-Checking Rtesponses in TroubleShooting on !2.'b
Test, Prblm Systeps, personnel Researc Lboratoy

irForce WPrsonnej. and-Training9 Research, Center, ARDC., Lowry AF, B)

o.,195'4, Research, Bulletin AF!1MC Ij 5I4-53-

T ,wenty Tab Test prolem6s were adminiitifd to 77 Q-2 4 rak
mechanics. (The Tab Test_ is- a groqp-administered' p1aper- ard

penci test used to a, ssess certain: aspects- of the trouble

shootn peqo2ac of radar kine, mechanics.), S6wen hypotheses
were foraae ccerning ways in, wbich-the checking-responses '

of 'the2 miore, profi~ient troublishotr differ from, those of
the-less proficient trouble shooters.

Pa. ubronerR. 'and SeArle, 1.V. 'The Pin-Pointer Technique npt

Use in the Studay of _Target Ijdentifi~cation. Human Resources',Re-
search CeteADLacklar4, AFB., Tex.,, June .4Y>3, Tecni&

Repot 53-19. (CONFIDETfAL)

Deecribes, the use of tlhe Pin-pointer Technique in the -studly

oftarge identification. The' pin-pointer-appratus presents

a 'sttic, radak picture upon which. the subJect dana mark, the-

aiming point (SAp). This device 'not only yields a precise

measuremerrt of, accuracy in target recognitioni but also
permits recoiding o'teseed of recognition.

15. Bdgerton, H.A. et al. A Study of' the Utlization of Foui Rpre-r
.,entative Trai~T- vices. Spcial Devices-Center, -ONR Port-

1 sigtn ., N..,Ari 92 echnical: Reort SDC '383 -7-2.

'The, four 6eetronic training 'devices, evaluated zare the 'Indi-

vidual Wiring -Board,. ElectroDynamic Kit, Pbil~b Kit, and

Univ~rsal Bread Boarxd. Recozmendations~ are made to increase
effdctiv~ness both 2.n design an4 use of these devices. Th~e

last chapter -deals with suggestions- conicerin the-best use,,

of training -aidsin general.

16. Fattu , N,*A. A Catalog of ITrouble Shoo6ting Tests. (Institute of'

Ed~ucational, R esearfch, -University of Indiana, contiact No. 968(07),)
Personnel and Training Branch, ,Psychblogical Serkvices 'Division,

ONR, December. 19561, Research Repprt 1.

t~his catalog contains .examples of trouble shooting tests

developed ub flbuh ecember 1956. It summarizes'and i~lldis-

trts materials assembledd from scatteredz-ources andmakeIthem',available' in-one report. Two Sections on training aids
and training device re~earcb are "Mock-up or Simulator Tests"
and ARC (4utomatic Recording of Checks) Type'Testd." TheI first includes those tests performed on equipxelt that

simulates the actual operating equipment. Althe simulator

tests described provide for aiatombtic recording of behavior.

The second section lists those tests that"atmto rna
late 'some ok the features of the simulator "atept ito traer-

and-pencil fom"In contrast with the simulator test, the
"4-'4 L~c tes,~ are less realistic, since verbal description must4 replace simulation.
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- 17. lrench, Rs. 1 e K-Stem MAC-i. Trouble .aooti- ;traine:

'I. fmtticua Description- 'Arm et Systes PersnSey
eeseaarch ]orattory, Air Force Persa n a i Training Researcb
-e Center , Ah, . , April C19., ASHIL T56-8.

- A functcas descripitiohn of the K-Spsten MAC-i Trouble

yshtem r traig ni kc ule-ie of data flhe, system

- - fumcticming, and trI bl sooting Irocedures, under

cofUdii fadcssls than the typical easi
Tb rainer vere designed as a mati

racice di for the- classrocm,, sil ring

practcal training on the equim et -itself..

16. French, ILS. The K-System MAC-1 Trouble Shooting Trainer:
HI. Derivation of Traening C aracteristics. Armament Systems

tPersonnel Research Laboratory, Air Fce Personnel and Training
" Reserch Center, LoARC, Lowry Col., April 1956, ASBL T

Mpim how the training caracteristics of teb th-e
- Trainer were derived. The discussion Is organized

in tedrs of training characteristics derived fro:
1) training reqireents -and liitations, 2) the
natulre of the K- y te-and its m aintennce, 3) the
nature of K-Syiste lih-3ine trouble shooting,

I A, F ) the xitions of the system, and 5) an analysis-
of related training devices.

9.Fench, R.S. The K-Syste -M-C-I Trouble Shooting Trainer:
" in. aTechnical Supplement. Armamnt System personnel

Research Laboratory, Ai Force Personnel and Training Research

Cener A, Lowry Ao. O Coblo., April 1956, ASTC TM 56-10.

The third in a series of reports describing the
developant and use of the MAC-1 Trainer. Included
in thisgreport are technicl -data related to the4 rbdesignh,,use, and maintenance of' the trainer.

20. FWench, R.S., Crowder, 14.. and Tuck~er, J.A., Jr. The K-
System MAC-i Trouble Shooting Trainer: II. Effecti-veness
in an Ecperimentai Training Couirse. Maintenance Laboratory,
Air Force Personnel and Training Research Center, ARDC,
Lovey AFB,. Colo., October 1956, Technical Hote AFF-TRC TH
56-120.

Describes an experimental training program conducted
both to c~valuate the K-Systpna MAC-i Trainer and to
investigate the feasibility of teachinrg systematic
trouble shooting to apprentice mechanics of' average



aptitude. This trouble shooting trainer represenzs
the oeration and circuitry of the K-3A Dcmbing- -

~ tioii Systes In the evaluation,. the- effective-
ness of trouble sbooting training conducted on the
Trainer-was caqwared vith the effectiveness of training
on tn.- aetal K-Systen eq~piuet. Proficiency asures
n. 40 trainees, vere taken before, dxring, and at the

end of training, and after -a six-month perio:L The
group. of trainees vho received all their trouble
sboating practice on the MAC-i Trainer showed no
evidence of baving received less effective training.
The authors conclude that -the W-1 Trainer, possibly
,ith some diflcati s, could be used effectively in
the- clasom as a supplement to the equippent either
in forl training carsef or for on-the-job training.
The stidy f.brtber d sistrates tbat apprentice mechanics
can learn systemtic trouble qhpoting procedures based
on a logical analysis of the dap. flow of the -system

21. Gagne, R.M. aid Mdden, H.L. The Radar Aiming -Proficiency
Test. EUan Resocrces Research Center, ATC, Lackland AI',
Tex., My 1951,, Research Ibte AIW 51-4.

A description of the Radar Aiming Proficiency Test,
d.esigned pri-urily to make Q3sible the -accurate
scoring of students' performnce in finding- an
holding aiming points during simulated bombing
training missions. Specifications, diagrams, and
pictures of the apparatus are included, .

,22. Berman, I.L. and Church, S.A. Anlysis of Radar, Aiming. Point

Identification Motion Picture Group Tests. Air Force Personnel
and Training Research Center, .RDC, Lackand AFB, Tex.,
April 1954, Technical Report AFFTRC TR 54-2.

Group tests of ability to identify a radar aiming
point were developed from motion pictures taken of
an AN/AP Q-23 radar scope during several bomb runs.
Cross-hairs were superimposed on the films to correspond
with items of a paper-and-pencil test. The results. in-
dicate that these tests have satisfactory characteristics
as measuring instruments.

23. Hixson, W.C., Harter, G.A. and Warren, C.E. A Radar .

Simulator for Use in Air Traffic Control. Wright Air
Development Center, ARDC., Wright-Patterson AFB., Oio,
January 1954.,Technical Report IWADC TR 53-418.

Describes a radar s.mulator capable of sinulating

30 moving aircraft targets on a PPI-type radar
indicator. Control of target heading, velocity,
position, and turn rate is available at each air-
craft target operatingF station. Other features of
this simulator are also described.
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Co uctio. and the Validation of a Mecmamical Radar

FJL-*-ebi Tranerfor Learning to-Wak Aerial Targets
Wi T~th -) -4 -m the GGun:rector YArk- 37. Applied
Psychology P nl1tioal DefenseRes ch C lettee, 0(U),

F~uary ll~5, ~D eport,166

A .echanii -ip-=tching trainer w6a constructed to
Simalatne, th e trainng Xtask p'eseirted to an operator
using the Mark 37 gun director and Mark 4i radar.

I -This report. contains dtaiis on the. design, con-
struction, and -vliation of this trainer .T
investigators concluded thut "the pp-mo.uc .ng
trainer described is :a va4d'training device for. 1 - "trainiig radar operators to point and train the
Ibrk 37 :gun director with Mbrk radar."

25. Linds4ey, D.B. A-'Study of the Fokboro Trainer as a Training

Device for learning to -Track by Means of Pip-Matching.
Applied Psychology Panel, -Rational Defense Research Committee,

~i~ O~DWashington, December 19L, 0SED Report 3102.

An ex]*riment to determine the value of the -Foxboro
Trainer as an aid in improving tracking abilitf.
The degree of skill obtainable at different stages
of practice was sought. .Results showed that: 1),
'This traiiher could effctively be Used to train

oscilloscope 'operators. in pip-mtcing, -and tracking
abilit.; 2). 43 per cent of over-all improveme.c took.
place during the fist four days; 83 per cc-nt. during

the firdt seven days under the conditions,zof this
experimient; 3) the reliability of the trainer was
satisfactory; 4) inter-day corelations were not
sufficiently high to allow the trainer's use to
predict terminal performance.

'26. Lindsley, D.B. A.Study of the SCR-584 Basic Trainer as a
: Tracking Device for Learning Range 'Tracking. Applied

Psychology Panel, National Defense Research Committee, OSRD,
Wshi ngton, l94, OSRD Report 3344.

The SCR-584 Basic Traineri3 a light-weight, mechanical-
optical device which simulates the J-scan, 2000 yard
range scope of the SCR-584 rada. set. An experimental
investigation was made to ev'luate the trainer as an
aid in improving tracking ability. Data from 25 Subjects

without prior tracking experience showed: 1i) The
Basic Trainer could be used to effect improvement in
tracking ability involving the keeping of a hairline
on a moving pip; 2) the reliability of the trainer as
a measuring instrument is satisfactory; 3)-inter-day
correlations of performance were not sufficiently
high to warrant prediction of terminal performance
from initial performance.

._ .. ._ -- - _.- _. - -_ - = . . . _ = ;., . . .
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27. Lindsley, D.B. et al.. Use of" thePPI FLash-Reading Trainer
in Traihibg of t~-y Search Radar :erators. IApplied--
Psycholog4 Panel, I-Htioml Defense Research Comittee, OMD,
Wshngton, tbrch 19 4 5 . Od Report 4831.

A description and evaiuation of the Flash-Reading
Trainer, which mehan" cally and optically simaates
a Plan Position Indicator screen. Targets may be
presented in any desired order izd. position, and with
varying persistence time. The accuracy Vith which, the
targets -are read can be objeeti vely checked and -can be
exposed on either a grid coordinate or a polar coordi-
mte screen. Short exposure times, varying- from one
to five seconds, were used to provide training in
rapid target reading as well as in aecuracy. The
original model of this trainer consisted :of' a sibge
scope; the present model is-a group trainer -utilizing
three scopes. "It (the trainer) provides a standard-

ized' scope reading situation that can be scored
accurately; the best use of the trainer is obtained
when the scope markings -are made to simulate the,
bearing And rane: scales of an actual radar; signif-
icant, increases in scope reading ability occur with
traini* by this method; poorer scores were made on
the trainer by those who were poor in operating
-actual radar dear."

28. McClelland, W.A., Abbtt, P.S., and Stobie, W.H. Teach&g

Radar Scope Interpretation with ,Motion,1ictures: .I.- -Radar
liavigation, the Ellington Study. Air Force Personnel and
Training ReserchCenter, AIPC, Lackland AF, Tex.,
July 1954, Technical Report AFP-TC TR 54-25.

Designed to test the hypothesis that radar scope
motion pictuze training is- an adequate substitute
for an equivalent number of air training hours in
elementary radar scope interpretation (radar navi-
gation). Differences between the 'all-air trained
and all-motion picture trained group, while -not
statistically stgnificant, favored the latter group,
in 16 of 19 groups and air criterion variables, When
the half-air trained a.nd-haf-motion- picture trained
group-was added to the comparison, essentially the
same, finding was obtained;. There was no evidence
that the all-air trained group was superior.

1-'7,
<C
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I9. McClk eland, W. A. and, Abbott,P.S. Teaching Radar' Scope
iter retation hith Mbtion- Pictures: " o pLoraoTtudies

in NartyLearning Part II. Aiaing Point Identification
(The Sheppard Study) Part III. Radar, lvation ircraft

Observer Research, Laboratory, Air FbrcePersanne± and.Training
.Research Center, A=,,C JWther An, Cal:f., Janay 1956,<fJ' Tchnical M**oand*m R W -

Part I- -determining whether dr not proficiency in
radar aipmingo1int identificatin was improved with
prctc bm-- practice in, bob run radar scope mtion pictures,
using the Radar Navigation - Rader Scope Interpretatioh
Trainer. Subjects experienced in radar scope inter-* f pretation were used. There was a slight tendency

U towards improved performnce with practice. 4ore
positive was the finding that factors specific to the
bomb run account for the major proportion of totalI variance in student perforunce. Part III - deter-
mining vhether or not proficiency in radar scope

* interpretation was, improved by mtion pic -turLtraiing.
* Using college students as subjects, the- investigators

Sfoiund that those trained by motion pictures made
significantly higher radar interpretation scores than

i1 those not trained! by motion pictures.

30; ikrnin, J.A.,, VanderMeer, A.,W. ,and Vris, T. Comparison of
Training Media:, Trainee Mnipulation and Observation' of
FUnctioning Electrical' Systems-Versus Trainae Drawing of
Schematic Electrical.Systems. Spcial Devices Center, 01R,
Port Washington, L. I., N. Y., June '1954., Techica!iReportj- SDC 26C-7.-.lol.

The training effectiveness of a wiring board, on which
the trainee manipulated components ,was compared writh'U a chart (diagram) on which circuits were drawn by the
trainee for the purpose of learning ,basic electricity;

-. i.e., circuit, the6ry, circuit problems, and:' usel ofL electrical meters. Results indicated: 1) The
diagram of' the wiring board and the wiring board
improved learning how to -use meter - to an equal.
extent; 2) learning to solve electrical prob!otm was
not improved by the use of the devices; 3) lerning
of theory by the lower GCT group was slightly improved
by the use of the diagram of the wiring boardi but not
by the wiring board; 4) over-all learning of bsic
principles was not improved by the use of either device.

-- - -_ "L,_-.-- " . - _ - ... . .... . . . . . . . .



31. Schiemer, E.W. Automatic Target Positioning Unit, Model I.
(Institute r Cooperative Research, The -Johns Hopkins
Ibixtversity), O.I, 17 January 1951, Technical Report 166,1-75.

By-means -of the Autoutic, Target Positioning Uit, a
simalated target in the MST1 can be oade to follow a,
pre-set course for one hour. Tests- .on the automatic
Positioring unit show that one hour long cour3e can be
reproduced vith a rabe accuracy of 0.02 per cent, of
full scale and a beiring accuracy of 0.19 when the
unit is o peated 'ih conjunction with the TGS -lo

32. Psychological Services. Basic Trcuble-Shootih: Student
Handbook. (Ps.chological-Services Inc., Los Angeles, C aif.)
ARC, (Contract AF 18 (1600)-1206). UIIATm).

A student workbook,, to be used it training on the
-Genralized Electronic Trouble Shootinpg Trainer (GETS),
which-outlinei rules and methods for trouble shooting-
electronic equipment in general. Included, are chapters
dealing with kinds of data flow chains,, trouble shoot-
ing linear chains, troulne shooting diverging chains,
trouble shocting converging chains, and, touble shoot-
ing, complex systems.

-32. arle, L -1. and Murray, N.L. The Radar Navigation Trainer.
Human Resources Research Center, Air Force Personnel, and
Training Research, Center, ARDC Lakland AFB, Tex.-, K - 1952,
Resear*ch Note AO 52-5.

The Radar Naigation Trainer, incorporating motion
pictures of the airborne radar scope, was used in an
experimental ground course conducted at Ellington
Air Base. The feasibility of- substituting ground:
training for flight traidhg, in basic radar scope
interpretation was tested' The trainer gave each
student a means of acquirihg Skill in interpreting,
typical -scope returns, obtaining fixes , determining
Wind, plotting course, and maintaining the navi-
gatonAl log.

3J. Tucker, J.A., Jr. "Approaches to Training, for Trouble
Shooting of Electronic Equipment. " Symposium on Eleetronic ,.
Maintenance, Advisory Panel on, Personinel an Training Research,
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Research and
Development, 3-5 August 1955, 137-147, PPT 202/4.

Four commonly accepted approaches to electronic trouble
shooting are discussed: trial and error, probability
d ata, "cookbook" or malfunction indexing device, and-
problem solving. In addition there is further- dis-
cussion of the K-System Trouble Mhooting Trainer
developed by R. S. Fr.ench for training electronics
mainteran,e personnel in logical trouble shooting
procedures. Included are comments on the evaluation
of part-task trouble shooting trainers.

--- Z.
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35. Air Reseirch and Developmnent Conund. Flight Simulator

Utilization Handbook. Rumri Fbct ors Operations Research1aoatories, ARDCC,'Bq ng -AM, wshington, August 1953,

'HFCI Repca'42 .

LThis bandbook was written to assist traini* personneliass!'ped to develop and Oiperate-,a flight sibuato-r'
•rgrm 'The handbook is. meant ,to, be as gener-i ;s

) Possible. Principles or suggestionz),jbelieved
J ~applicable to .All wuJti-seat simulators for b~nber

and cargo-type aircraft ;are giveh. (it should be
noted that most principles and all examples given
in this aidbook have been derived from three
#ograms: - The B-50Y_ the B-4, and the C-97 simuiatdr
programs. )

36. Bell, J.4. A Landing Display for Use With a Contact Flight
Sibulator. Secial Devices Center, OHR, Port Washington,'

+ L. I., N. Y.,, 1951, 'Technical Report SDC 71-16-8.

A mathematical analysis is presented of the visual
perspective cues'-when they 6cur during an approach,
-to v, landing.

r 37. Bennett, G.K. et al. Evaluation of the SIU Operational
K Flight Trainer. Special Devices Center, OR, Port Washington,

L. . M.Y.. Itrch il954, 'Technical Report: SDC 999-2 .1

Theaim was t6 conduct an experimental evaluation of
'the SNJ Operational Flight Trainer in such a way that
some of the findings might apply to other modern
electronic flight simulators. The results: showed

L )"synthetic light trainers such as the NAVBIT and
SI OFT do contribute to basic instrument trainpng,
2) f* " - iii: -urpose the specialized SNJ OFT is not

L superior to the generalized NAVBIT,, 3) synthetic trainer
time is as effective given in a single block as when
alternated with actual flight, 4). air time can be' saved
by giving the student thorough ground training under a,,
blocked sequence and then allowing him to progress
through flight training as rapidly as: possible, -5) the
SNJ OFT does not excel the Combination S-J' cockpit

- 'I mock-up and cycloramic Link trainer used 'before 'the
SNJ OFT became available for pre-flight cockpit
familiarization.

t .. . . . . ... . . .. . . ..I " ] _ _ -- = . ...
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38. toyle, D.J. and, agin, W.V. The Light Plane as a Pre-Prirary i
Selection and Training Device: - L Analysis of Operational
Daita. Pilot, Training Rtesearch Uaraory, Ew-mp Resources
Research Ce:r, GoodfelLO APB, Tex,., October 1953, HRRC
Technical Report. 53-33.

An analysis of the, operational data showed 1) light
plane training helped students over the T'-6 solo
hurdle (90,,, .--of the light plane students soloed- as,
c~mpared to' 7-3,.3% Of thi Control students; the light
plane studehts. required, on the average, 4 hour s
less T-6 iistruction prioia to solo than- did the
control students), 2) significantly more light plane
.students -were successful in. completing pi~ry pilot
trainhing, ankd 3 ) light 'plane, stuldents ba markedly
fewer accidents- -duking. primary training than did
members of the -control group.

39. Brown, C.W. and -Ghiselli, E.-E. Investigation of A-6 Bombing
Ground: Trainer Utilization in the USAF Bombardment- School: -

Design of a, Long Range Research Project Intended to' Identify
Optimum Results in the' utilization of the A-.,'Ground-Tra-ner
for Training Aircraft Observers (Bombardment,-). Human -Re--
sources-Research Center, ATC€ lackland AFB, Te, July 1951,
Research Note AO 51-2.

A description of a long-range research program con-
sistihn of several experiments through which more
valld -estimates could be made of the contribution
of the A-6,-trainer to learning the bombing :problem
in the air, and by whibch a thorough-going analysis
could be made of. the psjchological factors that
facilitate and inhibit the learning- and retention
of bombing procedure and accuracy.. Suggestions are,
given for experiments in number ,of areas.

40. Brown, C.W. and Ghiselli, E.E. Investigation of Bombing,
Ground Trainer .6 Utilization in the USAF Bombardment,
School: An Evaluation of the Effectiveness-*of Uti ization
of the XA6-Ground Trainer. Human Resources Research Center, K
ATC, Lackland AFB, -Tex., July 1951, Research Bulletin 51,14.

An evaluation of the bombing ground trainer ,A-6. This
study reports that "trainer scores are reported as
generally unreliable. Improvement as a result of jI
practice is noted in procedure scores but not in
average circular error scores. Significant decreases I
in both types of scores occur 7 days after completion
of the regular training of navigators on the trainer.
For both navigators and bombardiers little or no
correlation is shown between trainer and aerial scores."

_ ~ F =
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t _4i. Brown, C.W. and- Giseli, E.E. Investigatqn of Bdming
Ground. Trainer A-0 Utilization in the, USAF Bombardment
School: Recomendations for Changes in the Utilization 'of
the Gr.and Taner-A-ONsed on the- Tirings of relimi nary
Research. Huma-Resources Research Center., ATC, Lackland
AFB. Tex., July 1951,-Research Bulletin 51-15.

L P qsents suggestions for the more effective utili-
zation of the A-6 Bomb Trainer. The A-6 trainer
program is reviewed ith respect to: objectives and

iuses. Three leveis in student achievement are out-lined and the training and evaluati6n of ,procedure

r afi accuracy by means of the A-6 .traiier are discussed.

~ 42. PBrown, C.W. and .Ghiselli, E.E. Investigation,of A-6 Bombing
Ground Trainer Utilization in the USAF Bombardment-,School:
,Sggestive, Program, of Changes' in A-6_Utilization to, be
Executed by Mather Field,,Personnel." Human Reswrces Research
Center, ATC; Lackland A, Tex, July 1951, ResearchNote[ 7 AO 51- 3..

ritten to highlight areas where field action should
be taken, not only, to achieve immediate improvement

. in training, but also to initiate action toward
obtaining the cooperation of higher -echelons through
which other fundamentAl changes -an be introduced.
Background materiai, for the ,suggestions. in the -report3.canbe found rin previous reports from this center.
(See ,ATd- WC, P.6seardnBulletins 5i-14, 51-15.)

43. Brown, :E.L., Mathey,W. %G., and Flexman, R.E, Evaluation of
the School Link as./an Aid in Teaching .Ground Reference
Maneuvers. Special Devices Center, ONR, Port Ilashington,
L.'I., N.t., Tecthical Report SDC71-16-7.

-Concerned with preliminary study involving'the use
Of-a synthetic flight trainer for teaching ground
reference maneuvers. Analysis showed e rrors made
while- learfning to land a, light aircraft .dould be
redudced by prior instruction, in the Link trainer.
A/discussion is. presented in instructional techniques
for utilizing synthetic contact flight trainers and
the importance of determining the reliability ofIE performance records.

'4. Coakley, J.D. and Thomas, L.L. Training Equipment, instrument

Flying Under Simulated Instrument Conditions. (Dunlap andK Associates, Stanford, Conn.i, Air Force Technical Report 64.31.

Directed towards a determination of the requirements:and equipment for instrument flying under simulated

instrument conditions in order to develop the best
system of instrument flying training. Extensive
consideration is given to a view-limiting training

Iaid.
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45. Dorny, L.R., Campbeul, J.1W., and Channei, R. C. Study of
Helicopter Flight and Tactics Training. Special Devices Center,
OIR, Port Washington, L. I.:, 11. Y.-, August 1953, Technical Report

Intended primarily to identify areas iki which training
problems exist and to indicate s-, gestions and reccm-
mendations for their solution. Included are proposals
for training, aids and devices and' specifications for
sibilation in device develolpent.

l6. Edgerion, H.A., Heiiemann R.YF C., and. Barrett, R.S. Human
Engineering Considerations in the, Design of the Instructor's
Station -of Trailerized4 Operational Flight Trainers.- 'Special
Devices Center, OUR, Port'Washington, L. L 4.i March 1)54,
Technical Report MC' 1042-00-I..

Presents a human engineering, approach to standardizing
and simplifying the design 6f the instructor's, station
in the Trailerized Operational Flight Trainer. Recom.-
mendations are. made concerning general prihcipiesj the
primary working area, the repeater panel, the radio
aids panel, and trailer arrangements.

47. Fitzpatrick, R. The Development of a ResearCh, Program on
Advanced Synthetic Electronic ,Type Flight Simulators. (American
Institute for-Research)' Committee on Aviation Psychology,,
National ,Research Council, Washington, February 1950. ]

Investigates the current use of electric flight simulators,
which reprdduce instrument and Control. responses of
particular aircraft to a high degree of accuracy, and
,develops a program of research for more effective use of
these devices. 'Written sources were reviewed and experts
inz the field were consulted. A research program was
recommended, to include fou@ areas: 1) Criterion studies,
2) evaluation of pilot skills in simulators, 3); simi-
!arity studies,. 4) validation studies.

48. Flexmian, R.,E. -and Latham A.J. Use of a Contact Flight
Simulator in the Training of Basic"Student Pilots. Human
Resources Research Center, ATC,, Lackland AFB, Tex., April 1952,
Research, Note Pilot 52-1.

Presents information concerning the peformnce of 10
student pilots during their first flight in a T-6
aircraft, following approximately 10 hours of instruction A

in a contact flight simulator, the P-1. The 10 men were
able to -acquire information and habits from the trainer
that could be transferred to aircraft flying. Data from
this study were not suitable for statistical analysis and
could only point to .ertain generalizations,

'~-.OWO ~ a. -
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F-Designed- to, test the -feisibilit of l0-hpOu prepart0ion,
for the' CAA, Flight 'Test, with 'A- revised t0aining syllabus

t~h, 4ho~ Lik Results
eploying modified, modl -, f _~ _..oo Link. _ _

favr nktraining. Althoughrit a ee ienal
rsubjects passed, after 10 hours it was:, conicluded that,
L . cn'siderabljy les9 than tbe -presen:t-35 hcmr would

suffide.

[50., Flexmn, RE. Townsend, J4,,C.. -and. Ornaiteiz, G.N. Evaluation,
of a Contact YFlight -Simulator When Used in an Air Force'
Primary Pilot Training Program:- , PajrtJ I. Overali ~fective-,;i i ness- -Air Force Personnel and, Training Research" Cente;ARC
tacicand AJB '1Tex.., September-19514, Technical Report -AFPTC,

a.M R 54-38.'

Indicated that the efficiency of instruction in the
Primary, Pilot Training Program. could be, greatly im.-
proved by the incorporation of a cnac flght simulator
into the experimental training program. Trainees' ,with,
16ere ts flying ti plus 30 6'hours o6n the sitklator

iir a prbficientaas those with 13Q-hos flying tim#.
fIt was also' indicated' that simulatort.-trained men were

more praficient -at flying than those not siviiiator
trained.

L51. Flyer, E.S. a.nd, Bigbee, L.A. The Light. Plane as A 'Pre-Primarty
ielection and'Training,'Device: I'll. AnaJlysis'Iof Selection
'Data.' Air Force Personnel and'TrainingResearcb Center, ARDC,[ ackland AFB, Tex.., December 19514, Technical 'Report AFPIRC
TR 54-i25.

Results indicate that performance, data collected during
light plane trainingl:6 predicted Primary' and Basic -flight
Performance criteria. The Pilot Stanine combined with '

these light plane measures resulted in more accurate
A' prediction of ,graduation and elimi'nation during.,late'

phases of pilot training than did either type of measure
alone.

5 2. Forg ', D.G. and Irwin, I.A. Measures of Coibat Crew
Performance Used in B-29 Training. Human Resources Research

~1;fCenter,_ATC;, Lackland AFB, Tex., December 1952. Technical
Report 52-14.

Anexploratory evaluation of a number of measures of crew
effectiveness obtained during training--a Single radar
bomubing circulzr error score, accumulated radar bombing

err-or scores, average error in making "igood" control
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tim, ad cr~uererror scores on the ultrasonic
traner Th mst, rible. measure of crew effectiv-

nessi apeaedto& be t4i& Average errbr-in imkiag- '!od
_,-iM_.Eror onic i the trainer-:also proved:

44ite reliable, "-alth ,ithere was6 little indication of
a~'C reai-hpbtentanrsoe n adair bcoabing-

Scores, _ -

~3.fryr, .H Source Book onhe-Applica~itioh-of Research, to
-Oround Training rn -Aviation., -Special Devices -Center,, 011t,
Fort" Wshington, L.I~I.Y,19I 9 _Technical Report SDC

'Suries~an' appies t e 'sult' -of reearch done,
in, governinent ageiiqies duroing adsince World Var 11I
-to thie soluio 'of problems in ground aviaition- training.
Covrdith reportare I)- study,, sildils, 2), establsh

ment of the. curclu,3 valuati6of oiif iciency,.-
4--vali'dAtion of training pr'ocednres, 5).student

attrition, .6),, 7n§;ss traipn i 7)Instruco triig,
-8) speech-heariingpercepta training,1 9) traiing in"
perceptual-. ab ility I(vision),. 10)" aircraft recogniion,,
11) kinesthetic (motor)- training, i2) audio-viudl
aids (special 'device) and 1):air caldatioi (tz'anscer
of -train~ing from ground to ai).

54. 'Directorate of 'training Heafquaters., Repor of' Aircraft
Simulator Conference. Specia-l Traininig Devices Division,'
Headquarters UMAP,, Washington,_ 9-1February 195.3i

This c'onferenc. e was held: to gather ,inforiiation~ to
revise oi- -ad& to existing, H&dqfaters USAPFdirected.
policies on Flight Simulator design, procurement,
and supportit -Given extenisive conideration were
.simulato. ciiiracteristics that should be Irequired, ;
diesign tolerances, .proper utili7ation, adficodst re-
duction Partici -t'ig were divided, into thre
groups--Quality, Maintnance, an&,' Supy-oanswerI specific quesdtione'in -each ,of these three ,areas.
Included as 'Appendices are, talks. by military personnel,
military civilian researchers, anpd 'factory represent-.
atives.

55. Directorate of Personnel, Prcur'erbent and Tiaining. USA?
World-. Wide Flight Symposium. Special1 Trainig Devices
Diviskon, '4eadquarters- USAF, Washingtonp, 19-1 January .1954.

This world wide symposium was -called "to 'eXchange ideas
and informcitiqn regarding all types -of simulators, their
development, -use,, and support.", Atending - were miliiary
personnel from the three'-services, -representatives from
simulator contractors, comercial air-lines, and various
foreign -military agencies. A summ~ary and recommendations
for future development of flight simulators-are included.
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[ 56. icm tie . A tod for at g iigbt lying codit~yions
Awlrs ,e Iayldi~bt haws.t~y Theid t taing nigh~t Center,

ARXrinh-Neri AID, lof veOobe lght, trnsiTcical

I 'tie]. instuments. The- bsence of groun -lights- simulates
-the actual coinditions of the combit %ce.

571. Efoustcp,, R,, Smith,, J. and Flexmn 'R. Ferformance of'
-Student Pi-lots1.ying the T-6 Aircraft in. Pwiry Pilot Training.

AruentSystem Personnel Reserch laboratorfy, Air FbrceK 1  ersnne a~ TainngResearch Cecter, hREC., Lourzy An,, Coo.,
___ December ;9$k, Research Biuetin APMC- 1I 54-102.

Summrizes, a inthod. employed by the asic Pilot;_Research
labdritory in tbe. develomnt of refined and relativelyi-ilobjective descriptions-of performance of defined flight
xzsweiver comnponents. Empirical performnce data such
as tbat contained in this- report can be used to develop< I jperforunce standard~s f or f light instructi M_ and flight

[58' Jones, -LB. and- Dubois,.. The- Use of Expert Judmnts in
the Developmen~t of Flight Simulator Training Courses. Air-
Force Personnel zand Training Research Center, -ARDC, lackland[ AID, Tex., 1955. AIFlMC 7TI 55-14.,

Presents a resum of the Judguments of aircraft coimnders,
Abtand flight enginees concerning tersuadronst

-training needs, Tbese jud~ents- provided a -tasis for
abticipatirg future tiraining needs which should be in-
cluded., in A simulator training course. Although the
aircraft (the B-510l) -involved in this st udy is nota
new type., the authors believe the method could be used
with other planet; for which -pertinent inform-tti.a is
unavailable from other sources.

59. Killian, D.C. Survey of Training Characteristics of the B-52
Flight 5imlator., 'Air Force Personnel and Training ResearchiiCenter, ARDC, Ialckl nd AFB, Tex., 1956,, Technical IUote
AFETRC TIT 56-69.-

Summa izes information gathered in a study to determine
what additional functional characteristics might be in-
corporated into later models of the B-52 Flight Simu-
lator (Madels B-52C, B-52D) to improve their trainingI capabilities. Suggested are several major and a number
of minor additions and changes to improve the simulator

as a training device.



6D. Mabler, UJR. arid Bennett, GL Special Devices in-Prirary
Flight Training: Their Training and Selection Value. -pecial
Devices Center, Ore, Part ikshington, L. I., ,L Y., August J92&9,
Technical Report SDC 151-1-8.

Presents the results of an experimetal study to
evaluate synthetic flight trainers for primry
tri . jiesults indicated that the types of
sy-thetic flight trainers studied tend to reduce
the number of accidents and flight failures, and
to reduce the anount of extra flight time 1/2 hour
per student-. however, the authors feel the results
do not justify elther abandomnt or full-scale
incorporation of such training into the regular
syllabus. Part II presents data concerning the vilue
of the orientation test and three synthetic flight
traihers in predicting -subseqent flight perforance.

61. Mabler, W.R. and Bennett, G..L An Experimental Study of
the Transfer Value of ;Synthetic Flight Trainers for Advanced
Midti-Dignes -Flight Training in the IUval Air Training
Coeand. Amer. Psych., 1950, 5, 358 (Abstract).

Designed to determine how much actual syliabus- flight
time could be -saved by utilization of synthetic flight
trainers, -to obtain informtion which would be of value
in the design of future flight trainers, and to deter-
mine what principles of utilization provide the maxmnn
transfer vi.iue.

62. Mhler, W.R. and Bennett, G.K. Psychological -Studies of
Advanced Naval Air Training: -Ewluatio. of Operational
flight Trainers. Special Devices Center, Port washington,
L.I., "I.Y., Technical Report SDC 9r--1-1.

Two operational flight trainers, one for the PPM
and one for the PB4Y, aircraft were evaluated. Results
showed 1) with regard tO flight tine there are no
savings during the failitrivation phase, cut durnn 6
the instrument stage some light instruction can be
saved; 2) with regard to student rroficiency there are
fewer serious errors and fewer tytal errors on most
maneuvers; 3) the most effecti-%e use of operational
flight trainers is in providing a superior type of
briefing; 4) the authors believe more research should
be done on maintenance of proficiency, training on
emergencies, and the transition from one aircraft
to another.
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R vj.* -theny, W.G. et al. Study or Army Aation Training. SPeca
I--Deiivcis Center., OUR, Port iWashington, L.I.,? N.Y.., October 1953,

rTe hniCJ cl,14pw SDC 71-43-1.

Conducted b ,deteraine existing training aids and4 *s vhichishould be acquired by the Army Aviation School, the 4, rements
for the development of new training techniques and aids, methods
for improving instruction, and subject areas to be improved.
; Wong the re cmendations .made are those for the acquisition of
training aids for specific needs, and the-developnent of trainers
for helicopter basic flight training and -instrument training.

64.. MWtheny, .G. et al. The Effectiveness.of Varying Control Fbrces
in the P-1 Trainer Upon 'f"f Trinng to .the T5 Aircraft.
Human Resources Research Center, ARDO, I.ckland AFB, Tex.,

September 1953, Technical Reprt 53-31.

- Designed to determine whether the fidelity with Which, cont,.i
-pressures were simulated in the P-1 trainer influenced the ,oun-t
of transfer Of training to the T-6 aircraft. Subjects were tes ted
in two flight maneuvers, the climb and the glide. Restlts in-

X I dicated that, training in the P-1 trainer transferred significantly
to the :T-6 in the glide maneuver only. It was hypthesized tha t
the transfer of training depended more upon the correspondence
between sequence or pattern of contr'l forces required in trainer
and aircrat than it did upon a correspondence between the ,abso-
lute amounts of control force "required.

65. Miller, M.R., Lt. Col., and- Woolman, K. '"Role of the Instructor
in Simulitor Training." ATC Instructors J. 1954, 5.

Aimed at the instructor using a simulator in instruction. The
discussion centers on the :B-47 flight trainer and its function
in the Air Force's training program. Included are discussions
of how the instructor should relate the trainer to his particular
course, -and the value of using simulatorS. Certain misconceptions
that instructors have about simulator use are discussed.

[ 65a. Murfin, F.L. Human -Engineering Recommendations for Training Equip-
ment for the B-58 Weapon System: Part I. Pilot Training Equipment.
American Institute for Research, Pittsburgh, March 1955. (CONFIDEAIAL)

I This report contains human engineering recommendations for train-
ing devices to be used in transition training of B-58 pilots.
Described it the report are a flight simulator, with provision
for stations for a student-pilot and instructor, and'equipment
cabinets to house the necessary computers and control devices,
and a part-task procedural trainer, to be used to teach the
student-pilot checks and procedures and to increase his skill in
nomencl.ture and location. The procedures for determining the
human engineering requirements ix this report are based on Hand-
book Training and Training Equipment Design (TR 53-126), A Method
for Wn-Machine Task Analysis (TR 53-137), and Human Engineering
Design Scbedule for Trai.ning Equipment (TR 53-133).
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66. Iarphy, 'C.H.S. Two Simulators for Training Pilots and :Controller
in U Traffie Control Procedures. Special Devices Center, OIIf,
Port Msingtn LJI, N.Y., June 1955, Technical Report SDC 7116-115.

Two trainin techniques, the paper-and-pencil method and the
Link frainer crab method of simulating air traffic contro!
-procedures were evaluated. Results showed no differences in
the :effects- af: training. The paper-and-peinil method proves
to be -adeuate for teaching low frequency and omni-range
procedues, while the:second method nperrits training on: rad:r
Approach procedures as eli.

67. Ornstein, G-l., Nichols, I.A., -anc Flexman, R.E. Evaluation o"a

Contact Flight Simulator When Usea in an Air- Force Primary Pilot
Training Program: Part II.. Effectiveness of Training on'Component
SU'ilis. Air Force Personnel and Training Research Center, ARDC
tiT d AFB, Tex., December 954, Technical Report .A"C TR 5 f.--'1C.

Presents an analy is of the effectiveness of the P-i simulator
in teaching specific components of contact and flying skills-.
Maneuvers, Admenasions-- and families of maneuvers are investigated
-nd the contribution of simulator trairing to each is evaluated.
This study indicates that training which utilizes the P-l simji-
lato' is effective, especially in maneuvers which do not exceed
the design limitations of the trainer and maneuvers which are
heavily weighted with 'procedura-l" components.

68. Payne, T. A. A Study of the Movig Figijre and Orie6itation of Symbols
on PIctorial Aircraft Instrument -Display for Navigation. Special-
Devices Ceer, -ONR, Port- Washiu6tcn; L. I., N.., 1950, Technical
Report DC- 7l-16-6.

This study consists of two separate experimenta. In- both,
private pilots drew solutions to navigation problems, using
printed drawings of pictorial aircraft instrument displays.
When subjects drew the movement of the moving figure under two
conditions, it took over seven times as long to work the
station movement problems, with ony i/5 Correct, as it took to
work the aircraft movement problems, with 4/5 correct. In the
second part, the moving figure was a lways, the aircraft and the
two variables were the location of the fixed station and the
orientation of the compass rose. I. made no significant dif-
ference whether the compass rose was oriented with "north" at
the top or rotated so that "north" appeared at some other
position. Both time and error scores indicated it makes a
difference where the station is located, the center position
being significantly better than any peripheral location.

69. Payne, T.A. et al. Improving Landing Performances Using a Contact
Landing Trainer. Special Devices Center, OM, Port Washington,
L.I., N.Y., March 1954, Technical Report SDC 71-16-11.

Designed to test the effectiveness of a contact landing display,
developed for use with the cycloramic Link Trainer, and the
effectiveness of a program of instruction called "principles
training," developed to meet the requirements of the above
training aid. Both an experimental -and a control group were
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3 taughtthe priacip_s- of approach and land~ing. tlrough lectures
and demnstration Clighti5. The -control group qualified in the

'rca, anbd the experimental-group qu lfifed oit the approaches
- In, the 'trainer first. Results Ahow that, those subjects -.h6

used th6 trainer requfred, 61, per cent fewfer trialii in the air-;
craft, and made 714 per cent fewer errors than thoee who did not

-use the -device. The, expereimental grou~p demonstrated superiorf abilty- ini both ajprc* and -landing.

70. Poe, A. C... and4 Lyon, 1V.1W.. The Efectiveness _,;of the. Cyc.loramic
Link. Traine6r in the U.S9. I ,l School, P re-Fltght.' U. S. Naval

SSchool of Aviation edine,. (ProJect -Xo. M C17:058&O70, 01)
4. March 195, Rkesearch Report.

Designed to determie the contribuion of i#struction ~in the SNJUI TCycloramic, Link Trainer during, pre--flight -school to flight pro-
ficiency, in'the initial stages 4,; flight training. The excperi -
meta group--used the Link Trainer for five periods of instruct-on
In, addition to th e regualar p-fl;gtinstruct'ionj whiie the con-
trol 'group was given only th e~l r-flight curricuilum.
The-pertormnde of the two groups during the ihitial stag 9 of

3flight- training, were -compared bn five cdriteriii, 1); the number
light atitosin each group-, 2)1 the Aiumber'o tcIn

Pilot Disposition Boards convened to consider flight defi,'piencies
in each gou~p, 3)-. the number of extia flights n ,essary for eachJ goup to reach flight proficiency'stand~.rds, 4) instucinal

- flight gradeJ ad 5 check fligh tgrAdes. No statistically
igian 'j.,ifference6 were found b~tween the tiO groups on[ aiy' 9f the Xfi~e criteria.

70A. iR.bideaU G.F. Human. 2ngitieering Consid~ratiphs in th1e Design
of Taining Equipment for the F-102 Flighter-Interceptor. American--C------ Institute for Research* Pi1ttsb urgh,.June 94 CO ENI)

'Reddhbnda.tions, of this study indicated, the ~desirability of
-'-three -kinds of pilot training devices 'to. make for efficientjCtransition, from simpler training aircraft to the TF-JOi2 and

F-102 aircraft: 1) an instrument flight trainek, 2) a radar
interception trainer, and. 3) a procedural flight trainer. Those
trainer components about which specific design recommendations

&were mde- wex : 1) the general characteristics of the, Mchine Is
int -eractions, 2) programming, 3) scoring, 4) the instructor's[ station.

71. -Ritchie, 14. L., and nv.chael, AL.L. "'Transfer Between Instrument and
Contact Flight Training." J. AppI. YPsychoi., 1955, 39, 145-.l49.

A study of the transf'er between instrument and contact flight
training. The authors found positive transfer from instrument
to contact flight training and negative transfer from contact
to instrument flight training. Results also confirm indications
from previous research studies that the instruments involved

learinghabis wichare incompa-tible with established perceptuiiI habits.
72. Roscoe, S.11. et al. Comparative Evaluatio~n of Pictori3.. -nd Symbol~c

VCR~ Navigation Displays in the .L-CA-l Linkt Trainer: Committee on
Aviation Psychology, National Research Cotqnci, Washington, 1950,2
N7StM 291.



Three experiments described in detail, consistently confirm
the superiority of pictorial as opkosed to symboic displ-,y
for VC(R nvigation _Lsplays in the 1-CA-I Link Trainer.

72,. Sith, A.H. et al. The Problem of the tility of the FlightI Siuilator. Defense Research Medical Laboratories. (Canada),
July i95v, tML Report l, Report HR-92. (COFI#DFIi--)

.1. gener.al survey of the flight simulator field , - undertaken to

provide the RCAF-with information pertinent to conducting

simulator program, and to set up a ,ftnd of information for use
in research on simu!itors. The infrma:tion was gathered from
a review of the literature and -field visits. The findings, are
reported under the following headings: 1) the origin and
cqurrent -status of flight simuldtors; 2)the development of a
flight simulator program; 3) the evaluation of flight simulators;.
and 4) flight simulator research questions. Most of the many
problem areas in the use of flight simulators are indicated.

73. Smith J. F., Flexman, R. E., and Boyle, D.J. ThregePlace Modification
of the TL-6 Aircraft. Human Resources Research Center, -ATC, Lackland
AFB, Tex.", April 1951, Research Note, PILOT 51-2.

:Modification of the, T-6 -aircraft was made necessary by the need
for checkif the reliability of Perforrance Record Sheets, in
this case an observer-obgerver reliability.. So that each air-
craft could carry A student pilot as well as two observers, two
T-6 type aircraft were so modified. Thisa report describes the
necessary modificatibns and states the reasons for them,.

74. .Special Devices Center. PhaseA -Review of Methods. '(Pmerican

I Center, Q, Technical Report ONR SDC 1.

* A review f the methods of simulated blind flying that have been
used or ar-e now in use. The literature, comercial aviation

organizations, and personnel at various Naval and other aviation
activities comprised the primary sources of information. A

principle function of the review was to define specific areas
for a field survey of flight personnel.

75. Sutter, E.L., Townsend:, J.C., and Ornstein, G-.N. The Light Plane
;is a. Pre-Primary Selection, and Training Device: II. Analysis of
Training Data. Basic Pilot Research Laboratory, Air Force Personnel
and Training Research Center, ARDC, Goodfellow AFB, Tex., August i954,
Technical Report AFPTRC TR 54-35.

The investigators found that students who received light plane
training in pre-flight were superior in their T-6 flying per-
formance at the completion of 18 hours of primary training to
students who had not received the light plane training. However,
check-flight scores at the 60-hour level revealed that the
average performance of light plane students who reached this
point in training was not appreciably different from that of theI> control students. Significantly more control than light plane
students were eliminated in the course of the T-6 primary
training; significantly more light plane than control students
were eliminated before the 18-hour level.



76. Tomlinson, R.M.,, O aql, T.R., aia Schmidt, R. Study of Contact

:Flight Training. Special Devices Center-, OH, Port washington,
LI., .Y., July 1952, SUpPlel6nt to Technical Report SDC 363-5-2.

Concerned with providing information for the -design and
d4evelopment of flight training aids and devices an& for the

impruovement of flight training programs. An important' finding
was that the flight student breaks up the whole learning task

into more readily assimilated parts. These parts can be
spsarately identified, as skill areas which are later integrated

1 into a total "skill pattern." Each area can be distinguished

by the visual cues associated irith it. Recwmmendations are
given for training aids and devices in terms of the basic
-flight -skil areas found.

> 77 Townsend, JC., val:uation of the Link ME-l, Basic Instrument Flight
Trainer. (Air Force Personnel and- Training Research Center, ARDC,r - Lackland AFB, Tex., Jutne-956, :Developmental Report. AFPC TN 56-.84.

An evaldation of the Link E-i primarye flight trainer which
wvd devised to, teach instrument flight training for the Cessnha

f T-37 twin engine, jet. It was found that the trainer was
excellent in- nstrictional facilities, below-average in human

engineering, average in engineering, and excellent in validity

r and stability of performance, curves. EvLluative opinions of all

fl persons who -"flew" the trainer were generally highly favorable.

78. Voiers, W.D.- ACmparis6n of the Components of Simulated Radar
Bombing Err iaiTerms of Reliability and Sensitivity'to Practice.

Air Force Personnel and Training Resarch C@nter, ARDC, LacklanR
AFTh, Tex._, December 1954, Research Billetin AFPTRC TR 54-74.

A description of the simulated radar .performance of B-29 crews
duiing combnat crew training. Of three measures (circuiar -error,
i'ange error, and deflection error) range ,error was the most
responsive to practice; (a significant; trend, however, was

found, w ith circular error.) Deflection exhibited no systematic
changes with practice. It was found that. the simulator measures
actual circular error most reliably, actual range error almost

as well, and actual deflection error least reliably.

78a. Warren, N.D. et al. Research on Aircraft Observer Training
Procedures: Part I. An Introduction to the Task of the K-System

Aircraft' Observer. Human Resources Research Center, Mather AFB,
Calif., December 1953, Technical Report 53-36. (coNFIDENTIAL)

- Concerned with a comparison of the K-System installations in
the TB-50D aircraft and the K Supersonic Trainer. A "link
analysis" showed that nearly 25 per cent of the controls were

not used in either the ground trainer or in the TB 50D air-

-I craft and that 10 controls were observed to make up over 90
per cent of the man-machine "links. "' The desirability of a

trainer which would include a minimum number of the most

frequently used controls is discussed.

78b. Warren, N.D. et al. Research on Aircraft Observer Training Proce-

dures: Part II. Aa Analysis of the Activities in the K-System
Observer. Human Resources Research Center, Mather AFB, Calif.,
December 1953, HRRC Technical Report 53-37. (CoNFIDENTIAL)
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The pria-y ypurpose of this -research was to assess the si.i -

larities .Ind differences in the wtay in which K equipment
opeiatdrs utili-e their time during training missions on the
K Supersonic Trainer and the TB 50D, respectivey. The
:similarities and differences are noted and recouaendations
are given for imprbving K-System training procedures.

79. "-ilcoxon, -HC. and Divy, E. Fidelity of Simuiat-ion in Operational
Flight -Tiainers: Part I. Effectiveness of Rough Air Simulation.
Special Devices Center, o1, Port ashijon, L. I._, N. Y.,
J'inuary 1954, Technical Report SDC 999-2-3a.

An experimental investigation of the effectiveness of rough air
simulation in basic instrument and radio range procedure train-
ing. Rough air simlation. consisted of mild pitching and rolling
movements' of the trainers, the ,SUJTOperational -light Trainer
and the NAVBIT. Results showed that movement produced by -rough
air simulation adds realism to the synthetic training situation
but does not appear to result in higher pilot proficiency in
'either the synthetic trainer -or the, SNJ 'aircraft.

80. Wilcoxon, H. C.: and Davy, E% Fidelityof-Simulation -in -Oerational
Flight Trainers: Part II. The Effect of Variations in Control
Ladings on the Training Value of Jthe SNJ OFT. Special Devices
Center, ONR, Port Washington, L. -I., N.Y.,January 1954, Technicai
Report SDC 999-2-3.

Designed to investigate, the effect of varying the control load-
ings on basic instrument and radio range procedure training
(Stage D Msic Flight Training). Results showed that variations
in control pressures bad no significant effect on learning basic
instrument --or radio procedures. Students were able to- compensate
for stitck pressure differences and- objected to stiff or loose con-
trols since they had to expend more effort -to maintain contrnl.

81. Wilcoxon, H.C. and Webster, J.L. Survey of Utilization of Fleet-
Type Operational Flight Trainers. Special Devices Center, Port
14ashington, L.I., .. March 1954, Technical Report SDC 999-2-2.

An, investigation of the. use to which the Navy's operational
f-light trainers have been put, with particular emphasis on the
relation between training needs and the appropriateness of the
design characteristics of the trainers. It was found that the
amount of utilizatien varied widely from installation to in-
stallation.

82. Williams, A.C., Jr. and Flexmtn, R.E. An Evaluation of the Link
SNJ Operational Trainer as an Aid in Contact Flight Training. -

TUniversity of Illinois and Link Aviation, Incorporated), Special
Devices Center, ONR, Port Washington, L. I., N.Y., 1949, Techmical
Report SDC 71-16-3.

Designed to ascertain whether certain aspects of basic flight
training could successfully be learned in a synthetic flight
trainer. It was concluded that 1) training in the SNJ Opera-
tional Trainer resulted in saving flight training time in the
aircraft, 2) the saving achieved averaged 7 hours and 14 minutes
per student for the syllabus used, 3) the saving in training time
for the entire population of such students lies somewhere within
the limits of 4 hours and 47 minutes and 8 hours and 47 minutes.



01. Vi' I:L.a. C. in-d Adeison, M. Some Coniderations _n-
SDe ciding About the Cowmplexity--of Flight Sinulators. AU'r Fori-e
" Personnel and Training ResFeirch Center, ARDC, Lackijand AFB,
i Tex., D~~~ecember 1954., Research ietnAFI 5-i.

SThe €onstructioa .of a variable, ch-acteristie simulator
- is proposed;-_the -simulator would have, 34 performance

characteristics of the T-33.aircraft and each ct-ir--

aeteristic would be capabl- of variation oVer an. averagt:
. range -of five steps.

4. Woilmans, M. Some Effects ofSyntheticTrainers in a -4fV Trsnnel Prdgram. McConnel AFB, ean, -20" February 19A,

Txinal projlct 9IReIprt WU t TAt 5-18.

hConcerned Vith the training value Of two stic heti
flight trainers , the C-11 Link Trainer and the B47

, .Simulat6r. The experiment vas designed tq test thetrnsfer alue of he -ap trainer to later vor g on
the B-7 simlat Results showed 1)C-il training

94 W made little orno differences in final air lerformance
r )i the B7simiator had greater rn0sferaby 95tohe B-47 aircraft han, the C-I trainer, and3) uc-

cessful Prediction of peormace may bemade from the
B-47 simulator to ethe hoe7 air )raining situation.
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tj. Bilodeau, E.A. and Morin, R.E. A Prelmina-y Investigat-on
of the Effect o'Reioval. of the Pipper From the Projected
Recticle Pattern, of the Pedestal Sight Manipuk1ation Test-
-Human ResourcesReseaxch Center, ATC, tackland AFB, Tex.,
February 1951, iResearch Nate- Lab 51 2.

An investigation was- made of the effects of removing thle
pipper from the Pedestal Sight *.nipulatioh. Test (a.
flexible i guhning training devide, utilizing projected
target iamges). Data were, not subjected to statistical
analySisj but inspection of the data suggested -hat:
1) Ranging scores improved throughout the four expeii-

mental blocks; 2) tracking scores (azimuth, elevati9on,
azimuth-elevation) were s6mewhat depressed; 3) total
performd.nce (azimuth, elevation, range & azimuth, -

elevation, range, triggering) seemed unaffected.

86. Bilodeau, EA. and Morin, R.E. Rate and Extent of Improvement
in Performance on the Pedestal Sight Manipulation Test.- Hwuran
Resources Research Center, ATC, Lackland AFB, Tex.-;May 1951i
Research Bulletin 5l-10.

Concerned with determining the iate and extent, of
improvement in learning to track, range, and: trigger
a moving target as presented by, the Pedestal Sight
Manipulat.onTest. The training extended 19 days,

more practice time than in previous studies. Results
showed that performance in a complex pperceptual.motor
task such as this -is amenable to improvement over-
extended periods of training. Azimuth and elevation
scores imProved throughout approximately the first
17 days; range scores reached their peak earlier in
training. Improvement in "making hits"' was still
evident after 17. days of practice.

87. Bilodeau, E.A. and Morin, R.E. Proficiency on the Pedestal
Sight Manipulation Test With and Without the Tracking Pipper.
Human Resources Research Center, ATC, Lackland AFB, Tex.,
December 1951, Research Bulletin 51.27.

Designed to investigate the effects of removal of the
tracking pipper in the Pedestal Sight Manipulation
Test CM 824B, an apparatus which simulates aspects of

fthe flexible gunnery task. Results indicate that
removal of the pipper facilitated ranging performance.
The group using the pipper, however, was superior in t
tracking performance as indicated by the proportion
of time the subjects had the sight properly positioned
in azimuth and elevation simultaneously.
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I3. Brown, J. S. et al. :n &kploratory. Studypo Prifer o ance -O
'I the E- 2 i Fible Gunnery Trainer' JHamn ResdurcesiR3 s6 reh

Center'.. ATC. Lackland AFB, Te-x. j, Jun 195,. Research-11.6te
FG 52I.

-Conducted to measure the re~iabi it;, of the Er2.,
Flexible Gunnery :Trai*iet -ad to obtain data a6ut
the amount and rate of learning resulting -from
extended practice with the, trainer. .Of elevation,

[V'range, and azimath tracking, Only the scores on
first two are acceptably stable. The fluctuations
'for aziiiath tracking could be attributed to the
azimith scoring system. Inter-day correlation
coefficients, though basedon an. insufficient number'
of cases,, suggested, that, if problems ,of ap;aratus.

Ivariabiity are reduced, the reliabilitj of the
trainer might prove: to be reasonably satisfactory.

89. -Edgerton, .H.A. et al. Study of Basic Fixd Gunnery-SDC.
I. Special Devices Center, 0 fl, Port Washington,' L. I., N. f*.,

July 1952, Supplement t6, Technical Report SDC 383-5-3.

Conducted to, determine which training aids might be
apprqpiate to the basic fixed gunnery phase of flight
-training. It was found that two precision maneuvers
(high side run and flat side run), the mUin, substance
of training at this stage, are-not learned as inte-
grated tasks but are divided into segments, 'based on
the order in which precpiion is developed. The main

I. thing distinguishing students Trom skilled, aerial
gunners is their different use of visual cues. It
was also found that the starting position is the
segment of the gunnery run 'that causes most difficulty.
Recommendations given are based on the -Conclusion that
learning precision maneuvers for fixed gunnery proceeds
in two ways--learning to picture the entire maneuver
and learning the correct ,cues and responses for each
segment of the gunnery run.

90. Ellis , D.S. Gun-Camera Records Measures of Pedestal
Sight Gunwery Proficiency. Armament Systems Personnel'

Research Laboratory, Air Force Personnel and Training
Research Center, ARDC, Lowrj AFB, Colo., February 1956.,
Technical Note AFPTRC TN 56-30.

An attempt was made to evaluate the extent to which
skills developed on gunnery training devices transfer
to the aerial situation.. The gun-camera scores were
found to be too unreliable to support any definite
conclusions concerning the effectiveness of the
training devices in developing transferable skills.
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90: Vdlley, K. W. a-hd fDavoc-k, k. 1Tget Peetto oCui.x
Trainers. (JVi, Randy -Oifganization, Incorporated., DetrqitT-
193, WAD -Technical ReotA4-9. CNIDNIL

Ptresents ,recommbendtions for- the best Joe tho~ds. o.f peet
tirget's to student gunners bothi isualUy aind by mean oi'
in, flexible- and -fixed-guner t~stm (arbrn):tnekrs
recomehdatiois, were, bedd on. a fieSd.qr Vey -of existing*, tr ani
ing -4:die, initerviiews with opera in1 personnel, i~
iwith gneyadt]RaIX4*z specialists, n --n eXz~iinain
available pertinent literature. 'The: trnd- toward-s a desi re :
for training- on spotting '; wpeql s , s track'Lng zn
,ranging, led. to th-e ,redobmmerdatib-n 'of' p oti on picture fl j
tIern using a wide ange lena, Afd, 7Ois f ilm "toi -r isetint'
tarxget ini a visual flexible 9ystem .-gunnekry triiei. rfie
Iu'M ey an epidscopepoeto ytmwa giwea jrefe~ence'
for -d strict] aik-to-ai -trainer, with,,a tilevitiqn sy!"ter-sg
'gested for- a joint air-to-!ground- -And- air -t6o-air i4 ehertation-

91. -Goldstein, M4. and Elis, D. S., Pedestal Sight 'Gutiry Sil:
Reviewd o'f-esearch. Air -Force --Personnel- andTraining, Rsearch
Center, IARDC, I~ckland AFB, Tex.,1 Fbu'-1956, Technical Nbte
AFP TRC. iT 56-3i.

RevieiMs the research on- pedestalI sight gunnery skills- conducted .-

from 19441 to the pre-set. (the pedestal sight, iii- a psrt, of the
,standard, flexible gunnery equibment onL the B.29 an -6 aircraft.'

92. Goldstein, A.., Rittenh 6u0e. C.H., and Woods, J-.-P. Studii:s of Per-
fimance on the El-26 kLekible, Gunnery, Traine. Huan ResoUr-ces
Research, Center, AMc 9 La and 'AFBV Tex., W~y 1952., Researcbh

Represents the seciond' evaluation of the E-26 ' lexible ,Gunnery
Trainer. Results indicated: that, certain deficiencies evident
in the first study were corrected. Reliability of scbos was

~pr~e~- a~tou~- .mf ctioh-c c6dned, to, be pr- 46:"bleri.
wmas aliso found that appropriate istruction-resulted-in appre.
ciable improvements in performance.

93. Goldstein, 14. and Rittenhfcuse, C-H. The,, !Effects of,,-Practice, With,
Triggering omitted on Performance of the" Total Pedestal ' SWgt
Gunnery Task. HumanResources Research Center, ARM, W.1lan
AFB, Tex.1953#-Technical Report 53-9.

Concerned with the omission o rggering during -the early
stages of practice on the Pedestal Sight IManipulati&N Test, a
flexible gunnery training device, and its effect on subsequent
performance of the complete task. Results showed that omiss-ion--
or inclusion of the triggering task made little difference with

respect to performance on the whole task at the end of training,

9 4
1

. Goldstein, 14. and Rittenhouse, C.R. Knowledge of Results :Ln the-
Acquisition and Transfer of a Gunnery Skill. Armament Systes7
Personnel Research Laboratory, Air Force Personnel and Trainng
Research Center, ARDO, Lackland APB, Tex., 1955, Technical Note
AFPTRC TN 55-4.5.
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no~~ledwe of resultss isi Ltt,

r orthe .spoken statemets. 'Wbn transfer -to a second training
4 sdc t:_ 2 sts reurdtebze'sket ere at -A disadvantage.

It w'as conclAd tmit the buzzer subjiects bad jearned to act

devi'Lce, abwP -use of the buzzer -was tterz ore -not reco~ne
Definitive results L-oncerning the spoken statements were lakiL

9.Gdtts4apker, R.M. 4W. Arndington, J. e. Fibal Report: I.-ngin-
Tracing-Airang, Point Assessor Device 3-E-7. Special De-Ices Center,
0!, Port Wsaington, I. L NY.., 19WT7, Technical Report SDC 56-1-5.5

An experimental evaluat-ion of the Ranging-Track.ing-Aiming i:oint-
Assessor whicb, consists of systems, for representing a sinuzleted
target to the operator of a free gunnery -sight and for mneasuring
the accuracy of Kis gun pointing. The data otained licked the
-necessary precision and the dei ,ce did not Drove suitable for an
extended analysis of operator perforwince.

96. Huin-Resources Research Center. Research.Planning Conference on
Plexible Gunnery Training. Hiuman. Resources Research. Center', ATC,

1 .aklad ABTex., April 1951L, Conference Report 51-1.

Themai pupos ofthis conferenc was to answer. four questions
puat to the members by Headquarters, USA4F: 1) M-at are- the -basic
skills vhicb. mst be taught gunners to score hits with present
equipmnent? 2) To what degree are these skills transferred from
one gunnery system to another? 3) WhA are the means of measur-

I" ing the extent to -which these skills have been mastered by an
1.. individual? 4) What are the characteristics of a device re-

qugired to develcp these skills? The -Human Resources Research
Center sought to obtain tentative answers to these questions1.and to review the 7psych.olo gical research anl flexible gunnery
in World War IL.

97. Hirsch, R. A. and Saul, E. V. Army M4arksmanship and Gunnery Training.
Special Devi ces Center, ONR, Port Washington,. L.JI., N. Y., June 1952,
Technical Report Sx 494-01-1.

[ Designed to determine where modifications in instructional
techniques and development of training aids can improve training
effectiveness and permit more economical and efficient use of
training ammunition. Concerning training aids, the authors
found that good training aids, especially training filtus, are
few and, where available, are not fully utilized. The authors
suggest a long-range program~ to investigate a~d specify the1; training aid requirements for individual weapons m:?.rksmanship
training.



4 -3os, 1. P-ychoojcal. Research -on F"ex- ble -in-rA T --
~Overmnat 'E'iating Of fice,, Watsingtoc,- !W4:, V. v.taOn!
Psyccog--y Progress Researrh Report 1i.

A sumary md synthesis -of the york .of -aviation
psychologists in the flexible gunnery rogras of
the A--iw Air Force. An attempt was. made to descri ce
research techniques .and results-to facilitate using
these techi.ques in other areas of applied psjth1o&.-
Included in the report is a cba-ter on- the evalwuation
of training devices and procedures for tbeit-- use
(Chapter 9), a c!apter on the developwent ard evaliitizmn
of training prooams (Chapter :l), -nd a -chapter on
the gdnner's job (Chapter 2).

, - Hcrrocks, J.E., Bovlus, D.R., and Krug. R.E. Training
50 M U Gun Cr.ew. Appendix IV Tr-ain-ng Aids and Devices.
Special: Devices C-nter, GAR, Port ishington, L I., H.' .,
1953, Technical Reprt MP 495-01-A4.

This appedi contains a description of aids and
devices developed and recomnended by the subject
prqject. Also included are reoi.mendations for
rev trainig~ devices.

=orrocks, J.E._ Krug, R.E., and. Bowlus, D.R. Training for
Antiaircraft Arti_.e!ry Gunnerj. Special Devices Center, 0R, O .,
Port Washington, L. I., N. ., August 1952, Technical Report
sDc 495-01-1.

A survey of antiaircraft marksmanship and gunnery
training to determine where modifications in in-
structional procedures and development of training
aids could improve training effectiveness and
permit more economical use of training amminition.
The authors conclude 1) there were no major program
ueaknesses in the Antiaircraft and Gu.ded Missiles
branch of the :rtiilery School, 2) unit training
suffers greatly from the fact that needed specialists
are not present in the cadre, and 3) too little
advantage has been taken of the potentialities of
training devices and synthetic training aids. Rec-
ommendations for more efficient utilization of training
aids and devices are also given.



-s-a- Gunnerf Training, Devices_ 3-k-;35 c- 3_ - 2. - S- 3 - - -

Dev~.K~icte C nr OM Fton . shn EpeiL.n1. 3StY. Ju i~ic

Techh-cal. Report SDC 5,7_1 1.

Designed tdeemnth pli training -,Yethd -Lo
3e em~oyedwitb he 3-gu35 eera dev.zce and

the 3-A-2 device.. vhich is part of 'the 3-A- 35. Fi ve
different, training do -iions were. used. The results
did-not indicate that- any one training method was
superior to any other, mninly because of the large
'ariability -of scores from gunner to gunner, on any
one training method.

~.). Kau~tE.B;,Spence, K.W., and Hamilon C.E. -n 1Dbceri
mental Stzidy of Learning -on the Aerial Gunnery Training
Device 3- A..2. Special Devices Center, CEIR, Port Washington~,.1 U, U.t.,April 1947., Technical Report SDC 57-1->.

-Concerned w.-tb the investigat-Lon of the nature andi
extent of the learning process involved in the mstery
of the 3-JA-2 aerial gunnery training dev~ice. Results
showed:- I) The learning curves for the two, parts ofi
Ihe experiment take the form of' fairly wsell defined
S. shaped curves; 2) under the, conditions of thin
experiment-approximately 25 to 30 practice ses~sions
are required to attain maximum lei~l of peizformance;
3) there wnas iow consistency: in* day-to -day performance
-which my be explained both by variati:6fi in the
pensitivity of the-scoring device and variation in
indi vidual -per formance.

10G3. Knauft, E.B., Spragg, -S.D.S., and Taylor, H.A. Validation
of the Modified Army-BC-968-A Radar Trainer as a Training
Device for Aerial Tracking of the Mark 37 Gun Director W4ith
Mark 4 Radar. Applied Psychology Panel,^ Nati ona.. Defense
Research Comaittee, OSRD, Washington, February 19,45, OM.D
Report 4476.

Designed to investigate the val.idity of the BC-968--!A
Trainer -(an instrument providing training in matching
the heights of two synthetic pips produced in the
oscilloscope unit of the SCR 265 radar), modified to
fit Elavy speci fiJcations, for training on the pointer'sA and trainer's tasks in tracking the Mark 37 gun
director with Mark 4 radar. The results of this
research led the investigators to recommend that the
training device be used as modified in training N~avy
radar operators to give thema primary pip-matriing
practice, so that practice ti* me in the Mark '57 gun
director could be concentrated on crew -train'.ngJ I rather than e.lementary tracking.
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±i4. Morin, R. E. and- jagne, R.M. Pedestal Sight Vanipuiation
Test Performance as. Influenced by Variations in Type and
Amount of Ps.ircological Feedback. - Human Resources Researct
Center, ATC, Iackland AFB, Tex., October 1951, Research
"lote F&Y'S 51-7.

In this experiment -both :the type of feedback
(auditory or visual) and the amount of feedback
(50% or 106t of the time) were varied to find their
effects on initial performance Of pedestal sight
gunnery. Subsequent performance -was -measured with
no- feedback of either type being given. Results

showed that the variatins in type and frequency of
of feedback in early practice did- not influence-
later performance on the Pedestal Sight YAniulation
Test,- a flexible gunnery training device requiring
the trainee to fire- at a- projected target image
using a B-49 pedestal sighting station- when the
supplementary feedback -was no- longer given.

105. Parks,. R.B. Verbal Feedback in, Pedestal Bight Manipulation.
Air Force Personnel and Training Research Center, - RDCJ,
Lackland AFB, Tex., December 1954, Research Bulletin
AFPMTC TR 54-91.

Designed to investigate the role of accuracy of
information. in the effectiveness of verbal feedback.-
The experimental -data led to-the condlusion that
precision of verbal feedback information with respect
to the complex psychomotor task employed was important
to performance improvemen.

io6. Parks, R.B. Some Aspects of Part-Whole -Task Performance
in Flexible Gunnery Pedestal Sight Manipulation. Air Force
Personnel and Training Research Center, ARDC, Lackland AFB,
Tex.. 1954, Technical Report AFPTRC TR 54-117.

Concerned with inter-day subject performance
reliabilities on each of the three sighting components
on the pedestal sight, when the three were performed
together in the Azimuth-Elevation-Range whole-task

context. The form-of ranging and azimuth performance
data was examined when these sighting components -were
separated out of the usual whole-task context. While
all inter-day correlations were significant, they were
generally of only moderate magnitude. The author
suggests a "general learning," which incorporates
elimination of generalized responses leading to -

consequent learning facilitation.
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:i7. Parks, R.B.; Wood, E.D., and Perkins, D;R. Developmenz o"
the Flexible- Gunnery -Proficiency Evaluator. Human Resources
Research Center, ATC, 1aIckland AFB,, Tex., i953, Technical
Report 52-23.

The Flexible Gunnery Proficiency Evaluator cusiszs
of a sma.llscale model aircraft which dan 'be 'moved

St hrougb ha great. variety of arbitrarily selected
attack courses up to speeds of 100 miles per hour.
The stability of thi 0operat-inal calibration of
the apparatus Was indicated to be satisfactory.

r 108. 'Rittenhotse, C.H., Goldstein, M. , and Wbodward, D.H.
* ;A Preliminary Study Concerning -the Effect of Special

Trainingoin Ranging on Performance of the _Total Pedestal
Sight -Task. Human.,Resources Research Center, ATC, Lacklana
'AFB, Tex.-, July 1952, Research Note FG 52-3.

The first in a series designed to investigate -the
effects 6f total pedestal sight performance on
special, practice with the components.. The range
component was selected for initial study° because
past research indicated that ranging' was one of
the greatest sources of difficulty in manipulation
of the pedestal sight. It was indicated that practice

ron the ranging task in isolation results in improved
performance of the total pedestal sight task. This. was
especially evident during later practice -stages of
the total task.

109. Rittenhouse, C.H. and Goldstein, M. Target Flight Char-
acteristics as- Determinants of Training Transfer and-Task
Difficulty in- Flexible Gunnery. Air Force Personnel and-
TrainingResearch Center, ARDC, Lckland AFB, Tex.,
December 1954, Research -Bu]letin AFPTRC TR 54-90.

[An investigation of the effects of target movement
characteristics on the flexible gunner's performance.
The apparatus used, the Flexible Gunnery -Research
Device, presents a larger variety of attack patterns
than the Pedestal Sight Manipulation Test, of which
it is a redesigned version. The findings -concern
degree of learning, transfer of trainihg, and dif-
ferences in performance level by subpatterns for
azimuth, elevation, range, and speed.

110. Rittenhouse, CR. and Goldstein, M. The Role of Practice
Schedule in Pedestal Sight Gunnery Performance. Air Force
Personnel and Training Research Center, ARDC, Lackland AFB,[Tex., 1954, AFFTRC TR 54-97.

Presents the results of four studies designed to
determine an optimal schedule for the pedestal
gunnery task. Results showed that: 1) Only occasionallj
was distributed practice superior to massed practice,



and no- stats stical frellauil.i w a ud; Lek:rin
nisce~ice wts not demi6nstrable in m63s.t ases; 3Y~ "ev
'dependable initer-group differen !es were ptoducedt L.
iaxiations either in aont of practice or amount o
time. 'The.- oni., differences occtirred early in pratvce.-

UL. Sanderson, D.A. Rpoprt on Evaluationi and Refinemen A1
Synthetic GunneryTrainer.- 3525th Aircraft Gunnery Squadron.
HeJJis -AFB., Iev.,1 1951, _(Project izJ.9- 14).

Tait, project was designed to evaluate and improve
a synthetic guannery trainer for instruction in the
use of' the K-14 gun sight. The tra-iner suffi~ciently
reprodu~ed: the sighat picture, purstiit curve, rate of
closurO, and aLngle&-off for training purposes. The
-author concluded that the gunnery trainer di1I be of
Value to the beginner 'if used in the initial stages

ofair-to-afr gunnery training. ilo fuirther develop--
mint of thi6 type trainer is recomme~ded.

-.2.Seashore, R..H. et "l The Effect of Knowledge, of' Results
on Performance on-the 3PJWPedestal1 Sight MAnipd]Ation Test.'
Sool of Aviation Medicine,, Randolph M.B Tex( 96

(Unpublished; Reported, an Underwood, 19149,, 414-7417).

This study, reported in Underwoodl Ekperimental
Psy chology, is concerned with determining how a motor
skill is,- improved when the subject has knowledge -of
results, For those subjects given-a report on the
adequacy of' their respoise6, there was little dif-
ference. ini performnce.- on -the tracking component of
the Pedestal -Sight bpari plationi Test but a great
improveinent in ranging performance. When information -

was withheld. performance scores on the ranging
com~onent dropped.

L13. Spe~nce, K.W. Preliminary Report on Fixed Gunnery.Slide
F.Ilm Deflection-Trainer, (91~-) Special Devices Center,
%M.' Port 111ashin6gtoan, L. 1., 11. f. , Jul.y 194i5, Techni cal

Report SDC 57-1-2'.
Reports the re ;ults of a preliminary investigation
of the- Fixed Gunnery Slide Film Deflection Trainer
(93-C-9). Ten graduate students in-psychology were
trained on the apparatus with one film and then tested
on a second. ConsiLderable learningtoolk place in the
early stages of practice, as subjects became more
skillful in estimating the direction and line of flight
of the plane and recognizing the 21 planes presented
to them on each strip. When time intervals were
shortened the subjects abandoned calculations Icased
on gunnery rules and resorted to judgments based on
quick estimates of line of' flight and firing angle.



i14f. Spieth, W. An Exploratory Study of Operator and Apparatus
aaracteristics of a Flexible Gunnery Research Device.IHuman Resources Research Center, -ATC, Iackl AEB, Tex.
:October 1952, Technical Report -52-2.

r Concerned with a preliminary evaluation of a

redesigned Pedestal Sight Manipulation Test, the
Flexible Gunnery Research Device. The apparatus,
and- its operating -characteristics are described.
It was found 1) reliability- of the simulator wvas
sufficiently high to. meet the requirements of a

4 research instrument, 2) -men's perforpance improved

- over the seyen days of practice, and 3) certain
inadequacies in the consistency of score tolerances
were evident in the elevation scores (it was antic->1ipated that these inadequacies Could -be corrected).

i15. Voss, H.A. and Rhoads, C.S. Evaiuation of: dinnery Tiaining
Devices - Devices 3-E-7 and E-A-TO. PSpecal Devices Center,

OHlR, --ort Washington, L. I., N. Y.., 1950, -Tehnical Report
SD6 58,1-6.

: Device iNo.; 3-E-1 (Ranging, Tracking, 'Aiming-point
Assessor) and Device 1o. 3-A--,40 (irk 18 Coordination
Trainer) were given experimental evaluation. Results
indicated that the former device, .because of certain
inherent weaknesses in engineering design and over-
all unreliability, was a dubious investment as a
trainer for gunners. Device No. 3-A.-40 (as improved
at Tufts College) was .found useful in studying
aptitudes and rates of learning and effectively

training men in a simulated gunnery situation.

.LIJ). Willard, 1., Bancroft, C.A., and Reddan, J.G. The Training
Effectiveness of a Stereoscopic Range-Finder Trainer. Human

Resources Research Office, The George Washington University.
Washington, D.C., October 1954, Technical Report 12.

Designed to discover whether a range-finding
training instrument, Device OROPT TI, could be
used to satisfactorily identify potentially good
operators, give remedial training for poor operators,
and provide satisfactory range-finder training. It
was found 1) after approximately 130 rangings this
device could aid in differentiating those operators
who would make normal progress from those who would1need special training, 2) the device had no especial
value for training poor students, and 3) use of the

trainer resulted in improved performance on theI range finder.

lo,



D. Other training.-devices-

117. Allen, M.J., Fitts, P.M., and Slivinske, A.J. A Moving
Target Opticc-l Projector For Use in Air Traffi'c Control
Research. Wright -ir Development Center, ARDC, Wright-
Patterson AYB, Cdo, 1954, WADC Techhcal Report 53-17.

The specifications and design of a moving target
optical projector are described. This projector
was designed to meet the requirements of a versatile
research apparatus in buman engineerin studies of
air traffic control studies. It can be used Singly-
'or in combination with other projectors. It can
provide a static display or, When connected with 'a
suitable course generator, a moving target display.

l8._ Besnard, G.G., Briggs, L.J., and Walker, E.S. The Improv:ed
Subject-Matter Trainer. Armament Systems Personnel Research
Laboratory, Air Force Personnel and Training Research Center,
ARDC, Lowry AFB, Colo., April 1955,. Technical. Memorandum
ASPRL -TM 55-11

A description of the secofid model of the Subject-
,Matter TTainer which incorporated several improve-
ments over the original model. The device was
originally designed to enable <students, in -Air Force
Technical schools to practice and learn certain
information and skills without the continuous aid'
of their instructor. The three general types of
learning that can be used on the trainer are raired.
associate, serial learning, and problem solving.

£19. Black, J.W. Evaluation of the- Primary Flight Helmet,
Device 12 -BK-Z. Impact Audible Signal 'System -for Flight
Training.' Special Devices Center, O R, Port Washington,
L. I., I. Y., 1950, Technical Report SDC 41 .- 18.

The Primary Flight Helmet, a device consisting of
a helmet with four electric 'buzzers, was given
10 tests; it was the conclusion that the helmet was
generall unsatisfactory. The author Urged study
of auditory-tactile communication apart from the
helmet.

120. Crowder, 1I.A. Th,: Concept of Automatic Tutoring. Air Force
Personnel and Training Research Center, ARDC, Lackland AFB,
Tex., (Organizational paper).

Automatic tutoring attempts to simulate the entire
learning situation without either an instructor or
the apparatus which is the subject of instruction.
The student is presented with a book in which he
finds a question followed by a list of alternative
answers. Choosing the answer he thinks correct, he



tubs To the page the answer indicates and iinds

:whather he is righst. If not he is, iifdkmed what
Swas wrong with his answer ad nstructed to t returi
to the rginal page : t again. hen he is
correct, the text gves hbim more informatilon amd

i Oads himto the weit quest-Lon. The minw di's..
a44vantage Of this iethod of" ihstruilon is tL.,tt the

student. is clued by the list of Jjossibl- alternati-ve.;,

the author says, He feels that this method has

straction in a formal or an on-thejobtrainihg course
at compartively liitle Cost in time or material.

Lal. Daiidson, S. and Verdini, A.J. Countermeasures Training
Device and Appendices I. Through III. - Final Engineering
Report. General Electric Company, Government Division,

TL - Syracuse, N. Y., December 1951.

The specified purpose of the Countermeasures
Trainer is to simulat& radar X-band radiation to

trhin janmer-eqipment operators. It was concluded
that the trainer is a versatile tool -for training

jammer operators. It features complete automatic
programming -and -simulation of, any type of radar
radiation between 8500 and 9.60O megacrcles.

122. Denenberg, V.H. The Training Effectiveness of a Tank. Hull

Trainer. Human R ;sources'Research Office, The George
Washington University, Washington, Februarj 1954., Technical

I Report 3.

Designed to determine the effectiveness of the Tank

Hull Trainer 3-T-3 as a training aid. This trainer

is used to teach three driving and maintenance lessons
concerned with the M47 tank. During the course of
the study an inexpensive mock-up of the instrument

Spanel and driver's controls was- made available.
Experimentation with both these devices indicated
that: 1) The inexpensive mock-up was a better train.-
ing aid for the teaching of starting and stopping

procedures; 2) the mock-up, the Hull Trainer, and
actual work with tanks were all equally effective
for teaching nomenclature and location of the various
driver's instruments and controls; 3) trainees
learned more about the track and suspension system

from working on the track system of the Hull trainer.

L
,]



123. Hanlej - T.D. 'nd 3teer, M.D. Funct,ori Speciuea~ions
For a Voice Communications Training Device. Special De¢vi;E:
Center, (cI, Port -;ashington, L.-I. T . .;- February i95 .,
Tecbnl al Report SDI 104-2-4r,

Undertak!en to examine contrLbutory eietents or
speech intelligibiiitf and to prescri e char..
acteristics which should be incorporated into -
voice communications, training device. Based on
pertinent voice communications studies akd-in-
vestigations,. fanctional specifiCations were
formulated for such a device.

124. Johnson, B.E., Willia ms, A.C., and Roscoe, S.:. A Simu.lator
For Studying Human Factors in Air Traffic C6ntrol Sistems.
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, Di :ision of Aviation
Medicine, U.S. -ary,. Washihgton, 1951, Naal Research
council Committee on Aviation Psjchology Report .1.

A description of a simulator, under construction
at the University of Illinois at the time of the
report, for use in the stiidy of human engineer.ng
problems in air traffic control systems. It was
designed to. study 1) sjstems and procedures -for air
traffic control and 2-), display problems in the
presentation of navigation information in the
aircraft.

I2 . Katzell, R.A. et al. W avy Recognition Training. Special
Devices Center, -, Port Washington, L.I., II I., JuIj L952,
Technical Report SDC 383-6-2.

An investigation into the requirements for effective
recognition of targets in combat, with recommendations
for improving current recognition training. Recom-
mendations were 1)' the lookout's job be made more
important, 2) motion pictures of the targets in combat
be used as a training aid, and 3) recognition train-
ing oe spread over a .onger period of time, with
context directed from the general to the specific.

12.. Kelly, J.C. and Mason, H.M. An cperimental Comparison of
Five Conditions for Voice Communication Training. Special
Devices Center, OIR, Port Washington, L. I., 1'. f., Jul; 1947,
Technical Report SDC lo4-2-3.

Five groups of' subjects were trained to increase
word-intelligibility under difficult communication
conditions, using course content founded on expe-
rience gained during World War II. Each group was
trained in a situation presenting a different type
or amount of interference. The Portable Interphone
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Trainer, Device-Z I; was %ised. rat'e- ter-
period, performance vas evaited by i ord- intell"

gibility 'tests and b/- judgments of connected speeeik.
Results showed that where Deice 8-I or simiLar
equipment 4as used, trairung results were improved
by. using, low noise levels; when practice was periormd
under -severe noise levels, there was- little gain.

2. Kelly, J.,C et al. Retention of Voice Co muication
Training after One Year. Special Devices Center, OU]R,

aPort ashington, L.I.., Il Y., March 1947, Technical Report

S) O 04-2-13.

i study of retention of voice communicaticon
training. It 4as found that after one year subjects
performed essentially as wel .as they had immediateiyAafter cmpetion of -the training. Trained subjects-
again made higher scores in Voice communication thandid control subjects.

i26. M4oser, A.M- and Dreher, J.J. Research on the Language oA'
Voice 'Procedures--Air Defense Training Aids. /The Ohio

r State UnivetsityResearch Foundation, Contract AF18( zo)316i
Air Research and Development Command, June 1953, -Report 2.
(AF Project 519)

* Due to a need for standardization in voice procedures
-ind a need f6r training, spotteri of enemy aircraft,
the Human. Resources Research Laboratory and the Civi.
Air Defense Survey group worked jointly in the develop
ment of a training aids kit constructed to fit the
requirements of Air Defense. Included in this kit,
are: 1) voice procedure training cards, 2) a plotter,*

El training device, giving practice in both "telling" the
plot and plotting one's own 'tells, ' 3) training
records, emphasizing important points in diction,

I'telling' procedures, and standard terminology.

-29. Murnin, J.A. Comparison oi Training Meda: Transfer of
Principles Involved in a Manipulative Skill: Cperation
of the Aircraft Load Adjuster Slide Rule. Special Devices
Center, OR, Port Washington, L.I., N.L., September 1955,
Technical Report SDC 269-7-103.

The results indicate there is nL. evidence that the
Multi-Engine Weight and Balance Trainer is more
effective than the individual load adjuster slide
rule for teaching transfer of weight and balance
principles to other aircraft. Also, there is
evidence that transparencies of the aircraft models
are not as effective as the Multi-Engine Weight and
Balance Trainer for teaching transfer of weight and

Lbalance 
principles to other 

aircraft.
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130. Pressey, S.L. Deve1dment and Appraisal .of Deices
Providing Imdediate Automatic 'Scoring of Objective Tests
and Concomitant Self Instruction." J. :Psycho.L, 1950,
29, 4177-47'.

Discusses the development of -devrices providing
imediate automatic scoring of objective tests.
The ajpraisal indicates that test devices ailowin
the subject to "find the right answer at the tme
of taking the test contribute to increased learning.

131. Rose, H.W. and FLeck- H. Hight 'ision Trainer and'Training
Techniques--l-A Projector For Basicd'light Vision Training
of Pilots. School of Aviation Medicine Randolph An'
Tex., June 1952, Report, 1.

Description of a projector for wide-angle projection
at five different low levels of illumination, per-
mitting, brojection, of a'ny six fixed slides and,
simultaneously, a moving slide -with' an aircraft
silhouette.- The report reconinends that this ,pjojector
be introduce as a standard device for basic night
vision traiing for Air Force pilots.

132. Schaefer, '1.C. Recommended Training Aids for N1ight "Vision
and Oxygen Training Programs. Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, D.C., August 1953, Report 797-01-1.

Attempts to answer the following: What oxygen and:
night-vision requirements will the aircraft of the
next five years place on aviation personnel? and
What plans must be made for training aids and
procedures which will train aviation personnel to
meet these operational requirements? Part I dis-
cusses the oxygen high altitude training program
with recommendations on operation and training;
Part II discusses the night vision training program,
also with recommendations for operational requirements
and training.

133. Schoban, B. Human Engineering Recommendations for a

Visual Reconnaissance Ground Trainer. American Institute
for Research, Pittsburgh, Pa., September 1954.

Contains recommendations for a Visual Reconnaissance
Ground Trainer to be used to develop and integrate
skills required in conducting aerial reconnaissance
while flying a fighter-type aircraft. Forty two
recommendations are made, categorized under 1) controls,
2) displays, 3) programs, 4) scoring and error analysis
and 5) instructor's station. This report was intended
to test the usability of techniques and procedures for
determining human behavioral requirements traininr.
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devices as Aeveloped in A Mettod for Detexining
Bum Enoneering Design Requirements for TrainingFt di ent A(OC Mt 53-135); Hsadbook of Training
anL Train ng BdimntDesign (WA= IR 53-l3b); A
Metbod for 3 n-Iachine Task Anilysis (WAD 2TR 53-In3):
-Iinn20gineering Design- Sch.dide for Training B*paip-
pe nt. (WDC I 53-3)

-. lpizio, T.J. et. al Design Study for Visual Reccn
naissance Siiulator. Wright Air -Delopment Center, _RDC,
Wright-Pai erson , 0hio, November 1955, WADC Technical
Report 55-4 19 .

A description of -the Vis al Reconmnissance Siniator
which esploys dfre ct projection of a relief-ap mode!
by_ reflected light. stwxard eiectro-mechanical
flight comp ter,, dt proven design, and - .oc3it
configuration miAeled upon the RF-lOl airplane, a
reconnaissance-type aircraft scheduled to be in first
line service with the U.S. Air Force in the next two
or three years.

135. Swanson, R.A. The Relative Effectiveness of Training
Aids Designed for Use in Mobile Training Detachments.
Training Aids Research Laboratory, jir Force Personnel and
Traiping Research Center, ARDC, Ciante AFB, Ill., March 1954,

Tectnical Report .AiP'C 7R 54 -1.

Six devices were studied for use during lecL.re:roperating mock-ups, nonoperating mock-ups, cutaway
mock-ups, animated panels, charts, and sybolic
diagrams. Results showed no appreciable differences
in effectiveness among the various training aids
employed. i, vas concluded that some complex and
expenmivw training aids may not be any more effective
than are .e-:s acmplex training aids.

136. Swanson, R.A. and Aukes, L.B. Evaluation of Training
Deices for B-47 Fuel. Hydraulic, and Rudder Power Control

Systems. Air Force Personnel and Training Research Center,ARDO, Lackland AFB, Tex.. January 1956, Technical Note
t.Tm'TR( TN 56-82.

[Inuest..gators studied animated panels, charts,
cutaway trainers, nonoperating trainers, operating
tra. 1rs, and symbolic diagrams ii. the classroom
with lecture-demonstration, No significant
statistical &ifTerences in effectiveness were found
among the varicus training 4ids studied, In a second

experiment eqeh aid was itudied i an experimental
L ~situation in Ahich no lec.ture or oral ifisbzuction
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uas given. Effectiveness was then zieauzed soleL-
in teras of tbe extent of learning from the devices
themselves. Samie evidence was foun to differentiate
imuedate effectiveness of the several devices. This
evidence, however, wis not-consisteut, and no dif-
ferences w-ere found six to eight weeks after the
experimental sitution bad taken place.

I3N. Torkelson, G.M. The Comparative Effectiveness of a Hock-
Up, Cutaway aA lrojected Clarts in Teaching "Ifacnclature
and Fuinction.-of -the 4Om -Antiaircraft Weapon and- the Mark
1-3 Type Torpedo. -Special Devices Center-_, WER, Fort WJa sin-
i 3gton, L,.1., y f. Y., March 1954., Technical. Report SDC
259-7 -1OO.

it 'was ?AYund that: 1) There were no differences
in training effectiveness between the cataways,
mock-ups, transariencies, and ranua1- illustrations,
2) slight (tut riot statistically signif~icant) dif-
ferences-ini favor of 3-D devices were demonstrated
for retention of inforzation.
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T~ I. Tc-zinirnt Aids,

A. iotion Pictures-

1. General

J-38. Amoerican Council on Edlucation. -The _Mtion ,-Pictue in
j Eucation: Its Status and Its INeeds. American Council
on Blucation, Washington, 1937.

Surveys the status of motion =pictures in education

in the U.S., views the development cf the Iducationa1
_ Mtion Picture Project, summarizes its work to date,
L and outlines a series of proposed activities for it.

- 139. American Council. on Education- Films for America at War.
Supplefment 1 to Selected Educational Motion Pictures.
Committee on Motion Pictures in Education, American Council
on Education, Washington, 1943.A Intended "to supply teachers and leaders of community

groups with essential information on films related
to the an out drive for victory in World War II."
Included are descriptions and sources of 75 films.

140. Business Screen. Entire issue, June 1945, 6, 1umber 5,
18-120.

Consists of 29 articles written by Navy personnelL describing the I.avy film training program as of 1945.

1-41. Business Screen. Entire Issue, January 1946, 7£ -rmnber 1. 19-97.

Consists of 28 articles written by personel of
the Army Pictorial Service, Signal Corps, des-
cribing the activities of the Army Pictorial Service
as of 1946.

142. Carpenter, C.R. Logistics of Sound Motion Pictures for
Military Training. Special Devices Center, OTR, Port
Washington, L. j., N. {., September 1952, Human Engineering[Report SDC 269-7-31.

The findings and iplications of research studies
of the Instructional Film Research Program prior
to 1952 were drawn together into a cohesive train-

ing film program. It is recommended that: "The
military should establish some procedure for inte-

Igrating the various phases of film production and
utilization. It should incorporate the points
outlined in this report and subsequent research
reports."
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1.43. Carpenter,, C.R. dt al. the- Classiroomf ConmInicator..
Special Devices -etrFr--"ahigq. ki,--

October 1950, Technical Reiport W1)C 2'69-§4

-A report of the planninrg, design, -and constiuctionv
of experimental equiiit -r.appropiiate -for researich
on the lt.arning. process; and evalutiq of ,complex
instructional: iha il~forbqtiona 'The'.s
Classroom Cownunicat or proVides -a means for-
recording and measur;ing the individual ,,rea~tions
in the audience and improving., facilitating,. ;or,
increasing the -rate and effectiveness df l6aii-hing.
The device consists of individual response.stations
connected to a central unit, which allows the
observer or instructor to see tbe percentage of
correct answers as weiI as the percentage for each
;of the remaiing four possible alternatives.

144. Carpenter, C.R. -et Al. The Film Adalyzer. SpeIal Devices
Center, CuR, Port 1*.asingtn,LI77? October 1950,
Technical Report-SDC, 269-7- -5.;

A descriptioii of the Filin Analyzer which can be-
-used in conjuniction wit.h -the Classroom Commnicaitor.
The Anilyier consists of 6a polygraph recorder, the
coding relays,_ and individual response stations.
This de-vice prcvides a method of film evaluation
that can be synchronized with specific -parts of
the film.

5.Carpenter, C.R. and Greenhill, L.P. "A Scientific
Approach -to Tf'oiational'Film Production and Utilization.
j. Soc. mot. Piet. Engrs., 3,952, 28, 41l5-427.

Reviews the research program sponsored by the '

Special Devices 'Center from 1948' to 1952 which
vas directed towarxd the prcxiuction of lkMm
informrational films. Research findings and
implications are reported for the following:
Viewinig conditions, repetition, rate of develop-
ment, participation, errors to be avoided, camera
angle, motion, idea density, introductions and
summaries, pretests and knowledge of results,
color versus black and white, special effects,
exclusive use of films, personalized commnentary,
and practice in learning from films.



i6. Dale, E. et al. Motion Pictures in Education: A Swwary
-of the Life ire. New York: H.W. Wilson Ccmpany, lr3Uj

Issued under the direction of the Ccimnttee on
Motion Pictures in Bucation of the American

r Council of Education. Dtailed sunriesof
[ significant articles, theses, ari books that

appeared from approxicately 1925 to 1910 b~ive
been- classified and assembled with ieditorial
coments.

i4T. Exton, W. "Motion Picture Training FiIms in the, iavy. "'

Proc. U.S. Nav. Inst., -94.3, 6-- 933-938.

Discasses the task of the Tix tiing Aidbs .Section
of the Navy, which coordinates- tr-airIng films,
school curricula, text -books-., wall -charts, poters,

moels, -and other educational -devices.-.r-se
training aids, it :as found that audio-visual
presentation of material -such as that in. the MOtion.
Picture Training Films presented the most cor*e-
hensible material in th!e least tim&.

I48. Gibson, J..J. (ed.) Motion -Picture Testing and Research.
Army'Air Forces Aviation Psychology Program-Research

Reports, Washington, Report 7. (Government Printing Office)

A report of the work perfofmed by the Armiy Air
Forces Aviation Psychology Piiogram under the,
directorship of J.J. Gibson. Of general interest
avpng the studies reported are those concerned

with audience participation in pictorial learning,
and effect of room illumination and viewing angle
upon learning.

149. Greenhill, L.P. and Tyo, J. Instruction Film producticn,
Utilization and Research in Great Britain, Canada and

Australia. Special Devices Center, ONIR, Port Washington,

L. I, N.Y., May 1949, Technical Report SDC 269-7-1.

[ Before initiating research to determine the

principles of effective production and utilization
of film instructional devices, the Special Devices
Center gathered information about film production,

utilization, and research activities in Great
Britain, Canada, and Australia. Findings are[ presented in this report.

!

I
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15:). Gre-abhi.-l,- 'L.P. AStudy.,of--the Feasibility 6f LobTal
'Production,- of IMini=.Cost Sound Mtionftctues.- Specia
:Devices Center, OpAf, Port shbingtoi . L.I., IL ., July 1955,
'Technical Repbr SDC 269748._

" series of successful films were 'made unski-led
ehlisted men using a, specialy -designed kit of
equip ent and unual to explin itsuse. typical
teh-- te, film was ,shot in, le.s sthanbne day, a hd
3ias, &iailabLLe in less thitn tvo 'week at &-~V-r- low
=cost... The films were,-conp"letely su-essf for

the#. purpose" - to-produce anz.efficient training
aid -at a inimum of cost.

L51. Greeihbi.1, I.. The Recokding ,,of -Audienc- -Reiactins by
Inhiraredi'Photographgy., Special F)vcsete~ 1R ort.
Washington, L-.I., i. Y., September 1955, 'Technical Report
SDC -069-7-56.

A digcussion oA-a tbod._Of recording audience
reactionwVhch could be r elated-to specific film
dontent. A memo-motion fi4ng- techniquie for
econcmiicaly obtaining. infrared photographs, which
-could be easily related to the correspodi ng film
sequence, wae iused.

15L. Guth, S.K. "Suround Brightness: Key Factor in Viewing
Projecte,Pic+ures.' J. Soc. Mot. Pict. Engs., 1951, 57,
2L.-24;

Concerned With a means of providing maximal visual
comfort and viewing ease of projected pictures and
a discussion of those factors which determine whether
the surrounding area in uihich projected pictures are
viewed is satisfactory.

153. Hamilton, T.L. "The Factor of Motivation in Learning
as Applied to the Making of a Teaching Film." J. educ.

,, Ps~fchol. , 1944; 55,. 423-431.-

The author contends that producers of teaching
films are too likely to assume that any film
commands attention and therefore automatically
provides adequate motivation for learning. The
author disagrees and discusses seven specific
techniques which he believes should be employed
in the production of films.
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154. Hoban, C. F., Jr. "Ex'perimetal Research -n Instructiona
Films.' 16t V in Dale, et al. Motion Pictures in
-Education. UeV York: H.W. Wilson'Company, 1937.

In Fart V of Dale et al Hoban considers the
folloing aspects of instructional film retearch:
l . l) Criteria for :vaiuation of experimental researchin general; 2)'negletted factors/in experimental

procedure; 3) review of experimental-data; 4) ira-
plicatins of' experimental data for educational
practice; 5) a bibliography.

155. Hovan, C.F., Jr.. Selected Educational Motion Pictures:
A.Descriptive Encyclopedia. American Council on
Education; Washington, 19&2.

IDescribes and appraises 480 films, selected on
the basis of more than 5,500 teacher judgments
and 12,000 student judgments and passed ipon
by preview panels of competent eductors. The
appraisal indicates purposes for which the film
cAn -best serve, noteworthy strong and: weak points,
and technical quality.

13 . Hobaa, C.F., Jr. Focus on Learning: Motion Pictures

in the School. American Council on Education, Washington,
19 2.

The final report of the director of the Motion
Picture Project of the American Council on
Education reviews and interprets the role of
motion pictures as an aid to learning. Psycho
logical requiiements and technical characteristics
of effective films are analyzed. The appendix
includes information about film sources and the
services they offer.

157. Hoban, C.F., Jr. Movies that Teach. Nev York: Dryden
Press, 1947.

[A report of developments in instructional motion
pictures during World War II. Among the studies
are a number conducted at the Signal Corps
Photographic Center that deal with patterns of
film supply, print utilization, and film library
administration. These studies underscore the

necessity for trained personnel and organized
promotion of film utilization, if films are to
reach the audiences for which they are intended.

I
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158. -Hoban; C.F. and: Van Ormer, E;B. Practical Principles
Governing the Production, and Utilization of Sound Motion
Pictures. Special -Devices Center, OIR, Port Washington,
L. I., I. .. , August 1950, Report E269-7; Special Report i.
(Chapter 9 of Techaical Report 269-7-19 covers the content
Of this report.)

A sdmary of-the principles for the effective-
production and utilization of sound motion pictures,.
'based on a review of -the literature from- 1918 to 1950.

159. McIntyre, C.J. and McCoy, E.P. The Application of Sound
Motion Pictures for Recording Billet Analysis Information.
Special Devices -Center, OR, Port "fshington, L. I., 1. Y.,
March 1954, Technical Report SDC"'269-7-i1.

An attempt to develop economical methods -of
production and use of motion pictures -to- communicate
information as required for an understanding of the
duties of a man performing a job, the level of
training he needs, -the physical- and social environ-
ment ii which, he works, and the physical and
intellectual skills 'he must have or bd able to
acquire. Several methods of filming were developed,
each appropriate to a specific use.

160. May, M.A. 'The Psychology of Learning From Demonstration
Films. " J., educ. Psychol., 1946, 37, 1 12.

Discusses how certain aspects of learning, theory
can be applied to teaching films. The author
feels that this article should serve as a guide
in the production and utilization of demonstration
films. He lists 10 rules, or "guiding principles",
suggested by his analysis.

161. Smith, K.R. and VanOrner, E.B. Learning Theories and
Instructional Film Research. Special Devices Center,
O R, Port Washington, L. I., I .y., June 1949, Technical
Report SDC 2b9-7-6.

Intended to provide a framework for the later work
in this series. The report is divided into five
major sections: 1) psychologica. learning principles
and their relationship to learning from films; 2) in-
structional film characteristics and their influence
on learning; 3) development of equipment and pro-
cedures for testing instructional films; 4) research
on methods of utilizing films in instruction;
5) reviews of pertinent literature and theoretical
,= m m
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162. Special Devices Center. A Bibiiography of Production,
S Utilization and Research on Instructional Films. , Specxal

Devices Center, 0M, Port Washington, L. I., I. y.,,
ilovember 1953, Technical Report SDC 269-7-40.

-A bibliography of 1,896 references which relate to
-the production, utiization, and research on in-
structioal films up to early 1952. included are1 references to selected articles and books dealing
with indirectly related topics such as radio, msic,
learning theoy, and research ethods.

t163., Special Devices Center., Instructional Film Research Reports
-Special Devices Center, ON,Port Washington, L.I., I. t.
Januarj 1953, Technical Report SDC 209.7-36 or nAVmCOS
P- 12 0.

A -compilation of research reports which concern
investigations of improving films, and promoting
their use as effective instructional aids.

164. Special Devices Center. Instructional Film Research
Reports: Rapid Mass Learning - Vol. II. Naval Training
Devices Center, SpecialDevices Center, 01R, Port
Washington, L.I., N. ., 1956, Hluan Engineering Report
NAVTRADEVCEN 269-7-61, or IAVEXOS P-1543.

A second volume in the compilation of research
reports from the Instructional Film Research Program,
Speciai Devices Center (Nava! Training Devices
Center). These investigations were carried out to
determine how to improve films and how to promote
their use as effective instructional aids.

165. Thomas, F. "The Cartoon and Training Films. "' In Various
Writers Congress, Proceedings. Berkely, Calif.:,Universilry
of California Press, 19e4r4.s

The use of animated cartoons in training and
indoctrination motion pictures in the Armoy is
discussed. The author feels adequate animated
cartoons must have humor, clarity of diagrams,
a cartoon character, caricature and satire, and
fantasy.

16o.Iu. Twjford, L. Film Profiles. Special Devices Center, OM,Port Washington, L.I., N.Y., Novemoer 1951, Human
Engineering Report SDC 269-7-23.

L A study based on the comparison of a rating
profile with an objective test of learning.
Results showed that simply requiring the viewer
to state whether or not he thinks he is learningL provides a reilatvely accurate estimate of learning.



167 Zuckerman, J.. 4usic in Mtion Pictures: Review oC
Literature Wlth- Implications for Instructional Films.
Special Devices. Center, 01M., Port Washington, L. I., II..,
!'j 199, Techbcal Report SDC 269-7-2.

A re,;iev of the pertinent literature, presenting
-selected opifions, viewpoints, and' hypotheses.
Also included is a selected biblioaphy on
motion picture music.

m .•. •



2. E xperimental Research

L . Ash, P. The Relative Effectiveness of Masses Versus,

Spaced- Fi-m Presentation. Special Devices Center, OIR
Port wshington,: L. I. ., June 19o9 Technicali' Report MC 269-7-3.,

The effect -on learning of showing a series of
films in a single session lasting 45 to 60 minutes
was compared with the effect- of showing the reels
one at a time on successive days. tAlhough the
severa1 reels dealt with the same over-all topic,
the spacing did not interfere with film €ontinuity.
No differences in delayed retention between the
two procedures were found.

* 169. Ash, P. and.Carlton,. B.J. The Value of Note Taking
During Film Learning. Special Devices Center, -OUR,
Port Washington, L.I., 'N.Yo,. November 1951, Technical
Report SDC 269-7-21.

Resuits indicated tht. note taking during film
viewing, with or without opportunity to review
notes prior to taking a test, interferes withr learning -from the film.

170. Ash, P. and Jaspen, U. The-Effects and Interaction
of Rate of Development, Repetition, Participation,
and Room Illumination on Learning from a Rear-Projected
Film. Special Devices Center, 0UR, Port Washington,
L.I., N. Yr., October 1953, Human Engineering Report SDC
2o9;-7-39.

Intended to determine whether it is possible,
when teaching a skill with films, to have trainees
participate along with the demonstration. With
enough light and slow enough film demonstration,
trainees could practice and participate. A slow
rate of development, repetition, and participation
all increased learning. Interaction between
repetition and rate of development was found;
this suggested that repetition cannot entirely
compensate for a fast rate of development in a
film.

I
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!7I. Cameron, V.E. 'A Compariscn Between the Useiof Motion
Pictures and the :Qestion Discussion, Method in Teac:hing
High School Psysics." Uniersity of Southern California,,
1933. (Unpblished. )steris Thesis)

Compared the ordinary lecture-discussion method
of teaching high school rhysics with a film course

n: which each film was f6lowed by a short- questi on
period. There was a slight, though, insigrificaht,
advantage for the film class.

172. Cogsweli, J.F. Effects of a Stereoscopic SoundMtion
Picture on the earning, of -a. Perceptual Mptor Task.
Special Devices Center, O?/I, Port Washington, L.I., .Y.5,o
September 1952., Techbicali ReprtSDC 2j9-7-32.

Designed- to disdover whether the tbree-dimensio-ai
s-pect in films, is importat for teaching a motor

skill suhch as the assembly of the breech- 'block of
the 40m anti-aircraft -un. ResUlts inferred ;hat
the 3-D: effect did not improve learning -and may have-
distracted the viewer -bcause of its novelty.

173. Deparzment, of Agriculture-. What Research Show's About
Visuai Aids-. Department of Agriculture, ashington,
1949. USDA Ectension Service 612(6_49).

A pamphlet summrizing principles in the design
and use of Visiial aids which were published ,n
the literature of that field. Inciuded are a
36-item annotated bibliography and a summary of
the bibliography containing conclusions dra&rn from
the literature cited.

174. Greenhill, L.P. The Evaluation of Instructionai.Films
by a Trained Panel Using a Film Analysis Form. Special
Devices Center, OIR, Port Washington, L.I., N.y.,
September 1955, Technical Report SDC 2.9-7-57.

Designed to develop a film appraisal form
incorporating important variables discovered
in the instructional film research program; such
a form could be used for pre-production or pre-
release evaluation of films. A film analysis
form was developed for use by trained film
production personnel, and a trainee film evaluation
form was developed for evaluation by trainees
while the film is in the final productions stage.
A high degree of correspondence was obtained
between the predictions Of teaching eftectiveness
obtained with the two forms.
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177. ageSF omariso ofpetal Price ~ndr Physical

De-icesCenter.-; OEM, Port -Washingt, L.I., Rep
DJune 1 2, Auman En~ineering Report SDC 2Z9-7-27.

Designed to determine whether students can learn
a physical skill simply b.,, watching a motion
picture and by "mentally going through the motions"
of the skill as it is demonstrated on the film.
Results showed: Meental practice was found to be

" ieffective in teaching a skill. It was believed

that a combination of "mental practice" and physicalpractice would be most effective in teaching a skill.



178. Hirsch, R.S. The Effects-of KnlIedge of Test Results
on Learning of Meaningful Material,, Specia Devices
Center, ., Port lsbingto , L. I., I.Y., -September 1952,
Hum Engineering Report Sbc 209-7-'.

Investigated the effect of knowledge of results
in a realistic training situation idth .bi h.
neaningt~al uzteri-a. In this- eiperintsl
training situation-the instructional xaterial
consisted of six Navy training filsn covering-
aerodynaics, the carbine rifle, theory of
guided issile oTeration, hydrostatic fuses,
navi gation plotting: board, and star identification.
It was found that in general the mcfe explanation
given with the correct answer, -the more the answer
aided learn*::.

179. Hovland', C.I., Iiindaine, A-.A., and Sheffield, F.D.
Experiments on Mass Education. Princeton, 11,.:
,Princeton University Press, lI49.

Includes reports of filim stu dies by the E-xperi-
menl Section, Researchrnch, Informtion and
Education Dvision of the War Department. The
problems investigated include opinion aid
motivational effects of" orientational fi1uf,
factors in ajAdience response, And effects of
alternate -methods of presentation. df audience
participation.

180. Jaspen,. N. Effects on Trining of Experimental Film
Variables, Study II: VerbalizatLon, 'ow it ;Wrks,'
Nomnenclature, Audience Participation, and Succinct
Treatment. Special. Devices Center, OR, Por ,Washington,
L.NI., '.Y., March 1950, Technical Report ,SD 269-7--1.

A study of -the effects on training of experi-
:mental fil variables. Results showed: 1) Medium
verbalization (I)O words per mifute-of film) proved
most effective; 2) including a how it works-!
sequence explaining principles of operation; did
not cdntribute to learning an assembly task; ,

3) audience participation was effective if develop-
meat of the. film was slow enough to permit learners
to view the film and perform the task without too F
much loss of attention to either' 4) the succinct
treatment (a concise but complete film presentation)
is likely to be exceedingly ineffective; 5) merely
using technical nomenclature in the films does
not effectively teach the names of the parts.

-7 %



i~.jaspen, 1p. Effects oni Training. of 1&_periime!ntal -Mmlu
ifriables, -St;7dy I: -Vetali zaioin-, Rate- of-DevelopmentF,-Ndmbelature rrr, Hiri W:)rk' Repetition.

Speciil Devices Center,*C~ otIsi~goL. ~ .FOctober' 950, Te&xiical Report M)Oj269-7:i7.
_ceX rimontai control of, a :number of 'film- 'variableas
-'showed; L.), Aj siou' -rate of development is a
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aQdds coasidrably to the -teaching effectiveness o
a given film; 3) shoviing conn errors to be avoided
increases the effectiveness -of, the Ailm; 4) -tbe -use
of techinical netclature- does not_ appear-to facilm-
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3!*Kendll, K. 'ilm Prod uction Principles: The &u-ijectI-
qi -Rceearceh.'t J Set. Aot. '-Pict. Etngrs.,, 195?,, 2

Tue results of the research of the Instruct..onai
Film Research Progra are report ed and assessed
,for their possible, aeaning. for other: productions.
Lkarning accelerators; were reported to be verbal
level, patcpation, Tate,6of ygeValop n+.t, and-
s6howin of errors. Also reportedare, variables
that s-aoied inconclusive or ngli4gi ue 'differ
ence such as. nmsic,. viewing angle6., an.cneuive
veirsus- sipaced' film showings. Several priLnciples

hihgovern. the, dyimnii-s of fIm. influxence -on,
behavior are also -given.

185 KshlrJ.Th -The Effects. of Prestige an&. Identifid'atiori
Pactors on Learning From SowAd -Films., Special- De vices
-Center, .CIR, Part Washington, L.1i., N.Y._, W.~roh1959i
Technical Repcrt spC 2&9-7-10.

Designed to determine- ik ideintification withi and
attitdie toward the prota'nist of I& film has 1an
ef fect onr -learning from the 'film. The p icture
selected was "Keys of the Kingdom, ' in whi&~
Gregory Feck played. a, priest.; Those who -rahked
the positidn: of priLest as high, in prestige and
those who were affiliated w'ith the Catholi-c
church leained more 'out not significantly more-
than. those who ranked a riest as -low in prestige

andthoewho were not Catholic.

186. Kurtz' A. K., lt , jS.,. and &enner, 'HR-. The
Effects 6f Inserted Questions atiz Statements 6oiFilm
Learning (Rapid Mass Learning). Special' Devices C enter:.
OI'11Rj Port Washington, L~. I.; W. Y.,, September 1950,,
Technical Report SDC.'2 2~-16.

The invest~igators found that ;the insertion of
questions in the sound: tra~k -of a filim li~~o~dd
learning ;ut i0as, nomore effe~btive tha a
r-epetition of the film.

~87: Lane, C.J., Rittenhouse, C.'H., and'Atkinsn RC

-Films and Grotxp-'Discusii6ns As a Means 6f, Training
Leaders.-; Human Resources Research Office,. The GeoirgeI shington University, Washington, Wa-ch 1956, -Technical
deport 27.

Conducted to develop and eXpez'imantally evaluate
a sound'fi.lm-discussion technique for- training
junior officers- in military leadership. The

-7I
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ais ci the uedfiid rse -wiere to inicrease

I xiAIA oppot4mit toparticipaLte in solving
problems .i- filfs depictibg officer leader-

sh~igo~~-veeproduced Both stUdents-and-
ort teacted: favoarably to the fls

-- Cxrt e erge the student who jreczeived the
peialtrann showed greater improvement in

- k4pa iy,,f hs solutions to lehtdership
ide theaiitu' ofo r isv

Troblims than did h tit eh rcive
zekxilr -training.

_88 Vabrpi -C'-W., Jr. and Norford, -P.A. dontri1~tos6
Fim-T Inroduictions and Film S.ummaries to LeArning From.
Instructional-Films, -Special Devices Center,. CYR.,
Port Washington., N. Y. l9 -,Technical Repart.
SDC .)9-77-8;I Concerned writh, inv.estigating th ontriuin

to learning- -of somei typical 'introductory 40d'
dunumri-zing_ sequences- in existing instructional
film. The iniestidators found- that in -two
cas, es introductions had ah insignificant adverse-
effect. All three spivmaries presented mande -small,

~LPositive contributionis to learning (onlj one of
the differences was statistically ,significant)

f i89. 'Lockhart, !j,'A.. "1The Value of the Motion Picture as
& an Instructional Device in ~earning a M6tor Skill.

Res;-, Quart. Amir. Mlih. Phys-. &1uc. 19441 15,, 181-187(.

-K -Results showed a decided& advantage for, those
students. of bwli ng- who had -a aditi~omj in-

(striuction by ITilm, in comnparison' with. t#6oe who
received no Mim instruction.

90. ,LmdFie A.A. and Sulzerj RL. The-Influence of
sLpjle Aniimation Techniqubs of the au of a Training,
Film.., Humrn"-Resoirces, Research Laboratory, Headquarters,-
Command., USAF Boiling AFB, Wdashiiigton, Apk~i 1951,

if IIRRL -Report-2f~

The traininr, value of S:Lmple animation techniques
in teaching an instrument-.reading kill was

3exAmined. For the animation used (pop-in lables,
* 5 moving arrows, etc.,), there was a marked increase

in the amount mnen learned from. the film. Rec
ommendatiois for -the use of samp'le animation are

5 included.



.!91. Lumsdaine, A.-A Thm1leo Using fatipe brwpi.es
in Mriining Film-Isrcio.Bzn-eoucsRsac
Laboratory, Beadquarters- Co~und, USAF, Bolling AFI3,
Wshington, .3ft. 1932, WdkL Repoirt. 25.

Diasikqed to study the training, value- -of wultiple
-.ex-amles in- films teaching -how to read the
micrommeter. RC-Ailts showed: 1) Lering in-
creased consistentl3y with a grea ter mbe r of

exa 1es, 4ble the elainples -were given in -the
film itself or in -the supplementary instruction;
2) giving further sujplem~nt~y ,examples mkde a
significant improvement even after the -number of
examples in-the origindl film bad ;;eeh doubled;
-3) -the rate of Impovement decreased as the
niumbei, of examples i ncreased; 1.) thi-.zore in-
talligent -men benefited even-more fraan the
additiotial exafoples than- did the less inteli.ent
men. 

gn

192. Mctoy, E3.P. An Applicati on of Research- Findings to
Training. Film> Production. Special Devices Center,,
OM"R Port' Washington, L. I., N.Y., May. 1955,v %ecbpicAl
Report SDC 269-7-4.

Research findings from the Instrucdtional Film
Research Program-were incorporated in a series
oi -filas- on msrksmnship to' -mske- themimximeally
effective. When tried, these films- reduced
traihing time, expenditure, 4;id ;amumqition and
considerably increased training effectiveh66s.

.93. Mciven, M. The Effects on Learning of,,the- Perceied
-Usefulness-of the-Ma~terial To Be Learned. Special
Devices Center, MU~R Port Washington., LI. .Y.,
August, 1955, Technical Report SDC. 2~9'(5i

A rating-fom and& att~tude scale were -de-0loped 9
ahd tested to discover whether material that was -

perceived to be useful was learned' better than
,material which was not *' The three films used
were enitied "Help Wanted", "Atomic Energy",
"Know your Cr."' The results, shoved, that the
greater the usefulness or relevance of film -

material as perceived by he learner the greater
will be his learning from that material. Also
a reliable scale was developed which measures
how useful or relevant material appears to'the
trainee. Z

, 
A
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JL91.-~rgoius G.and. Mayobj, H. "MthosoCmbin
T1 ractice With- Wised Demonstration in Teaching

* L ~ ~ ~ .oqlek Response Seqcr i; Pae Jeda hAmeican, Pschao iziou I.A.11of, 195.

optimum methods -for, combining filmed demon-
,stration and -practice in learning a lengthy,
cplax, serial, meail task were- investigated.-
In all four experimental groups the learners

1w saw the entir6 demonstration three, times and
practiced the entire xrechanical adsseriblj th~re
times; vbr-t was- varied vas the: timing o6f demon-

straionandpractice used prior to- the final
test. The results. indicated tlat srneh training
wads in accordan~e with thbeoretically prescr'bed
demonstration aibd practice segments,- or ghen

- demonstration -and prcic eelntee
dltrizigsucceeding trials, perfbrixance 617 -the task
was oqpti#um Whientraining, sggmet leng9th--Iexcee-ded the theoreti~slly prescribed'e..,t hp.
-test- performandO -was lowered.

[195. Meavish, C. L;, Tratue, M.., afid Carp]*eke, C.R.
,Effect of Repetitive -FilmShoings on- Learning..Seca
Devices Center, -OIMR, Port WashingtonL 1J.,-N M.- ,.
November. 199.. Teduiical Report SDC 269-742.

It -was found that t 'he r-epetitioii- of a sclente
ilm added sigtf cantly to ldatning, bit that

third- or- fourth, showings were relatively I'n-
effectual.

j195. Manleval, R. V."The Relative Value of 'Sound Motion,
Pictures and,~ Study 'Sheets in Science Teaching."'_

* J.exp. Educ., 1939, 8, 39-1v3.

ut n this experimental -6ompaison of -the sound
motion piclture, and study sheet ~meth6ds, objec-
tive tests for imediatea recall, ddlAyed, re~all,.'I and immediate, recal after reteaching showed
tij pupil of hi'ghr mental abilit] tend to-be
taidnt. more effectively by the study- she~et
metho&, the a-verage- group equally~ well bj either'
methd' anld- pupil& of lower mental abilit'y more
effe A*iveoly by-the sound film method.



-.97. Herper, J. The Relationship of Opical ,Effects ani
Film Literacj to iearning From Instructional -F-Yil.s
"pec-ial Devices Center, -C, Port .Vsbington, ,. I,
T. 1. ,. flovemler 1952, Technical Report SDC 2 9 7-31.

Optical effeci euch .as fades,, dissolves, and
wipes increase film production time and expense.
This, work was undetaken to determine whether
,producers are consistent in their use .of these
effects and Wheth&i the techniques aided learning
from films. The results iidicated hat: l) Optical

effects in a. film ,did- not aid factual learning,;
-2) film viewers attiched no specific meaning to
spedific optical effects; 3) other cues in the

pictdre- and- sound -track were the deciiing factors
in intekpreting optical effects to indicate trans-
itions; 4) producers, vere found to be inconsistent
i heir use of optical effe-cts.

198.; 'Michael, DP.N. and IvacCoby, N. Some Factors -Influencing
the ,Effects of 'Audience Participation 'on Learning From
a Factual Film. Human'Resources.Research laboratory,
.Headquarte s C ommand, VSAF, Boling AFB, Washington,
.Decdmber 1951, HRRL Memorandun Report 13k (revised').

Assessed the relative coiitritl~ions of' practice
and moti-vation factors to the incr&ased teaching

deffidiency of 'film showings which- use -a, partici-
pation procedure. In addition, three experimenta-l -

conditions were studied which were expected to.
affect the level of learhirg. Within the, conditions
of the experiment, audience participation procedures
utiliiring either covert oi overt practice with the
provision of correct responses (feedback), were
found to result in considerable improvements in
learning verbal material. "This increase in learn-
ing seems to be. due primarily to the effects of
practice and not to the effects of changes in
motivation to learn. The most important factor
influencing the learning was the v'rovision of
knowledge of the correct response after practice
(feedback),

1.99. Michael, D.N. and MacCo.y, N. "Factors Influencing
Verbal Learning From Films. Under Varying Conditions Of
Audience Participation." J. .educ. Psychl., 1953,
4,I 411-418.

A film 4as interrupted four times. to permit
practice in answering questions -based on the4 preceding section of film. On the test which
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611owed there were no differences between
subjects who had written out answers duringI practice and subjects who had been. instructed

-- :t nk" the correct answer. The. particip4tion-
Subjects weresuperior to groups yithout anY kind
of practice. Knoledge Of results was the most

'U. -important variable that differentiated between
the different conditions of presentation, subjects

3 informed of the answers to practice questions
-: o being superior On the final test.

200. nin, J-A., Hayes, ., and Harby, S;F. The Daylight-

Projection of Film Loops as the Teaching Medium in
Perceptual-Motor Skill Training. Special iDevices Center,
0I~R, Port Washin -on, L. -.Y.,t~ 92 Humn

1 Engineering-Report SDC 269-7-2o.

The conclusions of the authors were: i) Fiim-
. .- taught goups learned skills wzLthout an experi-- enced' instructor, 2) live instruction is super-tor

to film instrugtion (the advantage could be
attributed to -coachingY, 3) using film loops,3 instructors with a minium amount of training and
experience can teach skills effectively.

201, N-4elson, H.E. and Moll, -K.R. Comparison of:Jthe Aud:o
I and Video Elements "of Instructional :Films., Special

-Devices Center, O141R Port Washington, L. I., N.Y.,
* November 1950, Technical Report SDC 269-7-18.

, Designed to compare the relative effectiveness
of th audio dnd video elements in instruction

! films. The investigators found that 4, arning,
in addition to aciruing from the presentation
of a film as a whole, acciued 'from Presentation
of .either the aidio or video alone, but neither

! 3 element was consistently better than the other.
The relative effectiveness seemed to depend on
the particular film and its content.

II
5 202. Nelson, H.E. and VanderMeer,. A. W The Relative

Effectiveness of Differing ;Commenta-ies. in an Animated
Film on ElementaryMeteorology Special Devices Center," Port Washington, L.h., N.Y., June 1955, Technical
Report SDC 269-7-43.

The sound track of a film on elementdry
meteoirology, "The Weather, ' was modified in
number of ways with stress on simplifying the,1Commentary and increasing the personal pronouns-:
Only small changes in over-all learning resulted

........ ....... .
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from rearrAnging the wording and reorganizing
the c6mmentary While, keeping the' same visual'
content. The investigators al'so, report that
this study confirms the results, obtained
previously that the soufid track contribites.
a much ldrger share to learning than does the
visuUi element.

203. leu, D.M. The Effect of Attention;Gaining Devices
on, Film Mediated Learning. Special Devices Center,
OUR, Port Washington, L.I., N Y., rch 1950, Technical

Report SDC 269-7-9.,

No added, effectiveiess was found for the insertion
of attention-getting sound or visual devices in
a training film. The author reported some evidence
that, irrelevant deyices my detract from film
teaching effectiveness.

204. Northrop, D.S. Effects -on Learning of the Prominence
of Organizational Cut1ines, in InstructionalFims.
Spedial DeviCes :Center, 0R, Port Washington L.,
N.Y. -ctober 1952, Human Ergineerihg Report -SDC
2o?9T- 33.

The addition of audioaid vihual outline ,material
was, found to incraise film effectiveness for
subjects of lower intelligence. A detaiRl,d out- '"
iind was no more- -effective tharn an outline
stres'sing the salient ppints. .

205. O 'C0nnor, V.J'. "An Dxamination of istiuctional Films
for Characteristics of ;an- Effective, Teaching Presen-,
ttion." Harv. Educ. Re'v.., 1950, 2o, 27l-284.

Educati6nal sound-motion pictures were- evaluated
'with -respect !to, 11) The amn~nt of' information

retained by children viewing them" and 2) r~ttings
by experimental educators. Of 21 film character-
istics, 10 showed coefficients of .35 or, higher
with either recall scores or committee ratings
as the standiard.. intercorrelatons of seven,
significant 6lements of the film analysis showed
three groups of related measires. 'The results
support the conclusion that an effective teach-
ing presentation is characterized by "iconicity, '
or the use of :communication signs with universally
accepted reiferents, and "salience," or presen-
tation in a fashion that provokes a response
from the student.
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-1Sp ecial Devices. Center, C, -Fart Wasbigtmn, L. I.
I ' N.Y., September 3955, Te 0cclieot- 2i~--~

Desigue& tc- Aiiscowr the relatiopilip of -jarlqqos
ptlaili ies' to ]leaLnz r~ fils fte,

results I.4catlel Us+., bigh 'iet comebension,
geneal reasoni azb ial orenato ere
chajacteristics. -of superior -film leres

~r~% B,~1ud;3*Efectiveez okf -Se'3er )Iethods Of
I i Reetiton. o FiU.Speia Deves7 enter, CIa,.

Report, TkbC cal-T-&

1--Several =etbods o.:f' rep~eatink film, dumonsirations7
Z v'ere -cpared Codsml nttigtask. TIt~t

- esut iwed thAd1 ~re 'etx~ -occurred
1-2616 - jn ibge eatkiatiobt v"n repeated then

i~hn a e~iiiaentnwbe -'of differefit z rn-

- fra bile -stg pitcan- bIes-t be, perortied-
I - ~ .uen thi viarkaepot bf irf~rac is- the,

sane 3)in-thit fairly simple task pracic~e
- -bgeen repetitions -of the_ dflx id not i~pove

- -learning. - -

208.Ros A .4 -ffects of Leainer. R Aegsntti'n iu[ Flmk~eitedrerceptuar..#otor-Lftrung.- -Speclal
DIevices Center, -OHR , Sort_ Washingtn, L._, NI.Y.,.
Dceber, 19Z&9, Te~bnca JReport. IDC 26, -,-5.

Excplqratory st.udy of- rsdw degrees, abdids.:of'
realismii s*oui-fm-diated learnting of &

perceptual. motor- Skil.. Th study showed that
-when -a task i*s preisented: to subjects- onh tbiescreen. from 'the ',,ntae ot o'the leartir

percrm rt t 1sk: zze- learniing re~iltedf
thi whn ~e tskwas ipresented on -the' screth,

=-'.,the vaintage, point of the subjects vatchin'
a dmbntraor.Also it was. -shown that the -use,

- of atiozib: "o motiona itriniixg Lilias results7 .'in-Aftortadt Iearing gin over the --epresen
- tatdn Lf th aki sti 1 or stdtic form.

209;. ESaulj vj..V. et" ai. A Review4 of 'Literatufe, -Pek'tinetI'i
7U'to the Design ~nd Usle oF iMectlive'Giaphich TrirLig

Jds N~aiTJraining Devices Center, 15pecial.- Devices-fCenter.. O , Port Whin-Iton, Li I - NW.Y., Februar~y 19%~5
N echnical -R4a,"t SDC 4 4--o& j..

'Presents annotated: -ie*ws of the literature
be~ri) I the problem of de-veloping standards

71't
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and criteria. im t~ke design, Vreparatipia,, -and
utilftaticn of effe?_ie_&raiq trainin3 -aidz-
rhese revieits vere t-6 ser%.-e as a Pre Iiinry-
:casi"-. for- tba! formaatixi oL arncples o
design~azd utilizattan affr~± trainiag aids.
*The areas: covered 'by' tbis repwt 4re -L) vi 3ioc,
2) perception, aesthetics, arxi art, -3) d
viual -.ducatxLo9i 1 ai4erisxg 4 )L ~ nern
grajics C ) gaic training-aids. t) a~itrt

Jbi eztve>iofnct

210. Scolon,. IR., Jr. TeRltv c1ve,! s of
Sameral FUa Variat. ;~ in difying Attitudes:.-
S tudy, of the -Appi cation of F-Iins Ii 3-1e nciA the
Acceptability- ofFol Secial ]Devic&Center, (fi

lRepoit Sit297-0

An -attempt to defIne ad niu*teuoi-
pi ' -r- variAbles cofns -ider _d -to.b ~atdt

trainde attitudes towkrd- certain, fbods thee i - t- -

ring the fo&Is, zdrie accept-,~;Results ia-
dicated- that. the c~xiigcatbr -in such a Tii:
should 1k ax n,.aifluent.La fig~re rather than an

aOryms flrra tb, an -tht be -ild~I& have-a,
hi;gh dgr of'relatLonship to the a~udence.

2?il. z~ath, LA. 7e ielatlunsaip zehe Intelligenice
"nd the 'Le-wrninA ifdch 'Results FkGM the Use o
Ed.ucationil -.ouzha 14,tion- icture s.. " J. zexd f-le..
Dec ember 1i, 3,21'119

-A revir "of treevioubs reiea&:ih. trz' this. area, and
4e.kption of, two-.Studies'. _ Cthe . Isid of

daafrom these studies tbL- Author felt there,
was a pqcsitiv4 -relatiionship bet,4een.ifitelligence
'and, learnihg from edacatioiJ sou idfium as
measured by the z-tes t edi -And that thqi dif-
ference- is indepenen otemethods Df
instkuction. -The pjosiive c(drrjlatkus- thbimh

no3ignificant, appeared to the authOi, to b
conclusive e-utdencde that. _blr-kit tidrn learfied
more of the information dema~nded lu the- five -

test: -employed than did dull children.

J,



11 212. Sitii, HR.A. "Intefligece as a Fnactdr Ln- the Learng
Ifich Xesults Pram ti Use- of. bucatmoal. Soud 4tion
Pictures." J7 educ. BRex. 92,i,2l92l

3epwI dAWZ oiaim by, the Uni"veiity -f

Bebraiw jin an; iductiomhl -7matifl .4picture prcr=n.
]*a jielded little evtdence to irdicate that the
use of u~dtion pctures- zAn the_,clk~ssrocm -greatly-

j affects the ranking of students with reseto
the ~mtbic thy larn -iThedata also

sbie that rigt -students; profited -mre~ thian
-dull -studezlits with respect to actuAl Lemzix~ as,

of Lecture Supplements to the REfecti-7veness 'of 'an
As ttitidila32 FniM. lipk Force PTersonnel .dATraining
ReeacCetr DitckLa APBi 'Tex., 1950,
TecinicAl 3HOt6- AFMTL TV 50-42.

~11 Dsi toLi the -fetof brie lectuire

ccepard ith no, lecture atall. The, results

'I;with the -film expre6sed more favoratble mpinions
concerning military discipli:ne than-those who had
Seen the film vithout a 1'ecture. fNo one lecture
vAi; more -effiective -thban -any -their.

14 Stein,. J~j. The Effect of a ;Pre!-;FiliTest on.Learning
rF)om an. Edicationai Sound- Motion, Picture. _pecia;1

Devices, Center, M1R.. Port %shin gton, L 1., pN. Y(.
1952, jUnn EnineeringRejport MC 269 -7-35.

Designed to diiscoier the effect of testipg the-
audience before the filmd showing- with- an4, ithout
Lmmedia4te- knowledge of'results,. 'When the specific
items 'to be learneid, were- civen with knowldg of
results -before. the, film, showving, more learning,
and, r -tention resulted, than'fromn the f ilm- show'ing
alonei. The- content obf'the pe-filmn test. should,
be identical w7ith vbat is -to be lan~ ohv
Opti)*= effect.
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215. Vand , ~4 lfi ac f. Fliw nI"du~:a
Training: An 2p!etaj.1 Stgdyof the U 61o SoUnd
Film- in the Training' of ignE" 6- th Oe ors2
J. ---duc. 'Psychol., ]945 3 ~-

An expgri~nta1 st,;O of' th seX sud i

in t~e- tranug, -q- e ne lathL- operators. It
wjas concluded thbat isfar dds le-arning probleizs
of otberqoperatos ar ilrt oe-f, 'the
lathe tratinees, time cailbe saLved in -the -train-
ing periods of -mcbine operator S--D, usin - moti&n
pictures.

-2LS. -Vanderleer,, A.W. Reiative Effectiveness- of Colok and
Black and White in Instructional Films., Specia]. Devices2.
Center; CR, Port Wshington, L. I., NI.Y., June- 1952,
Technical Report -SDC 269-7-28.

The author found tbat where color is not relevant
to the material being presented., use of color
doe~snot increase film effectiveness.

,217r. 'anderMeer., A. W. and Cogaw4ell, J. Instructional EffJect
of the Film '"Hou to Opeiate the Armr k1cm Sound Pro.,-
jector -set". Special Devices'Center, CURM, Port- Wash-,
ingtoni, L.I.. N. Y., 'September 1951,:Technical Report
SDC 269-7-29.

Designed to- determine whether a complex--skiUl
such a6,operating a motion picture projector
could ,be taught by film. -When a film- was used
t1o teac ;h men ~to opez'ate ' JAN projector, train"
ing scores, of" 62 per cent to-, 92 peir-cent, were,
obtained:; thi-s was an increase of '37 per, cent
to 62"per cent, over pye-fIi lm- scores. The taen 4
learned more when they wvere told exactly what
they were to learn -from the. film.. More, was
learned when a film vas shown twice rather than
once.

218. VanderMeer, ALW_, Trabue., M.R.,-, and Carpenter, C.R.
Relative Effectiveness 6f Instrudti'oh By: jilm
Excclusively, Films 'Plus Study Guides and Standard
Lecture Methods.' 'Special Devices Center;. 0t4R," Port
Washington' L'.I., N.Y., July 1950, Technical Report
SDC 269-7-13.

It was found that there were-,.no reliable dif'.-Iferenices in learning among classes of ninth
grade general science students who were in-r
structed' by' 1) ]44I sou nd films, 2) 44 sound filmsplu std udsAad3 samtos
films reduced instructionial time by 20 per cent.



: 219. nderWeer, A. W. Effects of Film Viewing on Learning
'. Pr m Instruc'tio " Fils. Special Devices Center, C.T1,

rjReport D 2 97-0

The question tested was whether prior experi-
ence, in, vigwing 4 l films on general science

. topics would increase the abiiity of a group
- - of hi;gh school. students to Learn from four

additiOnal films on qgeneral science. Three
IL different teaching methods- (the 44 fi-lms as

-,the only means of instruction, the 44 films.
with study guides, and the conventional.
method) were used, The author found. that,

-when. the students were shown, additional
Sscience films, -"even unguided? practice in

-swing films- (as represented by the films-41 'only group) results in- improvement of the
-' groups' ability to learn from other Tilms

T in- the same subject mtter field.

220. Vernon, P.E-. An Eeriment on the Value of the Film

- and Film. trip in the Instruction of Adults. ' Brit.
J. educ. Psychol. 194., 16, 149-62.

Contrasted the effectiveness of the film and
- - film strip with conventional methods in train

-ng 774 naval recruits in the-elements of
seamanship. ,Percentage improvement, especially
in comprehension score, whs, -greatest in the
fi 9trip classes. Addition of -the film
caused onsiderable improvement, in both the
'control and;film strip groups. Of' the
Stedhniques, the filmvwas ,probably the most

If I effeCime considering the shorter time 4,e.;
quired ,ftr presentation.

221. Vincent, W. S.,, Ash, P.,. afid, Greenhill, L. P. Relatio-
ship of Length and Fact: Frequency ,,o Effectiveness of
Instructibnal"M Motion Pictures. Special Devices Center,O;- Port ashington, L. I., N.Y., Noyemer i949,

,Ib Technical Report SDC 269-77.

3 Designed to determine the effect on .learning
of varying the amount of factual information
in a film of a given length and. the 'length of
time allotted to conveying a fixed. mount of
information. Testifig three ,di fferenit popula-
tions (12th grade high school 'students, Air
Force basic trainees, and college students),
the investigators found that the "best" version
-(Long-Heavy, Long-Light, Short-Heavy, Short-
Light) differed from population to population. "i

.... IThe authors conclud,.d that "packing more and more1 .information into a film yields only very slight
increments in total measured learning.*
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222. WitP.A. -aiA, Goldberg,, S. "The Use of Visual. Aids
in Special *.Training- Units in the Army . J .- educ.
PsYchol., 1944, 35, 82-90'.

'This noni-ev.-aluative 'article deb~cribes the visual.
aids :u.ed in a, unit- o f-the, Army which gives
special training to illit§rate, non-English-
speaking and. educat-Ionall.S -retarded, soldiers.
Among the aids- 4sed, were- flash cards, (used to
teach words, phrases; b~nd sentencesi),, tiain-
ing f ilms,. fil sris pictures for: bll~tin
boards, posters4 , cartons, zzaps, -diagrams.,.
and,0 crs-(for parts of-weapons .. gas masks,
etc.), objec6ts, and models (~iich as sound
tables),,

?23., Yale Motion Picture Research Wo-ject. tIo Motivation
and Participation Quiestions Thcrease Learning?,", Educ.
Screen, 19117, 26, 256-259,-27l1 683. -

This study of the effect of questions inserted
in- an instructional film showed that the
questions-helped facilitate learning, and that.
writin& pI anseis to the questions pre ;'ented was
aiso effect" in helping te student learn
from a -biological film.

224~. Zuckern, J.V. Cdbmentary Vlariations:, Leyel of'
Ver~balizati on, Per~sonal Reference', and, Phase'Relations
in: Instructional TFilms "on Perceptua" Motor Tasks.
Special DeviCcs C~nter, 9M., Port lWasington, 'L I,
N.Y., De6&mber 194f9, T~chnical Report SDC ?0-9-- 4

The-author states that .a medium leyel of
verbalization seems most effective. (Level
of verbalization 'is defined roughly in term ,
of the number of' word' used to describe a
particular shot.) He also i'oufid that v erbal
comdmen tary, &ircediiag a film was slightl1y
superior to commentary Thi'olowing the film.

lo,;
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B. Te-evisi6n

1.- Gendial

2 25. AUhrican Council on 'Education. *Teaching, by, Clo68ed
Ciuit T6eeision. Amherican Council -on Edcation,

WJashington, D.-C.,96

IA-2conference, sponsored jointly' y the
Comittee on teLeViion of the Ab&iericAhi
council oh Eclucation and tbhe State- Univrsity
of 'Iowa, which eOxplored the role of ,dl6sed
circuit television in utilizing the, 6kpe~r

unenced and outstanding, teacher,, aceaez ai*ng
-the learningprocess and ,widening courge
oiferings,. Ther'e are reports, on the di1-
fere~nt types of experimentati~h at-inistitut-ions3

7 -pengaged, in- ul-scale A-elevisibin teaching
programs as wtell as experiments 'on~ a- -smllei
scale.

226. American Psj~chological Associatiih. Amer., Psycho"L.
(tntire issue.), Oct-6ber 1955', 10, No. 10.

Devoted to television and, its role in .,education;
Among art'icle-s included are,: "The Prope&r Study
for T-Vis -an""...Television rad the Teacbher.,"

V "The Role-ofClosed-Circuit Television in
University Resident- Instructiopn,," "PsychO-
logical Research 'Us-ing Television.," *!Some
Thoughts on Television as 'an'Edubational Tool.,'

227;.- Rtesealrci and'Development Board. Symposium ton
T6e~lev~on Training and' Ti'aiing 'Research. Committee
on' Uuinan Resources, Resear<ch and- Development Board,
Washinigton, '1O-11l Dcme19, Rej'ott HTD 210.

'Papers are, presented oh educational te~levisionl
in the -United States, 'fundamentalis of' TV;' TV at,
the Special Devices 2Center; --urvey of'develop-
ments in educbtion; TV utilization at Michigan

jState College; i4ilization' of'theater 'TV; 'TV
utilization in the Armny, Na"~y, andAir ~orce;
civilian broadcast, TV research; A±~ny -an&\ Davyr
militar, TV researdh; and implications for,

training and research.



;)8' rr-t-Z, M.;F. At x1. Survey of --TelC-vsioniIato
inl army Training.. Special(-Devices Center, OR; Port-
tsigtO L. I., LY, eemer 1952, E~niier

g itSDC 539-0-.

-Intended to, ihiterpt prvous insard

e6xperiences_ in teris, -of direct application
to Army"tra4ning problems., and. to MI in,
when, necesary,, gaps in the avillAle in.-
L ormati.'

229. Jackson, R,. Visual,;Princilies f~or Training b y
Televisioni. -Special'De'vices Center, M~tj Port ra s h
ingoPIR, 'L. L., N.Y., 1952, -Technical Report SDC 22 -TV-2

-One huibdred 'an& f ive trAi1ninig devices Ikade by '

the Special evcsCeftter were tested for
visibility on television. Tvnysix devic-s
gav e 4 yi,4ly understandable 'TV image; 2'6 weret
,extremelyrdifficiit to see on the TV, receiver,.'
Both kind.- of' devices werwe studied to adentifTy
aspects of desi*gn-,cbuskng, lthe6se 'results. OGA
of' the study came 31 prUicipl.es to enmure an
understandable TV-image for training devices
and training jtaterial. These principles are,
discussed'.

2 30. Na 'Tratihing -bevice Center. Instrucetional JLiio
Res ear ch- Repots. HavAl Training De ifce, Centeris"
Special Devices' Center, 0?NR, Port Wshington, Li r.

N.YJune, 1956, Technical Report ITIVIRADEVCEN
20--Tv- or II&VEXlOS P-15144.

Combines and summarizes N~ayal Training- Detli ce
Center reports ,showing arbeas, for succ6NssfDi
appll'cation of -itelevisi61oni to training anc aeas
r equiring further research. Inicluded ar, six
6x*er-imental stui'es on the ,.se of,'te3.e:4rsioft
'for mil'itary tr-'aining,, a survey, of t~levigioxyn'z
uti'L±,1ation in, hrm,j training, and duinary
'Of' the-% .fundamentals of' trii-ng ,by -televisi-on.

23l, WaTbval Trainyiig Device Center. "Fundanientals, of
Traiingby eleisin,"instructibnalTelevisioft

Research-Reportsj IFaval'Training Device Center,'"
'S pecial Devices Center, ONR,. Poft, Washington, .L.,
N. Y., June 1956, Technical Report NA'MTADECE27,
20 TVA~ or' 'NAVT'CS P 1~4

Description of the present status of the
de ve).cnment of television for military train.
.Lng purposes. Trends exhibited by commerdial
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indutria, adui icaonal television as
welas 'military televisiont are considered.[ -Cinclu~ions are- based on ekeietlevidence,

anid the experience of the Spec i De-vices-f
Cciiter- and other mi-it3ry- televi'si~r, projects;
of~ &conercal. industrial and educational
television, and! of The Pennsy2lipzii State
College arid other film research troj4ects[ ~ ~~appJdcable to televis.Lon. Plc o

23 2. 11wm. - (ed. A_,fo)&caih

Amrican-Council' on.Education, Xasbigtn.,D.C 952.

The report of the Television -Progrqis Institute
at Pennsylvania -tate- College under the auspicies

o6f the Aineican Council on Educationi. Parti-k
?pating were operators o.V TV stations, represen-
tati'Ves of puiblic -sch~ols and, coileges tbatIpioneered in TV classroom instruction, egneei'-
ing specialists 1~~ coneos edrs from
the television industry, 'and other specialists.t

-This volume reports tihe experiments and' epr -

ences of the, tarticipants.

23.aSccial Devices. Center. 'Equipmen StudiesI ofthe

Teevxii Studio-LAoaory. Stecial Devices C~enter,
CNPort Washin~g~on.., L., .Y. undate d, NAV-166

-'0P'-97-9.

jPresebits a history and kgeneral: des crip~ti o 11

the -Special Devides Center television sttidio- ,
Idabor~tory, wTith ia listing anxd descrittion bit

-the ma'J o r pieces' of uipmept.
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2. Dcperlmental Research

234. Boebm, W.R. Report of an Evaluation of the US Naval
Acad&.y Edudational Television System- Department ' 6:

Electical Engineering, A. S. Naval Academy ,, Annapois, MI.,

A general evaluation of television as utilized at
the jatal Academy. This study, in agreement with
previous studies in this area, reported. that students
Were as efficiently taught by television as by l:eCtutre
methods.

235. Hurst, R.M1.1., Jr. Relative Effectiveness of "Verbal Intro-
ductions to Kiescope Recordings and Training Films.
Special Devies Center, qlR, Port Washington, L. L, N.Y..,

May 1955, Technical Report SDC4269-7-12.-

Cert'.in idstructions, given pri3or to ;a film showing
have been shown to increase- learning (Snct 20-TV-l
and SDC' 269 7-24. ) This. study was made .to check
training effectiveness of telev:ision, and kinescope
-recordings now that they were no longer believead
to be novelties. It was seen that trainees learned
jbiut the, same. amount fro& a film Whether they
,were told that it -as a kinescope' or a film.. The
authors felt that apparently the 'novelty of
kinescopes no longer stiiated trainees to&
greater learning.

236. Husband, R.W. "Television, Versus Classroom for Learning
General Psychology. " Amer., Psychol., 195 , '9, 181-183.

In agreement with other studies, the results
indicated that students learn as much from
television as from a lecture. Alsoj that groups
trained by television and by live instruction
learned, equivalent amplunts with less time
required for television instruction.

-237. Jackson, R. Learning From Kinescopes and Films. Office
of Naval Research,'SpecialDevices Center, OR, Port
Washington, L.. N.Y.,, April 1952, Technical Repor,

~It was concluded that when a kinescope or a

standard training film is described as a kinescope,

learning increases significantly. The supeiior-

learning resulting from describing the film as
kinescope occurs whether or not the presentation

-is in color.



:238. Kahner, J.H., Runyon, R. P., and Desiderreo., 0. Telev-s ion
-inr A rmy Training: Evaluation of Television in Army B-sic

-Training. Human Resources Research: Office, The George
SWashington University, Washington, November 1954, Technical

the ,investigators sought to obtain basic information-
on the comarative teachin effectiveness of tele-
-vision and the Army's regular 'asic training
ihstruction. The. results of tbis. experiment indicated
that: I) TV instruction was it least -as effective

as regular instruction; 2) it was more effective
- for lower Aptitude groups tbAr for higher aptitudegroups;- 3:) TV instructitii -- s remembered at least

as well as reguLr inst£ icK6n;. 4) kinesdopes3 wer e as effectilve as regular instrction. When

kinescopes were used for review purposes folldwing
initial instruction the; scores were significantly"
higher than the scores ,0btained after initial

instruction; the test scores -of low-aptitude trainees
receiving the- kineso pe review approached those of
high-aptitude grpups following: initial instruction.

239. Rock, XL*T., Jr., Duva, J.S;, and Murray, J.E. The Effective-
ness of Television Instruction in Training Naval Air

r Reservists,., Special 'Devices 'Center-, ONR, Port WashingtonL. L.L. N.Y., April 1951, Technical Report SD: 476-02-52.

The effectiveness of television And of kinescopes
was compared to the usual lecture method, using
both enlisted -men and officers in the experimentai

• groups. the results showed that: i) Television is

an effective means of conveying instruction to
classes at widely separated stations;. 2) for both
officer s and enlisted irmen televisibninstructon
was fdun:t to be more effective than was teaching
by local instructors in half of the comparisons' ma.e,
and it was ,equally effective in an additional one-
fourth; 3) recordings of instructional telecasts
wereextremely effective when projected as sound
moving pictures.

240. Rock, R.T., Jr., Duva, J.S., and-Murray, J.E. AXStudy
of Learning and Retention FromTelevision Instruction
Transmitted'to Army Field Force Reservists. Special
Devices Center, ONR, Port Washington, LiI., N.Y., May 1951,

I Technicdl Report SDC 476-02-53.

The results of this study of learning and retention
from television instruction transmitted to Army

Field Force reservists showed that: 1) Television is

< 1*'77-__.
-4 o _
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-nw e~fectie means of -training large nbers of
reservists in widely separated groups; 2) reservists
reiaeibered most of What they had learned from tele'-
vision, instruction when re-tested four or six weeks
later; 3) the -am nt of gain on test items is re-
lated to the explcitness of treatment of the topics",
on, which the items are based; 4) the type -of in-
structional treatment given a topic ,influences
learning effectiveness, (in descending order, nar-
ration with meanig-conveying film,, drap ,ith
some form of narration, narration with "atmospheric" '

film, -drams ,)

21il. 'SL6ver,,-R.i. 4nd-Ter,,D.G. Ev3luation. of Two KinesCopes.
Speatal, I-ces:- Ceriter' OkR, Por~t.: hno,... N..,

"O tobe 1953, Technical Report SDC 269-7-38.

Iesigned. to -compare, the value, as training media,.
of two kinescopes and conventional tr aining films,.
The investiga-tors concluded, within the limit ,O f
the methods used,, that two ,kinescopes, were at le~ast-
as, effective. in, comunication, of information as the,
average training, film studied by the Instructional
Film Reser2ch, Progra..

7N
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0.Other trraing A!&

242. Cook, D.C.,a::aid Neisek, C.L. 3The Efectiveness of

Teaching y '-Rzdio.1 J. aduc. Res.,, 1939., 33,1 105-110.
The acbievewnts o-C two equated groups of 150
children each, attending the eighth and nineth

-- grades waere c- ~ared. One group listenad to 15
educational progras broadcast by a local radio
stationa, wbile the second group was taught, theSsa-e les-ns but was not alnowed to listen to the
br64dcasts. The results indicated tbat materials
taught by the radio method were retained at
least as wefl as those taught in the rerplarIclassroom situation.

243. Jensen, B.T. "!An Independent Study Laboratory UsingI Self Scoring Tests." J. educ. Res., 19h9, I3, 1l-137.

In this study of self-scoring tests, the author
;found that i&en the student was able to "find"
the right answer at the time of taking the test,
learning was facilitated.

2h4. Lefkowith, E.F. The Validity of Pictorial Tests and
Their InteractionWith- Audio-Visual Teaching Methods.
Special Devices Center, OHN, Port Washington, L.I.,
N.Y., August 1955, Technical Report WC 269-7-49.

Pictorial tests were studied to discover how
accurately they should simulate the actual
equipment that would be used in a performance
test. The results showed that: 1) The rmore
nearly pictorial tests resemble the object they
represent, the better they measure learning;
2) test scores ul be highest when the pictc-
rial teaching aid is similar to the pictorial
tests (slide or motion picture tests); 3) thereII is a practical limit beyond which increasedreality in a pictorial test wilL not result in
increased valicity.

L 245. Vernon, M.D. "Learning From Graphic Material." Brit.
J_. Psychol., 1946, 36, 145-158.

L Two sets of numerical dat a, on vital statistics
and on the British war effort, were presented gra-
phically (in graphs ard pictorial charts) to

Lsubjects who were then required to recall theinformation given. The author said that under-
standing and remembering these data depended on

4L__ _ ___



abi2ity to 1) interpret graphical material,
2) understand ard use lngiaage efficiat ly,
3) generalize f ra pariculkar sets of f actual
data to general statements, and 4) think
relevantly and not be siayed by preconceived
and e~otionalny toned opinions.

20. Vris, T. A Comparison of Principles rraining and
Specific Training Using Several type -1 Training
DevLces. ESpecial Devices Center, aR, Port las.ington,
L.I., q.Y., JUly I95, Technical Report =)C 269-7-102.

Designed to deter=ine sihether three-di-mensional
trainin-g aids might not be used to advantage to
teach motor skills. It was believed that teaching
the general principles of performing the skifl
might be more effective than teachirg the specific
operations. For a ccmplex motor skill it .,as
found that: 1) a three-dimensional model and
the actual equipment were equally effective and
each is better than the two-dimensional aid; 2)
vhen the task must be performed on other related
equipment it is better to teach principles rather
than specifics; 3) principles training and speci-
fics training were equally effective methods of
instruction when two-dimensional aids were used.

247. Washburn, J.-N. "An Experimental Study of Various
Graphic, Tabular, Textual.iethods of Presenting
Quantitative Material.:' J. educ. Psychol., 1927, 18,
361-376, h65-476.

Reports the results of an objective measurement
of the effect upon several thousand junior high
school children of various arrangements of quan-
titative aterial. The author found that the
three methods tested each had their advantages
ard disadvantages and that each should be used
in its own special place: Textual = most avorable
to recall of quantitative data; Bar Graph -most
favorable to recall of relative amounts; Line
Graph = most favorable to recall of increase,
decrea,;e, and fluctuation.
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I

2W. .'itty, P.A., and Goldberg, S. 'The Use of Visual Aids
in Speial Training Units in the Arr7y.,, J. educ.
Psychlol., 19M. 35, 82-90.

L Discusses the use of training aids sach as flash
cards, training films, film strips, charts, drA

maps, at Special Training units, 'here illiterate,4|. non-English speaking, and educationally retarded
men receive instruction before regular basic
military training.

I

I
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- .S Single Source References on A.udio-Visual i±terials drd Tech-
niques

219. Beecroft, R.S. The Effectiveness of Different Training
r.ethods in School Situation. TrainingrMethods Division,
Human Resources Research Office, The George Washington
University, Washington, September 1955, Staff Memorandum.

Reviews the results of objective investigations
of the effectiveness of different training
methods in school situations. In all cases the
instructional aim was to inform the subjects of
facts or principles in some subject matter. The
review is primarily from the literature on
training methods since 1940.

250. 9rown, J.. . and Vanderyeer, A.W. "School Use of Audio-
Visual Instructional Materials." Audio-Visual IHaterials
of Instruction: 48th Yearbook, Part I, National Society
for the Study of Education, Chicago: University of Chica-
go Press, 1949.

A discussion of audio-visual materials and learning
experiences, integration of audio-visual instructional
material with the school curriculum, present prac-
tices in the use of audio-visual instructional
materials in the schools, encouraging trends, and
some deterring factors.

251. Dale, E. Audio-Visual Miethods in Teaching. New York:
Dryden Press, 1946. "

A survey of both the practical and the theoretical
aspects of audio-visual education. The four parts
of this book are entitled: 1) Theory of Audio-
Visual Materials, 2) Audio-Visual Teaching
Materials, 3) Audio-Visual Methods Applied in the
Classroom, 4) Audio-Visual Methods Applied in the
School 3ystem.

252. Dale, E., Finn, J.D., and Hoban, C.F., Jr. "Research
on Aiudio-Visual 1aterials." Audio-Visual Materials
of Instruction: 48th Yearbook Part I. National
Society for the Study of Education, Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1949.



Bo

FIncluded are chapters on 1) general aspects of
research, 2) audio-visual materials in World
'.jar II, 3) instructional motion pictures, 4)

F theatrical motion-pictures, 5) field trips,
6) still pic' ures, filmstrips, and lantern slides,
7) museum materials, 8) graphic mateials, and
9) radio and recording3.

253. De Kieffer, R. and Cochran, L.W. Manual of audio-Visual
Techniques. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., prentie-Hall, 1955.

Orgapized to provide all necessAry in1Crmation
on appropriate audio-visual materials ard tech-
niques-and to give a step-by-step practictl
guide to effective use of most audio-visua
materials and techniques. The techniques ae
not limited to materials as such but eitend io
evaluation procedures, organization, and
preparation.J 254. Exton, W. Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction. ifew York-

HcGraw-Hill, 19h7.

A description of the work done by the armed ser-
vices during World War II in the area of audio-
visual aids to instruction. Included are
chapters on 1) aids to training, 2) projected
training aids, 3) graphic training aids, 4) sound
training aids, 5) three-dimensional training aids.
(Special attention is given to the work done by
the Navy in thia area.)

255. H1tban, C.F., Hoban, C.F., Jr., and Zisman, S.B.
Visualizing the Curriculum. New York: Dryden Pre.O,
19377

A general introductory text on audio-visual
aids, containing bibliographies at the end of each
chapter. Graphic training aids are classifiedin seven categories: illustrations, cartoons,

Lposters, maps, charts, graphs, and diagrams. The
authors believe that seeing is a process of selec-
tion; when seeing turns to observation, selection
is based on a pattern determined by differentiation
of forms and shapes, color separation, and evalua-
tion of relationships. Graphic materials are the
result of this process.

L
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256. Under, James. A-udio-Visual Iaterials and Techniques.
New York: American Book Ccmpany, 1950.

An attempt "to bring together the best modern
theory and practice in the use of the newer and
more varied instructioral.materiaLs." Each is
treated functionally and practically. The
volume is arranged in four parts: introduction,
visual materials, audio materials, and the organi-
zation and administration of an audio-visual
program.

257. Kinder, J.S. andiMcCluskey, F.D. TheAudio-Visual
Reader. Dubuque, Iowa, William C.- Brown Company, 1954.

Contained in this book are a number of articles
on various aspects of audio-visual instruction,
organized to give a comprehensive view of the
field including basic assumptions and technical
administrative procedures. Theoretical consi-
derations of learning theory and effective
communication are developed .

258. Larson, L.C. "Suggested Answers to Some Pertinent
Questions in the Audio-Visual Field." Audio-Visual
Materials of Instruction- 48th Yearbook, Part I.
National Society for the Study of Education, Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1949.

Questions are answered by committees of experts
and classes of persons working in the area of
audio-visual materials. Among the answers given
are those on the role of audio-visual materials
in education, materials to be used, proper uti-
lization, proper school preparation for the intro-
duction of audio-visual materials, physical
facilities needed, and proper administration and
financial practices.

259. McCluskey, F.D. The A-V Bibliography. Dubuque, Iowa:
William C. Brown Comp-i-, 1955.

Presents, with short annotations, a comprehensive
index of references that covers in gredt detail
various areas of audio-visual instruction.
Comprehernsive references are given for the philo-
sophy and psychology of teaching with audio-visual
materials, for audio-visual teaching materials and
their use, as well as for specific applications to
elementary schools, secondary schools, and higher
education

R 4
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F: 260. files, J. . and Spain, C.R. Audio-lVisual Aids in the
A.rmed Services. American Councillon Education,

[ Washington.,. 194.7.
Intended to give an over-all review of he
training aids -program in the Army and Navy up
to 19h7. The study was designed to provide
suggestions for those who wish to- utilize the
experience of the services in improving
instructional programs through the use of
audio-visual aids.

261. Noel, F.. The Navy Turns to Training Aids. Educa-
tional Department, -RCA Victor Division, Radio Cor-
poration of America, Camden, N.J., 1944.

Contains three articles: "Getting Underway,"
which describes the beginning of the Navy
training aids program and the influence of
civilian -education in its development; "Full
Steam Ahead," which describes the Navy's
program of production, distribution, and
utilization of training aids, particularly
motion pictures; and a third article which
develops 21 implications of the Navy, s training
aids program for civilian education.

262. Santos, L.B. Audio-Visual Procedures in Teaching.
New York: Ronald Press, 1956.

Presents a critical analysis of particular audio-

visual aids, describes the necessary equipment,
and relates such aids to the entire teaching
process. "It could be used as a text for special

L training courses for teachers in service, as a
reference to sources of all types of audio-visual
materials, and also as a tool for technical and
general information," Contemporary Psychology
reported.

263. U. S. Office of Education. Use of Training Aids in the
irmed Services. United States Office of Education,
F'ederal Security Agency, Washington, 1945, Government[Printing Office Bulletin.

A description of the scope, objectives, and
pattern of military training and the use of

training aids and devices in the armed
services.

L
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264. U. S. ar Department, :-litary Training Aids. Washing-
ton: Govern ent Printing Office, 19.5, Basic Field
ranual RI 21-8.

Describes the graphic portfolios, charts, poster3,
medals. devices, and general displays u.ich Army
instructors were able to procure or make for
training purposes. Suggestions for local produc-
tion and effective use are -included.

265. Wendt, P. "Postwar Implications for Education in the
Audio-Visual Programs of the Armed Services." Educ.
Screen, YXIil April 194., 23.

Describes the planning and production of visual
aids, the utilization practices in the services,
and some of the implications of the successful
service program for civilian education.

266. Wittich, W.A. and Schuller, C.F. Audio-Visual 04aterials.
New York: Harper and Brothers, 1953.

Contains a comprehensive survey of audio-visual
materials that are available for classroom use.
Included in this book are chapters on such aids
as the chalkboard, flat pictures, globes and wall
maps, educational recording, filmstrips, and
sound motion pictures.

267. Witty, Paul A. "Some Uses of Visual Aids in the Arny."
J. educ. Sociol. December 1944, 18, 241-249.

Describes the follouing visual aids as they were
used in the Army as of 1944: 1) the film strip,
2) the instructional film, 3) comics, cartoons,
and pictures, 4) graphic portfolios, 5) maps, 4

and 6) actual objects and'models. Many of the
illustrations were drawn from the use of visual
aids in a training program designed for functionally
illiterate and non-English speaking men.

-I'
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ii I:.Requirement and ivaduation Hethodology
268. Beals, L. S., Jr. "The General Practice of Training."

J. Aviat. ned;., 1952, 23, 271-279.

D'scusses the role of training devices in- a
training program, and some psychological
principles that apply to the design and use of
training devices.

269. Bellows, R.14., Estep, 11.F., and Scholl, C.E. "A Tool
for Analyzing Training Needs: the Training Evaluation
Check List." Personnel, 1953, 25, 41204 18 .

A description of a tool for assessing a compaiy's
training needs rapidly and grading them by degree
of urgency. The check list covers about 90
aspects of training. The development, final
form, and results of use are presented.

J270. Bureau of Naval Personnel. Special Devices. Bureau
of Naval Persoinel, -January 19h9, NAVP-RS 10833.

A discus:,ion of the work of the Special DevicesrCenter and a description of the use of its
devices in the field of naval training. The
history, mission, and organization of the Special
Devices Center are covered in the first chapters.

271. Covner, B.J. and Orlansky, J. Training Aids and Devices.
Research and Development Board, Department of Defense,
U Uashington, June 1951, HRH 200/1, Appendix h5.

Prepared for the working group on human behavior
under conditions of military service, this pamphlet
reviews research findings und principles pertaining
to training aids and devices. Its purpose was to
provide the armed forces with sound principles
and recomendations for making effective use of
training aids and devices in military training.

The report is based upon studies of audio-visual
materials which have been published in the educa-
tional, military, and industrial literature. It
is also based upon the authors' personal experi-
ences with training aids and devices in indastry
and education, and in military training during
World War II.

I.
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272. Eckstrand, Gordon A. "A Human Factors Approach to the
Design of Training Equipment." USAF, ATC Instructors.,19514 5, 15-151.

The aim was to develop systematic methods and
materials for studying complex tasks and to make
recomerdations concerning trainer design. Con-
sideration was given to selection of trainer
tasks from the whole job, levels of proficiency
proposed, assumptions about subjects' backgrouwd ,
and instructors' skills needed, as well as- ways-
to convey knowledge of results to motivate
students.

273. Edgerton, H.A. and Fryer, D.H. The Deelopmeht -of an
Evaluation Procedure of Training Aids- ad Deva$ces.
Special Devices Center, 01a, Port Washington L. I.,
N.Y., 1950, Technical Report SDC 383-2'1.

A method of systematizing and improving preliminary
judgments of training value and -effectiveness of
training aids. This evaluationi procedure covers
a great variety of training aids, and includes
the major factors and the details necessary for
the valid evaluation of a training aid.

274. Edgerton, I.A. and Fryer, D.H. Phase I of Pioject
20-H-2: Development of Evaluation Proceffures- or
Prototype Devices, SpeciaI Devices center, U0E, jort
Washington, L.I.., N.Y., April 1950, Supplement I to
Technical Report SDC 383-2-1.

The construction of preliminary forms of procedures
for evaluating prototypes of training aids and
devices led to the development of three forms, a
Free-Answer form, with open end questions, a Check-
List form, and a Factor Rating form consisting of
seven scales for rating the device according 1.o

the different areas or factors of evaluation.
The material used in these forms was obtained from
a review of the literature, descriptions of Navy
devices in use, evaluation of Navy devices, and
a study of industrial training devices. The cri-
terion score developed for use later in the
validation was the result of the pooled nomina-
tions for the "best" and "worst" devices by a
number of training officers and instructors.

7W,- 
- 1~
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275. Edgerton, H.4. and Fryer, D.H. Phase II of Project

2041-,2: Validation Field Study of Evaluation Pro-cedures esearch. special Devices Center, O otK -[ -Washington, L.I, N.Y., April 1950, Supplement II to
Technical Report SDC 383-2-1.

Designed. to test the validity of the thwee device
evaluation procedures, the Free-Answer Procedure,
the Check-List Procedure, and the Factor Rating
Procedure, each as awhole and item by item, and.
to furnish a valid basis for the revision of the
three experimental procedures. Using a priori
scoring keys, the investigators rated the Free-
Answer Procedure as having the highest validity
when compared with the criterion ratings of
over-all training effectiveness. The check list
was next in validity, with the factor ratingIprocedure yielding correaticas only slightly
lower. The authors felt that the first twoJ procedures could be improved the most by using
the data from this study as the basis forA revision and for developing empirical scoring
keys.

276. Edgerton, H.A. et al. How to Get 'Iore Out of Training
Aids. Special Dv ces Center, ONR, Port Washington,
L.I., N.Y., March 1952, Technical Report SDC 383-7-1.

Intended as a guide for determining the value
and best use of training aids. Attention is also
given to methods for determining requirements for
training aids. The forms and procedures provided
are based upon experience and research conducted
at military training activities over a period of
three years and are designed to examine training
aids realisticallv in terms of actual instructor-
trainee needs.

277. Edgerton, H.A., Heinemann, R.F.D., and Gray, E.J.
Construction of the 1953 Form of the Evaluation
Procedure for Training ,ids and Devices. Special
Devices Center, ONR, Port Washington, L.I., N.Y.,
January 1953, Technical Report SDC 383-2-2.

A description of the technical methodology used
in developing the 1953 form of the evaluation
procedure for training aids and devices, as well
as of the form itself and of the scoring technique.
The only characteristic evaluated is the teaching
ability oi a device; engineering and design charac.
teristics are considered only where they had effect
on the teaching s.ituation.

t !,, - ' " ...... ...< ,' '-" ". . .---,,.. . .o -,,.M,,l. M., -... .,
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278. Fryer, P.11. and Feinberg, II.R. A Guide for Determining
Training Aid and Device Reqairemets. Special Devices
Center, ONR, Port Washington, L.I., N.Y., May 1952,
Technical Report SDC 383-Oh-1.

A method whereby a military activity can determine
its requirements for training aids and devices.
The procedure developed was found to be effective
at Camp Lejeune in indicating the various aids
and device& which should be incorporated into the
curriculum.

279. 1Mead, L.. Synthetic Training Devices. Research and
Development Board, Department of Defense, 'ashington,
June 1951, HU 206/1, Appendix 221.

Prepared for the Working Group on Human Behavior
Under Conditions of Military Service, this report
is a discussion of synthetic training devices on
the basis of: Psychological principles regarding
their design, development, and use; reviewing and
appraising these presently known principles;
comparing these principles with current service
policies and practices and recommending action of
both an administrative and a research nature so
that the greatest value could be obtained from
synthetic training devices.

280. Miller, R.B. A Method for Determining Human Engineering
Design Requireaents for Training Equipment. Wright air
Development Center, ARDC, I ight-Patterson, AFB, Ohio,
June 1953, WifADC Technical Report 53-135.

Three technical reports (ASTIA numbers AD-16. 859,
AD-15 921, AD-14 768) are suniarized, and recomen-
dations are presented which relate to the design
and optimal use of training devices.

281. Miller, R.B. Handbook on Training and Training Equipment
Design. Wright Air Development Center, ARDC, Wright-
Patterson AFB, Chio, June 1953, WADC Technical Report
53-136.

Intended to aid in preparation of recommendations
on the design and use of training equipment. Sections
included are: I. Human Learning--An Overview;
II. The Role of the Instructor in Training; III. The
Trainer as a Demonstrator of Principles; IV. The
Use of' Knowledge of' Results; V. The Problem of
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Si3aion; VI. The PrFcle c i.otivation; Vii.
Preparing S ecifinatiow for a Training Device.Teauthor emphasizes that diserent kinds of

~tasks and different degrees of learning have

different --B. S tions for trans.er of trainingand for the best fem of preseatiag kwaledge
-- of results.

t' 282 , Hllelr, R.B. Suggestions for cSmort Ca ts in Task

Analysis Procedures. american Institute for Resea-rch,
Pittsburgh, Deceer ]95 1.

This report is the reault of a study into ethods
for reducing the time anJ effort expended in task
analysis preparatory to making design recamenda-
tions for training devices. Folloirimg a discussionof task analysis, a set of conclusions and recom-
mendations are prese.ted, (See also Hlller, R.B.,

H aethod for nra4r-4aj Task E ' sis. hDC TR

1 283. !Lner, R.B. A -ethod for Man-iachine Task Analysis.
Wright Airt Development Center, Wright-Patterson 1FB,
Ohio, 1953, WADG Tecrnical Report 53-137

A _rocedure for making a task analysir of the
fir operator's job in a man-machine system iz presented.

for use in planning for training and tra3ning
equipment. The operator is treated as a part of
the total system from input to .atput; the infor-
matioa supplied to the operator and control actions
are analyzed into discrimination and response
reqairementF respectively.

26h. ;iller, R.B. THuan neering Design Scheduie for
Training Eq.Jipment, Wright Afr Development Center, -RWC,
Wright-Patterson jFB. Ohio, June 1953, WADC Technical[ Report 53-138,

Consideratitns are presented in design schedule
form for the design and function oL a proposed or
actual training device. These coasiderations are
applicaole during the initial planning, specifica-
tion, prototype, or production-model stages of
trainer development.

IL
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284. hiller, R.B. 1scooi Considerations in the Design
of Tra Ining Equim. eat. 1drigt Air Developmen't Center,
MMD, WrIght-atterson JB, ahio, December 3l95.,.
Technical Report %-563.

Presents considerations and recoummendations for
trainer design~ tier the following headings:
I. Somee Priiple Concepts in Learning and Traas-
fer of Learning; IH. Problems of: Physical SinuAA-
tion; MI. Stage of Learning and Degree of PI
Siilation; IV. Ynowledge of friesults and~ Scoring;
V. Recording Procedures; VI. Froficiamy 1jeasure-"
ment; VII. The Design of the Inatrlictor' s Statioxi;
VIII. 'the Trainer as a Demnstrator of frtrciples;

IX.Ox~~i~ ofStps in, Designing a Trainig Device.

286. Pitt, D. L "Consideration in the Rese~arch and De'relomaint
of Trainers and Simulators.", ATG Instructors J., 1951,
.51 95-102.

Increasing use and appfeciation of sizulators, is
given credit for- econonW in flying hours, lowjer
accident rate, improved quality of cacbat crews.,
supervisory training under energeacy conditions,
and financial savings. The simulat-or is a comple.-
meatt, not a substitute for flying. Developmient
of asizulator should be timed as apart of the
- hole weapon progr;am to be readyr for use with each
-iew model.

257. Special Devicea-Center. SpecilD icsGde Spia
Devices Center, M.R Port 11ashingtonUNYuFbu
ary 195-3, TIVE2OS P-'530-1, (Supersedes KAVEXOS P-530).

A ga~ide to the training aids and devices available
from the 3pecial Devices Center. Included is
inaformation on how to request existing devices
and how to request the development of new davices.

28., Special Devices Center. Evaluiation Procedure for
Training Aids and Devices 15T-orii. pecial-Dvices
Cen7tr a, Port Wlasnington, LI.. NT.Y., 1953, NAVEXOS
P-1090.

Constructed to provide a quick method for determin-
ing the effectiveness of a training aid or device
and whether the device should be modified, v.ed
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difithently, or abandoned. This form was test
on a wide variety of training aids and found

Ibe useful for the variety studied. It does not
apply to films, slides, projectors, charts, black-
bo-ards, or similar training aids.

2890 *wain, A.D. Guide for the Design and ,.aluation of the
Initructor' s Station in Training Equipment. American

1sttute.£or Research, Pittsburgh, Pa., Deceiber 1954,.1 tDC Technical Report 54-564.

Design to provide procedures for the collection of
data on the desga of the instructort s station anl
t6 provride a guide in the evaluation and design of
existing or -proposed instructor' s station. The
contents represent a human engineering and systems
analysis approach to this area.

290. Swanson, R.a. A Survey of Research Problems in the
Utilization of Abile Training. Units. Human ResourcesIi cR enCr, ATOC,Lackland AFB, Tex., 1951, HRRC
Research Bulletin- 5i-6'

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with
some 250 Air Force personnel to determine what
aspects of mobile training could be increased in
effectiveness. The .aurvey records administrative
problems and recomends future research on defining
and isolating factors which lead to greater
effectiveness of training devices used in conjunc-

Ail tion with classroom lectures.

291. Viteles, H.S. Psychological Principles in the DesignI and Operation 6 ne Trainers with Particular
Reference to Antiaircraft Gunner. University of Pennsyl-
viaPiladelphia.1945a, l emorandum 19. (Project N-105)

IDiscusses the psychological principles in the design,

operation, and use of synthetic trainers with parti-
cular reference to antiaircraft gunnery. Appendix
1 presents evaluations and recommendations concern-
ing the following synthetic antiaircraft gunnery
training devices: mirrcr range estimation trainer,
portable aiming teacher, multiple forward area
sight trainer, Mark VI trainer, Mark II, model 1
and 2 trainers, Mark IV trainer, and the Mark 1
trainer.

1 '_ __!_ _ _
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2992. Wolfle, D. The Use and Design of Synthetic Trainers for
Miitaxy Training. Applied Psychology Panel, National
Defense Research Committee, Office of Scientific Research
ani Development, Department of Defense, July 1946, OSRD
Report 5246.

A sumary of the psychological principles that
should be observed in the design and use of
trainers. The section headings in this report
are the characteristics of good trainers, the
use of trainers, advantages of trainers over
real equipment, the evaluation of a trainer, and
report on trainers experimentally studied or
observed, or designed and built, by projects of
the Applied Psychology Panel.

293. Woolman, N. A Method of Training kids Selection. Air
Training Command, 'McConnell -FB, Kan., December 1954,
4CAFB TA&D 54-8.

Intended to present a student-oriented method of
training aid selection and to provide a guide to
efficient training aid selection. To orient all
training aid selection to the student learning
task, one must identify the student learning task,
evaluate it, and relate it to the appropriate
training aids. This method suggests that any kind
of a learning task is best related to particular
training aids.

294. Yarnold, K. and Orlansky, J. Spec.al Training Devices.
Research and Development Board,-epar-ment of Defense,
WAshington, 1951, HBM 200/1, Appendix 179.

Concerned with the use of displ.V boards, mock-
ups, instructional models, cut-aways, and synthetic
trainers to increase the efficiency of training.
There is discussion of the objectives of training,
the time element in training, the contributions of
training devices of various kinds, the design of
the particular devices mentiored above, and
recomendations for desigi and utilizaton.



IV. Basic Research and Its Applications

[A. Basic Research With Application to Training Aids and DeyLces.

295. tamons, R.B. "Effect of Distribution of Practice on
r Rotary Pursuit '"its '. J. exp. Psychol., 1951, 41T-22.

Designed to determine the effects of distribution
of practice early in rotary pursuit learning on
number of bits, variability in number of hits, mean
duration of hits, mariability in mean duration of
hits, mean duration of misses, and variability in
mean duration of misses. It was concluded that the
hit indices described differentiate clearly between
performance during massed practice and during dis-
tributed practice.

296. Archer, E.J., Kent; G.A., and Mote, F.A. "Effect of

Long Term Practice and Time on Target Information
Feedback on a Complex Tracking Response. J. exp. Psychol.,
1956, 51, 103-112. (Distributed separately as Research
Report AFPTRC TH 56-102, August 1956.)

Undertaken to investigate changes in complex tracking
performance over a relatively long training period
of 50 sessions and the effect of a delayed feedback
signal on this performance as measured by "time
continuously on target." The results show that as
extended practice on a modified B-29 pedestal sight
continues, improvement in cumulative time-on-target
performance results from a shift in the frequency
distribution of duration of 'hits." No differences
in performance were found between the group that
was given a feedback signal on their performance

and those that were not. The authors suggest that
a more sensitive measure of tracking skill can be
provided by recording hit duration rather than
simply a cumulative time on target score.

12
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297. Bartlett, F. and iMackworth, N.H. Planned Seeing:
Some Psychological Experiments. I. Visibility in the
Control Rooms of Fighter Command. Ii. The 6ynthetic
Training of Pathfinder Air Bombers in Visual Centering
on Target Indicators. London: His Majesty's Stationery
Office, 1950.

In the first part of this experiment evidence was
obtained on role of viewing distance, view-_ng angle.
light/dark contrast between object and backgrou.nd,
and other factors determining the accuracy of
reporting position, direction, and identity of air-
craft visually displayed in the Section Ceration
rooms; in the second part, work of air bcmbadiers
i aiming at an enemy target during high level

bombing was analyzed, the target having been
identified by a complex pattern of colored markers.
A synthetic device was developed for training
flying personnel to identify with greater accuracy
the center point of the patches of colored light.

298. Bechtoldt, H.P. and Hager, R.F. Stimulus Presentation
Devices for Use in Studies of Discrimination Abilities.
Human Resources Research Center, ARDC, Lackland A.FB,
Tex., 1953, Research Bulletin 53-23.

Describes two pieces of apparatus designed for the
measurement of certain aspects c4' human ability in
tasks involving the learning or discrimination of
a series of visual stimuli. The two devices are
the Tape Reaction Time Unit and the Projector
Reaction Time Unit, both of which make possible
variations in the pacing of sequences of visual
stimuli and the measurement of response latency
as well as error made to each individual stimulus.

299. Bilodeau, 1.A. a Further Study of the Effects of
Target Size and Goal Attainment Upon the Development
of Response Accuracy. Human Resources Research Center,
ATC, Lackland AFB, Tex., 1952, Research Bulletin 52-7.

Previous studies have shown that in some training
activities, allowing tolerances larger than those
required in the field situation have little effect
on the final proficiency. The results ct this study
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are in agreement with this prior researcn, and
extend these findings to a wider range of tolerances
and response situations.

300. Bilodeau, E.A. Recent Experiments on Knowledge of Results
U'ith Psychomotor Devices. Human Resources Research Center,
Lackland AF13, Tex., December 1954., Research Bulletin
AFPTRC TR 54-68.

Experimental results on skill acquisition have
consistently shown that certain variations in
1) immediately discriminable target extent and
location, 2) learned target extent and location,
and 3) extra information--giving stimuli, are not
attended by criterion differences in behavior at
least over consideraole ranges of the variable.
This re-view suggests that skill can be acquired
independently of its measurement and that some
psychomotor training situations exist where the
operator's knowledge of response measured is of
no real consequence.

301. Bilodeau, E.A. Some Effects of Various Degrees of
Supplemental Informatio Given at Two levels of Practice
Upon the Acquisition of a Complex Motor ill. Human
Resotces Research Center, ATC, Lackland AFB. Tex.,S1952, Research Bulletin 52-15.

Directed toward evaluating the effect of knowledge
P of results in training on the Pedestal Sight Mani-
L pulation Test. Neither azimuth nor elevation scores

were improved. Ranging scores were improved only
while knowledge of results was given. Later
practice without knowledge of results showed that
ranging scores were not essentially different for
those men who had been trained with a knowledge
of results when compared to these who had been
trained in the usual way.

302. Briggs, G.E., Bahrick, H.P. and Fitts, P.,I. The Influ-
ence of Force and Amplitude Cues on Learning and Perfor-
mance in a Complex Tracking Task. Operator Laboratory,
Air Force Personnel and Training Research Center, ARDC,
Randolph aFB, Tex., 1957, Research Report AFPTRC TN

57-33.

i
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The problem investigated was whether a training
simulator needs to incorporate "feel control"
characteristics identical with those found in the
operation system, or whether these characteristics
in the simulator can be radically changed and
maximum trai.nng effectiveness in terms of perfor-
manc on the operational system still be obtained.
Four groups were studied:

Group 1 - no change in amplitude cues or force
cues; Group 2 - force cues reduced 3/4; no change
in amplitude cues; Group 3 - amplitude cues
reduaced by 3/4; no change in force cues; Group
4 - amplitude and force cues both reduced by
3/4.

Training consisted of 60 40-second tracking trials.
Following training, Groups 2, 3, and 4 transferred
to the control column utilized by Group 1, and
all four groups continued for an additional 30
trials. The score of tracking proficiency was
the accuracy of tracking during the final three
seconds of each 40-second run, measured as the
amount of time the target was within 1/8 inch of
the center of the cathode-ray tube display. The
results showed that Group 1 was significantly
superior, and Group 2 slightly superior, to Groups
3 and 4 in tracking proficiency. There were no
significant differences among groups during the
first 10 transfer trials. "It can be concluded
that a particular combination of force and ampli-
tude cues in a control column may markedly improve
performance level ith such a tracking system.
However, learning does not appear to be specific
to the particular control used."

303. Briggs, G.E., Fitts, ?.IA. and Bahrick, 11.P. Learning
and Performance in a Complex Tracking Task as a Function A
7 isual Noise. Air Force Personnel and Trainig
Research Center, RDC, Lackland AFB, Tex., June 1956,
Research Report AFPTRC TN 56-67.

Investigated the effect of visual noise on the
radar display of the E-4 fire-control system in the
F-86D all-weather interceptor. Four groups of
students in Air Force ROTC at The Ohio State Univer-
sity were trained in a simplified aircraft simula-
tor which represented some of the ovr-all flight
characteristics of the F-86D. Training consisted
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of 100 intercept runs, each of 40 second duration.
Performance at all stages was found to be markedly
depressed by the presence of visual noise on the
steering error dot. Performance at the end of the
fourth day of practice dropped from 81 percent time

a on target for the no-noise group to 20 percent for
L the group with the highest noise level. However,

at the end of training when all groups were
At transferred to the mixed noise condition, no

significant difference was found in the performance
of the different groups. "This indicates that, in
spite of the marked performance differences, le _!n-
ing had progressed at approximately the same rate
under the four different training conditions."

304. Brown, J.S. and Jenkins, -T.O. "An Analy-is of Human
.Aotor Abilities Related to the Design of Equipment and
a Suggested Program of Research.", In P.M. Fitts (ed.)
Psychological Research of Equipment Design, U.S.
Government Prin,;ing Office, Washington, AAF Aviation

%Psychology Program Report 19.

An attempt to classify motor reactions intoiseveral fairly distinct types and to suggest
experimental procedures and significant
variables in each case. The scope of the
treatment was restricted to the study of
movements of the articulate members of the
body. The complex motor activities were
given no space; also not treated are the
complex problems associated with the learning
of skilled movements.

305. Carter, L.F. and Murray, N.L. "A Study of the Most
Effective Relationships Between belected Control and
Indicator ivovements." In P.A. Fitts (ed.) Psychologi-
cal Research in Equipment Design, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washingtion,197, "F Aviation Psycho-
logy Program Report 19.

I; Designed to investigate the relationship oetween
the line of movement of the sdot on the face of
the oscilloscope and the axis of movement of two
control knobs. Also studied was the relationship
between the direction of display movement and the

direction of rotation of the control knob. The

IW
I
I
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results sutgested these hypotheses: 1) in a
displaty-control relationship it is j,-portant

to insure that the axis of movement of arotary
control is perpendicular to a line parallel to
the line of movement of the display; 2) the

relationship oetween the plane of movement of
the display and the axis of the control move-
ment will be effective only if there is also
a proper relationship between the direction of
movement of the control and the direction of
movement of the display.

306. Cook, T.W. Similarity and Transfer. Defence Research
Board (Canada), May 195h, Report HR-61.

Intended to present the writer's evaluation of
the impact of the work of C.E. Osgood (paired
associates verbal learning), R.;0I. Gagne (two-term
motor learning), "nd F.C. Bartlett (construction
of synthetic training aids) on the area of
similarity and transfer. Included are suraries
of each view, with areas of agreement and disagree-
ment, a discussion of motor transfer and inter-
ference, and military implications and suggestions
for further work.

307. Dexter, L.H. "On Teaching the Systematic Transfer of
Training: An Attempt to Identify Procedures for the
Investigation of Skills Comon to the Social and
Physical Sciences.' Harv. Educ. Rev., 1949, 19,
127-141.

On the thesis that general education necessarily
implies traiisfer of learning, the author attempted
to demonstrate procedures for investigating and
teaching transferaule skills connon to the social
and physical sciences and to daily life. Emphasis
was placed upon the teaching of method rather than
fact. Illustrative of skills which can be taught
in the social and physical sciences as transferable
are 1) the systematic questioning of evidence,
2) statistical analysis and inference, and 3)
" explanation."

308. Duncan, C.P. and Underwood, B.J. Retention of Transfer
4n lotor Learning jifter 24 Hours and-After lb .4onths
as a Function of Degree of First Task Learning and
Inter-Task Similari-ty. Wright kir Development Cente-.
X- -Patterson AFBOhio October 15, WADC T 'chni-

Report '-24.
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1 ?he task was a complex manual posit. - one. The

results showed that there was some forgetting over
24 hours, but in relearning the positive transfer
obtained during acquisition of the transfer task
continued to be manifest and to vary directly with
degree of first task learning and with similarity.
Proactive facilitation of retention was obtained.
Forgetting over 14 months was great and showed
evidence of differential proactive inhibition asILa function of degree of learning. Relearning
proceeded rapidly. Performance during relearning
varied directly with degree of first task learning
but not with intertask similari'.J.

309. Duncan, C.P. and Underwood, B.J. Transfer of Training
* in dotor Learning AS a Function of Degree of First TaskI' *Learning and Inter-Task Similarity, Wright Air Develop-

ment'Center, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, April 1952,

WADC- Technical Report 52-64.

In this experiment there were four dsgrees of
first-task learning, defined by the number of
practice trials, and three degrees of inter-
task similarity, defined by the number of stimuli
and responses newly paired on the secord task.
It was found that acquisition of the second task
was facilitated by practice of the first task

and th-±t the facilitation increased directly with

degree of first-task learning. Positive transfer
also occurred with all degrees of inter-task
similarity and increased di.rectly, as' siiilarity
increased.

31C. Eckstrand, G.A. Studies in Cue Utilization Behavior:
Part I. The Influence Of a Relevant but "Unused", Cue
ithe iin.Upon Transfer in a Positive Transfer

6ituation. Wright Air Development Center, ARDC, Wright-
Pattersoi aFB, Ohio, April 1952, WADC Technical Report
52-79.

I

I
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ioar ex.perinents to see if., wnen scconda- cue5
are available ar used by the student, he i1
also learn to use the cues which are pri..nary aad
are to be relied upon in the operdtional situation,
Results supported the hypothesis that little or
nothing is learned about performing a task on the
basis of the "primary" cue while learning is
occurring on the basis of the secondary cue.

311. Eckstrand, G.A. and Horgan, R.L. A Study of Verbal
Mediation as a Factor in Transfer of Training. Aero
Kedical Laboratory, Wright Air DevelopmentCenter,
Uright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, February 1953, WADC
Technical Report 53-34,

Transfer of training between tasks involving
physically dissimilar sets of stimuli was
investigated by having the subjects learning a
common naming response (color names) to six
colcr stimuli and six nonsense forms, 2otcr
responses learned to the color stimuli were there-
by more readily learned to the two different sets
of stimuli, No differences in results occurred
when actual colors were substituted for color
names.

312. Bchiards, A.L. Applications of Ranking in Film Research
aid the Statistical Analysis of Ranks. Special Devices
C nter, ONR, Port Washington, L.I., N.Y., September
1955, Technical Report SDC 269-7-59.

This report describes ways of mking statistical
analyses of ranks. It is primarily applicable
in developing rating forms for evaluating films
by means of judges where construction or admini-
stration of tests is not feasiole. The report
describes 'he following statistical concepts:
1) rank difference correlation, 2) coefficient
of concordance, 3) reliability of mean ranks,

4) average correlation of "Im" sets of "n" ranks,
5) analysis of a two-way classification, and
6) test of significance for means of ranks.

313. Gagne, R.'1. Training Devices and Simulators: Some
Research Issues. Air Force Personnel and Training
Rsearch Center, ARDC, Lackland AFB, Tex., May 1954,
Technical Report nFPTRC TR 54-16.



Di scusses the ftnd-aetal resezrch issaes th-t shzcIid

V-i be cousidered in the develIpment-, evaluation, and

use of traiming devices :- siulators. A basic
distinction is w-de between the purposes of .asring

'perfor nce and. imro-ing perfarzce. Cioseness- of

siwlatioa is considered in relation to these peposes.

3-i. Gagne, RN. et al. M the Relati Betuveen Similarity md

Transfier of Tr '1ni.g -- Le2rnixag of is rniative tor -Tz~sxs
Special Devices Center, CM,, Port shgn, L I., IT. Y.,

July 199, Tecbnifei Report =C 316-1-5.

An anrlysis of the ind. and atount of transfer to be_

V exnected when an individ a learns a first Usk ud
'i then proceeds to a second task in uhich certain types

of alterations have been made. athougi the report
is concerned mostly with theory, consideration is given
to the implications for training deiice desig-

315. Gagne, R.M. et a. Stizmilus Pre-Differentiation as a
Factor In Transfer of Training. Special Devices Center,
OBR,, Port Washington, L. ., N.Y., gMst 1949, Technical
Report SDC 31-1-7.

Investigated the transfer to a discriminative
owotc task from various amounts of training

invol-ing "'stimiulus pre-differentiation." In
this experiment the subjects practiced associating
four letters with four light st-imili which later
signalled manual responses to four su.itches in
the motor task. The results indicate that preli-
minary txaining which requires the subjects to
differentiate the stimali of a motor task by
learning their "names" has 9. certain degree of
effectiveness ior transfer to the learning of
the motor task. More than a small amount of
such training is apparently required, hcwever, in
order for significacnt dzgrees of positive transfer
to be obtained.

I
I
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3!5 n.4 et al. frsfe of Diniiiion i-dag
to a szktor f-a-Vk7 SpeiaL~ Dtvices CZnti, OWR. Fort
A-i 4ttn, La ., R.Y., June ]9Vz9, OechI~cal ReGort

MC 316-1-6.

Studied a cc lete mtor task u;Uch required four
diiferent .- al responses to be rade to f-ar
light stai'-U, which -wuld be discriminated on
the basis of color cr position. The results
showed that training in the more difficult
discrimnL-zation (color) brings about a greater
over-all transfer effect than does training in
the easier discrimination (position).

317. jagne, R.H. and Foster, H. A Study of Transfer in a
riotor Task Vith Varying Display Controlpelationsh.ps.
Special Devices Center, MR, Port ilashington, L I.,
i.Y., 19h8, Teahnical Report =)C 316-1-2.

A study of the amount of transfer of training
resulting from practice on a motor skill involving
the presentation of stimuli in one sector of an
instrument face, to the same motor task practiced
with the use of another sector. The task required
the moving of a control handle to the right or left
in response to a combination of stimuli. Positive
traWfer was found for the transfer from one
ssc1 4 m Another and also when the display-control
movement was reversed.

71i. Gagne, RA.W and Foster, H. "Trar.fer of Trainig From
Pzactice on Components in a Motor Skill." J. exp.
P-ychol., 19h9a, 39, 47-68.

Desigied to determine the extent to which transfer
of training takes place in the learning of a
complex motor skill with varying amounts of
initial practice on a task which is itself compo-T
nont activity of the skills. The motor skill
involved four differential manual responses to
four lights. With similarity of stimuli kept
constant and practice varied, the data were
consistent with the hypothesis that increasing
the amcunt of preliminary practice on one or more
components of the total skill would at first
increase, and later decrease, the tendency to
generalize.
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i/ .;P6e, t..i. and ":sier, 11. 'Trarisfer to a iotor z l
From iractice on a Pictured nepresentdtion." -. ex;.
sychol., 1949b, 39, 3h2-354.

Designed to determine the extent of positive
transfer to the learning of a motor sd--iI from
varying amounts of practice on a pper-amn-pencil
representation of the skill. The resuilts indicate
the considerable effectiveness of preiminary
training on a pictured representation of the
total motor task, by a reduction in the tende.acy
to generalize.

320. -agne, . Foster, [., Crowley, "The .1eas re-
ment of Transfer of -rairiingJ Psychol. Bul.., -918,
45, 97-130.

A summary of the methods which nave been used to
give quantitative expression to m-easures of transr
of training. Six separate methods are describedTL and the advaittages and disadvantages of each are
studied.

321. Itart.man, B.O. and Fitts, P.Ri. Relation of Stimulus "na
Response Amplitude to Tracking Performance. Air Force
Personnel and Training Lesearch Center, ARDC, Lackland
i.,B, Tex., AFPTRC TN 55-20, (Reprinted from J exp.
Psychol., February 1955, 49, No. 2).

Investigated the effects of visual stimulus and
motor response amplitude and their interactions
in a continuous tracking task. All except one
of the experimental conditions showed that
relative performance improved significantly as
display amplification was increased from , to 4
inches and as the amplitude of required arm control
m.otion was increased from 50 to 800. Thus, both
scale effects were progressive and a WIeber function
did not hold. However, the extent of this effect
varied markedly with different tracking tasks.
Changes in visual and motor scale effects are
postulated to accompany a shift from primary depe.±-
dence on visual cues to increased dependence on
proprioceptive information in controlling sequences
of movement.

jt__
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32. Jrones, .i. and ilocteau, j.. - e. entioa and iele.r.±-
of a Go.implex Perceptual-ilotor Skill after Ten onths of
No Practice. Human Resources Research Center, ARDC,
Lack andAFB, Tex., June 1953, Research Bulletin 53-17.

The reported research demonstrates that, over a
10-month period of no practice, significant arnounts
of retention were achieved of all the task ccmpo-
nents and combinations of task components measured
in the Standard Pedestal Sight Manipulation Test
situation. In ranging the previous level of
highest attairient was again reached; this did nrt
hold for aw of the tracking dimensions. It was
concluded that ranging is the major factor involvea
in the relatively rapid reacquisition of the toti:l
skill.

323. Jones, E.I. and Bilodeau, . Differential Transfer
of Training Between Motor Tasks of Different Difficulty.
Human Resources Research Center, ATC, Lackland AFB,
Tex., December 1952, Research Bulletin 52-35.

Designed to ascertain the effect on performance
of guided practice on two different two-hard
coordination tracing patterns, and also to
measure the amount of transfer from each of theie;
patterns to the other. Results showed that:
1) the more ccmplex task is more difficult than
the simple task; 2) the transfer from a ccmplex
task to a simple task is as great as or greater
than the effect of direct practice on the simple
task; 3) transfer from a complex to a simple task
is greater than transfer from a simple task to
a complex task; 4) transfer from a simple task tc
a complex task is positive but less than direct
practice on the complex task throughout.

324. Xresse, F.H., Peterson, R.-i., and (rant, D.PA. "Multiple
Response Transfer as a Function of Supplementary
Training with Verbal Scheratic Aids." J. exp. Psych.;l.,
195h, 48, 331-390.
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The hypothesis was that verbal conceptaaiza io.
w ;ould facilitate transfor of training from one
method of codi!1 on a display to another when
-the data coded (range, azimuth, and elevation of
a simulated target) are the sane. A paper and

r pencil task was interspersed with training trialsL to provide drill in conceptualizing position.
L Cormrison of results suggested that the paper

and pencil task effectively supplemented the
conceptual instructions and also provided some
direct transfer to the apparatus performance.

32S. Lewis, D. Devices .or Studying interference in Psycho-
-4otor Performance: Ill. The Double Disk Pursuit
Apparatus, Special Devices Center, OM.t, Port 'Aashinatun.
SL.I., N.Y, 1950, Technical Report SDC 57-2-13.

Three attenpts were made with rotary pursuit
apparats to irduce decrements in performance
subsequent to interpolated practice. The first
device used was Koerth-type rotor with mirrcr
vision practice preceding direct-vision practice;
the second device was the douile-disk pursuit
apparatus, subjects learning to, trace P kind of
figure-eight pattern; the third device was a

second model of the Doable-Disk Pursuit Apparatus
which provided for a variable pursuit pattern.
-None of the devices showed a decrement that was
clearly identifiable as a product of interference.

"2 :.Sewis, D. and Shepard, A.H. Devices for Studying
Associative Interference in Psychomotor Performance:
IV. The Turret Pursuit Apparatus. Special Devices
Zenter, MER, Port 1,ashington, L.I., N.Y., 1950,

Technical Report SDC 57-2-14. (in J. Psychol., 1950,
29, 173-182.)

A description of the Turret Pursuit a};Iratas, -a
modified version of the U.3). 'Navy Basic Turret
Trainer, 4ark II, Type 3-0-13-C, with a presenta-
tion of sample results from a pilot study on
associative interference. This pursuit device
requires the subject to manipulate two controls

so as to effect continuous changes il tue azimuth

Z nd elevation positions of a spot of light,

[
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keeping the li.t ona u- rget (photoui:ll)
tUroughout its course. The author reports
that "... if a skill is first acquired wit.
the controls :irra:nged in a standard way, and
if the practice is then giveja with the controls
reversed, reliable decrements in ability to,
perform the origiial task appear at the outset
of relearning."

3??. iontgomery, J.E., Duncan, C.?., and Underwood, B.J.
.ransfer of Training in .otor learning as a Function
of Distribution of Practice. Wright Air Development
Cener, ,right-Patterson it-B, Ohio, October 1952,
,JADO Technical Report 52-115.

Consists of two parts: 1) three degrees ol"
distribution of practice over days on two tasks
were used (all trials on any one day were sepqrated
by lO-secord rests and 2) practice -within a day
was continuous. The groups in both experiments
uere given the same total amount of practice. I -
the first expe riment distribution of trials over
days did not produce differential performance
on either task. Positive transfer to the secoix!
task was the same for all groups; transfer did
not vary as a function of distribution of
practice trials. In the second experiment acqui-L-
sition of the second task did not vary as a
function of the distribution of continuous practice
trials over days. Performance late in practice
was poorer for those given continuous trials.

328. Aorgan, R.L. and Eckstraud, G.A. Effects of a Cha.gea
Environmental Context Upon Performnce of a Tracking
Task. Aero MedicUJ Laboratory, Wright Air Development
Center, ARDC, 1.right-Patterson -.FB, Ohio, October 1953,

iiDC Technical Report 53-235.

The effects of a changed environmental context
upon a two-dimensional compensatory tracking
task were investigated. Training under simple
conditions (open cockpit, ambient illumination,
no helmet, no noise, no vibration, etc.) appeared
as effective for performing the task as training
ander complex conditions (unclosed cockpit, red
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panel lights, helmet, engi-ne noise, vior tU.on, et_.).

Skili gained in one Context apparerntly trinserred
to a high degree to performance under another
context. The results implied that envioLntal
stimuli accompany-g the operational task heed not
al ays be incorporated into the training situations.

L- 329. :i-)rin, R.E. The Functions of Informative Feedback nd
Revardiig Feedback in Acquisition of a Lever PositioningHabit. Human Resources Research Center, ATO, Lackland

aIN; Tex., December 1951, Research Note P&14S 51-i.

iepresents an attempt to obtain further information
on the influence of variations in rewarding feed-
back under conditions in which informative feed-
back is held constaxi., using the Hanual Lever,
which tests the ability of the subject to position
(iranually) a lever which moves in a plane in front
of the subject and perpendicular to the lateral
plane of his Dody. No differences were found
between groups, supporting the hypothesis that
rewarding feedback covaries with informative
feedback. The utility of the two distinct conceptsis questioned.

.3. 4~oble, ,.i., Fitts, P.,i., and i.arlowe, E. The Inter-
relations of Task Variables in Continuous Puruit TasKs:
II. Visual Display Scale. Arm Control Scale and Target
TIFrequency in Compensatory Tracking. Human Resources

Research Center, ARDC, Lackland AFB, Tex., December

1953, Research Bulletin 53-55.

Designed to investigate the interrelations of these
task variables in compensatory tracking problems
rather than folloiing tracking problems. Analysis
of the data indicated that tracking performance
was significantly better for lower problem frequen-
cy and larger amplitude of arm control. The form
of the learning curves indicated that even after
520 trials the limit of performance had not been
reached. The results also indicated that relative
error is more or less independent of the visual-
scale factur and increases as amplitude of arm
control movement decreases.

I

I
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31.~rcptK5. a.f oto!:r 3kills -Lab;x'riy.ry. :.eerning ar1
Tra:-sferring of .Taining in.Two For.-s of Rudder Control.
Tasks. Hunan Re iources Research Center, ATC, TackianI
.P3. Tex._., February 1950, Research Note Lab 50-1.

Presents the results of an experiment conducte.; to
study the transfer of training between two Rudder
3ontrol Tasks -hich differ from each other in
width of target. For this experiment a modified
version of the Rudder Control Test (Cif 120C) was
used. The implications of the results are that,
within the limits of this experiment, precision
of movement has not been identified as a signifi-
cant dimension of the two tasks included in this
study.

332. .'erceptual and 'Motor Skills Laboratory. Learning aro
Transfer of Training in Twc Foris of Rudder Control
Tasks. Perceptual and Mo tor Skills Laboratory, Human
Resources Research Center, ATC, Lackland AFB, Tex.,
February 1950, Research Notes Lab 50-1.

Designed to measure the degree of transfer tetweer
tasks which varied in the -recision of movement.
The attempt was made to produce different degrees
of this supposed dimension by varjing the target
widths. it was believed that practice on a tdsk
demanding a lower degree of motor precision would
transfer to a high p recision task to a lesser
extent than practice on the high precision task
itself. The results indicated that pzeliminar3
training on the narrow target task produces a
performnce on the wide target task which is not
significantv different from the performance
produced by the same amount of practice on the
wide target task itself. Preliminary training
on the wide target task produces a performance
on the narrow target task which is not signifi -antly
different from the performance produced by the sa.e
amount of practice on the narrow target task it-
self. The amount of transfer is not differentially
afi'fected by the variat ion in target width used in
this experiment.

V



' :..,. S. .:.. ".. and. Cruzen. M. Tracking Per~ormne ,.-.
Codbined Compensatory and Pursuit Taskis. Tight Air
Development Center, ARDC, Wright-Patterson A3T, Ohio.
i95 , WADC Technical Report 52-39.

Five subjects with normal uncorrected vision andF without prior experience in radar or oscilloscope
oDeration were subjected to different task %.ariatizoa
to compare compensatory and pursuit tracking 2-or a
one-dimensicnai visual-tracking task. The reslts
indicated that an operator can track satisfactorily
even if he must compensate. for movements of his own
follorwer pip, as long as the compensatory component.
does not exceed the pursuit component.

534. nepard. A.H. and Leiis, D. Devidces for Studying
.ssociative Interference in Psychomotor Performance:
II. The Modified Two-Hand Coordinator. Special Devices
Center, U, Port Washington, L.I., N.Y., 1950, TechnicaiI Report SDC 57-2-12. (In J. Psychol. 1950, 29, 53-66.)

4 description of the Modified Two-Hand Coordinator,
a pursuit device, with a presentation of sample
results from a pilot study on associative inter--oA
ference. In Lkeeping a small batton on the moving
target, the subject turned two handles ot" the type
found on a lathe. For this study the device vas r-o
modified that the direction of movement of the butt o_
for a given direction of turning of a control handle
could be reversed, the rate of movement could be

4 changed, and response errors could be recorded. The
sample results given indicated interference and the
authors concluded that "the Modified Two-Hand
Coordinator promises to be a highly useful device
for investigating associative interference in psycho-
motor performance."

C
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L. -asic "teearch ith :Lpplicati: ro "bihtay 7 ri

335. sher, J. ., rianley, T. D., and Steer, .. d;. .iel
Study of Voice Communication Problems as Related to
Training Dexices, ?rocedure, and Equipment- -Special
Devices Center, OUm, Port irlashington, L. I., N. ie.,
April 1955, Technical Report SDC 104-2-41.

. compilation of the data collected within the
operating fleet in order to exanine voice
communications. systems as they exist in the :]avy
today and to determine the scope of existing
comunications problems. Problem areas as pointed
out by both officers and enlisted men vyere 1) in-
adequate training, 2) unstandardized communications
procedures, 3) inefficient uise of equipment and
4) lack of proper supervision.

336. Department of Defense. Program Guidance in Training
for 1952. Committee on Human Resources, Research, an,
Development Board, Departir.ent of Defense, Washington,
1951, Report HTD 107/3.

The present status of military training is dis-
cussed. Progran guidan, - in specific technical
fields--training and education, and training
devices--and undesirable duplication of effort
are discussed.

337. Chambers, M. M. Opinions on Gains for American Education
From Wartime Armed Services Training. American Council
on Education, Washington, 196.

Summarizes the responses of both professional educators
and 3000 veterans to questions on selection and trainin,
methods in the armed services, also included is a
23-page annotated bibliography on the implications of
armed services training.

330. Department of Defense. Training Research: Scope, Aethod-
oloby, and Contributions. Joint Panel on Training and
Training Devices, Research and Development Board, Depart-
ment of Defense, Washirgton, April 1951, Report HTD 200/2.

• i
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consists of -talks -delivered at the zyA~sitzn o:,e
Training Research. Included in the report are
-the f blloing papers: "SdOpe and ?urpose of
Training Research"-by hA. igerton;. "Training
Research Design and Method;s" by W. Kappauf; and
"Contributions irom Training Research"l by IT.

L 4cOehee.

339. Department of Defense. 'Report of king Mr6up -on Human
Behavior Under Conditions o Military Service. Research
and Develonm-M7 Board, Department of Defense, :,ashington,
June i951i HBI-200/1.

A joint report of the Research and Development
B6ard and the Personnezol Policy Board. In6luded
in this report is a section on military training
covering motivation, content, methods, and manage-
Aent. A subdivision. methods- of training, is
concerned with the use of trAining aids and devices.

340. Finch, G. and Cameron, F. Air Force Human Engineering,
Personnel, and Training Research. Headquarters Air
Research- and Developet Ce Mand, US&F Baltimore, 1956,
AD, Technical Report 56-8.

Contains reports of the air Force aviation psycho-
logy research program. AU of the papers were
submitted for presentation at the Symposium on

Air Force Human Engineering, Personnel, and
'training Research, which was held at the 13ational
Academy of Sciences in November, 1955. Of particu-
lar interest to those concerned with training aids
and devices are articles by Bilodeau ("Studies of[ Target Size and Control of Psychomotor Behavior
Through Systematic Transformation of Knowledge of
Results"), Briggs and Besnard ("Experimental
Procedures for Increasing Reinforced Practice in
Training Air Force Mechanics for an Electronic
System"), French ("Evaluation of a K-System

Trouble Shooting Trainer"), Senders ("Tracking
with Intermittently Illuminated Stimuli") and
Swanson, iumsdaine, and Aukes ("Two Studies in
Evaluation of Maintenance Training Devices").

1('I
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341. Grace.. .G et al. Educaticnal Lessons From 1-Vaitime
TPme can Council on Education- Washington,

General report of the Commission on- Implications
of Armed Serdices Educational Programs. "The
magnitudes, methods, and motives of armed servibes
training in Viorld ar II have been studied for the-
lessons they may offer for the development of human
resources." Included are discussions of trainixg
aids and training devices a's utilized in the armed
services,

342-. Highland, R.W. A Consideration of Somc- Pertinent Problems
Relative to Radar Mechanic: Training Research. Human
Resources Research Center, ATC, Lackland AFB, Tex.,
November 1951, Research Note TECH 51-9.

The result of a series of interviews to examine
the possibilities of simplifying radar mechanic
training. It was recommended that: 1) Research
planning should continue with the intention of
designing projects to compare the kinds of radar
mechanic training which have been considered in
this report; 2) a project should be initiated to
build a proficiency test for radar mechanics in
general; 3) a project should be initiated for
collecting job analysis information from the using
agencies and relating job duties to experience
and formal training.

343. Katzell, R.A. et al. Combat Recognition Requirements,
Army. Special -Devices Center, ONR, Port Washington,
L. , N.Y., April 1952, Technical Report SDC 383-6-1.

The authors' recommendations for bettering Army
combat recognition included: 1) recognition
training should be spread throughout a soldier's
career; 2) audio-visual methods, sound recordings,
and simulated maneuvers against enemy tactics
and equipment should be utilized; 3) there should
be a general Army combat recognition training
plan.
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31L. iHcknicnch, -u.-)., lU-sh, C.H., and Scholl, C.E. Survey of
Training Aids in the Strategic Air C,.acnd. Hhwa Resuc--s
Research lab., Headquarters Couand., Boiling 0B., UizshinGtcn.,
March 1951, M_!L Report 22.

An intensive survey of the use of training aids
and devices in the Strategic Air Com d (M.C).
Conferences were held with ,rersonnel from SAC,
Air lateriel Coammd, and Training Aids wing,

ii. and field trips were made to several SAC bases.
The conference indicated that the training aids
progra in -SA-C' !mIs in nded of attention; in many

~instances training aids were obsolete, irsuficient
in nibr, or in poor operating ccndionm; part

[ "were hard to obtain,, and she requirements for nr .
Ii training aids were umeraus. Elaboration of the

problems and suggested solutions are inc'xuded inthis reort which jz _wo parts. 1) a mm- of

over-all survey findings and recomendtions and

2) detailed reports of findings at each SOC station

visited.

I IAja., National Defense Resea rch Council. Human Factors in
Aii v-Eficier 'g: TraJ~i.i% and Equipment. Applied

?vychology eanel, Washington., 1946,, Summary Technical

Report. (COR-FIDEvfIAL)

This book is a s'.,.ary report of the work of the
Applied Psychology Panel, National Defense Research
Coimitte during World Wsr U. The first half of this
volume describes research on the training for various
military specialties; the second half, the design and
operation cf the equipment for which trainirg is
necessary. Of particular interest is the chapter
entitled "The Use and Design of Synthetic Trainers
for Military Training' " (see Item 1O). In the chapters

I concerned with the training of specialists the various
training aids and devices utilized in such training
are discussed.

345. Shettle, G.P. ard Kessler, R. R. An Appraisal of Certain
.Major Synthetic Training Devices Employed by the Army

S~Air Forces to Supplement Oeational EQuipmen.. OSRD

Department of Commerce, Washington, 1945.

An attempt to measure the value of certain Synthetic

training devices to the training program of the Army
Air Forces. Supplementary comment is given on the
general advantages and disadvantages of each device
to assist in the planning of a postwar training program.

"tn.9,,
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_!L6, Special £beices Center. 5- !evelovment oi aini~g
iavices. Amy i ticipaticn Group, Special DeviceS
Center, L-4, ?ort .ashi-gtcn, L.I., H. Y.

Describes the £crration and puricse of the Lr v
Farticipa-tion Grcup, Special Devices Center.
Th.is grcup proeides ior the research, develop-
F ent, 3nd producticn of traing devices, train-
ing aids, and other equipent as directed by
the Chief, Ary Field Forces. It also woviees
for field testing of training equipment and
for research in hbmn engineering and the
develoent of trainijg rethcds and doctrines.

347. Stolurow, L.N., Wleiss, B., and Le wit, D.W. Report
of Navigation Air Check Stuidy. Human Resources Research
Center, L7c, Lackl d AFB, Tex., 4ovefoer 1950, Research
Note BOvi 50-8.

As a result of a navigation air check study the
authors put forth a number of recom3mendations.,
among the-: 1) "Hithin all train-ing organizations
a reauirement should be established for a unit
which would be responsible for both proficiency
evaluation and quality control of training;
2) existing ground trainers should be systemati-
caly evaluated with the dual purpose of improving
both methods of use and design of present equinment,
and of developing new trainers if found needed.

348. U.S. Departmient of Defense. Symposium on Psycholog of
Learning Basic to klitary Training Problems. Panel on
Training and Training Devices, Committee on Human Resources,
Research and Development Board, Department of Defense,
1iashington, 7-8 ay 1953, HR HTD 201/1.

A review of learning resesrch, with particular
stress cn its application for military training
problems, would prove helpful in planning and
conducting military training research. Covered
in this symposium were: theories and models
(Session 1), motor skill and learning for performance
in groups (Session 2), and motivation, perceptual
learning, and humm problem solving (Session 3).
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3,9. iolne, D. Mqhe Use and Besign of S he tic ?rafners for
a- Ki~itary Trainng- . H=-.-,q Factors in "-i'try Effici-eny:

-II. Training and Equipmment. Aplied Psychology Panel,
.C, Wshi-ton, 1946. Suzaary Techn c1 ReXort, pp6

t ..is chs-ter is con.ered -with a general 2proach to zhe
use aw design of synthetic trainers for military
trail-ng. Section--s are included on the characteristics
of good trainers (validity, knowledge of resits,
physical £eattres of trainers), the use of trainers

S .. (necessity for good instruction, characteristics of
good instruction. lesson plans, preparation of iesscn
plans), advantages of a trainer over real euiment
(economy, avilability, safety, control of difficult;,

Ip of practice). Also included in this report is a list
of the trainers designed and biilt by projects of the
Ap ied Psychology Panel, and the ltional Defense
Research CGzittee.
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Abbott, P.S... 28, x29 C-meron, F., 340
Aelson. IM, 83 Caeron, . 17i

-r R&D Czm. - 35 Cambel, J;w., 45
Allen, N.J., 117 Castor, J.H., 12
Armer. Cmcii. on Biuc. , 136. Carlton, &J., 169

139, 225 Catpenter. _-R., 1'2, 14, i 1 , 145,

Aier. Psychol. Assoc.. 226 195, 218
A=ons, R. B., 295 Carte&r, L.P., 305
Anderson, I.E., 1, 2, 3 Cmba-er, X.M., 337
Archer, E.J., 296 Channell, R.c., 45.
Armington, -J.C., 95 Cburch, S.A., 22
Arnold, T.G., 4, 4a Cokley, 3J.D., 4

Asher, J.W., 335 Cogswell, J.F., 172, al

Atkinson, R.C., 187 Cook, D.C., 242
Aukes, L.E., 136 Cook, T.W., 306

Cornell, F.G., 13
Babrick, H.P., 302, 303 Co-vaer, B.J., 271
Bancroft, C.A., 116 Crowder, N.A., 20, 120 f
Barger, D.M., 5 Croaeley, M.E., 320

Barrett, R.S., 46 Cruzen, N., 333
Bartlett, F., 297
Beals, L.S., Jr., 268 Dale, E., i46, 251, 252
Bechtoldt, H.P., 298 Detin., D.E., 14=
Beecroft, R.S., 249 Davidson, S., 121
Bell, J.m., 36 Davock, A., 90&
Bellows, R.m., 269 livy, E., 79, 80
Bennett, G.K., 37, 60, 61, 62 De Kieffer, R., 253
Berkshire, J.R., 6 Denenberg, V.H., 122
Besnard, G.G., 7, 118 Dept. of Agric., 173
Bigbee, L.R., 51 Dept. of Def., 336, 338, 339
Bilodeau, E.A., 85, 86, 87, 299, Desiderato, 0., 239

300, 301, 322, 323 Dexter, L.A., 307
Black, J. W., 119 Diamond, H.L., 10
Uackston, M.W., 8 Directorate of Tng. Hdqrs., 54
Boehm, W.R., 234 Directorate of Pets., Proc. & Tng., 55
Bowlus, D.R., 99, 100 Dorny, L.R., 45
Boyle, D.J., 38, 73 Dreher, J.J., 128

Brenner, H.R., 186 Dubois, P.R., 58
Briggs, G.E., 302, 303 Dubrovner, R., 1a
Briggs, L.J., 7, 9, 118 Duncan, C.P., 308, 309, 327
Brown, C.W., 39, 10, 41, 42 DIwva, J.S., 240, 241
Brown, E.L., 43, "'-9

Brown, J.L., 10 Eckstrand, G.A., 272, 310, 311, 328
Isown, J.S., 12, 88, 304 EMgerton, H.A., 15, 46, 89, 273, 274,
]'cwn, J. W., 250 275, 276, 277

Bryan, G.L., 11 Edwards, A.L., 312
Bur. of Nay. Pers., 270 Ellis, D.S.., 90, 91
Bus. Screen, 140, 141 Estep, M.F. , 269
Buxton, C.E.., 101 Exton, W., 147, 254
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